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Abstract 

 

This thesis focuses on the search for alternative redox mediators, a critical 

component of the electrolyte used in dye-sensitized solar cells (DSCs). The redox 

couple plays the important role of facilitating dye regeneration, which occurs 

following the light-induced electron injection from the dye into the 

semiconductor. The maximum photovoltage (VOC) achievable with DSCs 

strongly depends on the redox potential of the mediator used in these devices. 

The redox potential of the classical iodide/triiodide redox couple typically sits 

600-700 mV above that of the dye (E(D/D+)). As a consequence, a sizable 

amount of energy is dissipated during the dye-regeneration process, restricting the 

maximum achievable VOC. Currently major efforts are being made to use 

alternative redox mediators in place of iodide/triiodide. 

 

Very recently, cobalt(II)/(III)-based redox mediators have been used to fabricate 

DSCs with record efficiency. These DSCs were made using [Co(bpy)3]2+/3+ as a 

redox mediator. The 2,2'-bipyridine (bpy) used in this case is a bidentate ligand 

that coordinates to the metal centre via two nitrogen donor atoms. Modification 

in the architecture of these ligands offers an opportunity to tune the redox 

potential of their respective cobalt complexes. Many derivatives of bpy and the 

tridentate ligand, 2,2',6',2"-terpyridine (terpy), have been used to synthesize redox 

couples for DSCs. However, the use of redox couples based on the complexes of 

higher denticity ligands was virtually unexplored prior to this research.  

 

In this thesis, pentadentate (L = PY5Me2) and hexadentate (L' = bpyPY4) 

polypyridyl ligands have been used to prepare novel cobalt complexes for 

application as redox couples in DSCs. Based on the chelate effect, the new 

complexes were expected to be thermodynamically more stable than analogues 

prepared from lower denticity ligands, such as bpy and terpy. In case of the 

pentadentate ligand complexes with the general formula [Co(L)(X)]2+/3+, where L 

= pentadentate ligand and X = weakly binding ligand, two complexes were 

isolated in which the cobalt center resides in a slightly distorted octahedral 

geometry. For these complexes, there is an opportunity to fine-tune the potential 
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of the redox couple by simply replacing the monodentate ligand X with another 

Lewis base with a stronger binding affinity for cobalt(II)/(III). The Lewis bases 

chosen for this study are common DSC electrolyte additives, which are generally 

believed to act as surface passivating agents. Using a number of analytical 

techniques, it was shown that t-butylpyridine (tBP) and N-methylbenzimidazole 

(NMBI) can easily replace the monodentate acetonitrile ligand (X) to form a 

redox couple with the general formula [Co(L)(B)]2+/3+. By applying an organic 

sensitizer, efficiencies of 8.4% and 9.4% were attained under simulated light 

intensity of 100% sun  (1,000 W m-2 AM 1.5) and 10% sun, respectively, with an 

open circuit voltage (VOC) of 1V at 100% sun for the tBP based mediator.  

 

To further develop a thermodynamically stable redox mediator capable of 

extending the long term stability of the DSCs, a hexadentate polypyridyl ligand 

(L') was used to prepare novel cobalt(II)/(III) complexes, which were 

characterized using techniques such as single crystal X-ray crystallography. These 

[Co(L')]2+/3+ complexes were then applied as redox mediators in DSCs in 

combination with an organic sensitizer, MK2. The newly synthesized redox 

couple, [Co(L')]2+/3+, results in higher DSC efficiencies than the [Co(bpy)3]2+/3+ 

couple. Most importantly, the lab scale DSCs made with this redox mediator 

exhibit superior stability under continuous full sun illumination compared to 

those based on [Co(bpy)3]2+/3+, highlighting the importance of the thermodynamic 

stability of the complex for future applications in commercial DSCs.  

 

The oxidation of the cobalt(II) complex to the corresponding cobalt(III) complex 

is an important part of the synthesis of the redox couple. Efforts to oxidize 

[Co(L)(X)]2+/3+ by NOBF4 resulted in an unwanted reaction product, which was 

further investigated. Single crystal X-ray analysis revealed the formation of 

[Co(L)(F)]2+, which resulted from the decomposition of BF4 over time. The 

synthesis and structural elucidation of [Co(L)(F)3+ is provided, as it could find 

potential application as redox couple or as a catalyst. A preferable method for the 

oxidation of cobalt(II) polypyridyl complexes is also suggested.  

In conclusion, new non-corrosive redox mediators based on cobalt(II)/(III) 

complexes comprising multidentate polypyridyl ligands were developed in this 
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thesis. The ability to adjust the redox properties of these mediators provides the 

scope to fine-tune the mediator properties to those of specific sensitizers. This in 

turn should allow the minimization of dye-regeneration driving forces, which 

would consequently improve the energy conversion efficiencies. 
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Chapter 1 

 

 

 

 

Introduction 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1.1. Energy and Environment 

 

Since the beginning of the industrial revolution, the world has seen ever-increasing 

prosperity and economic growth. However, consumption of conventional energy 

resources as a result of industrialization has resulted in increased concentration of 

carbon compounds in the environment as well as in the atmosphere. In order to 

reduce the stress induced by pollution on our ecological and socio-economic systems 

and to augment the industrial and commercial growth, access to clean and 

inexpensive energy is of prime importance. In 2011, the atmospheric CO2 

concentration reached 390 ppm, which is 40% higher than its preindustrial level of 

278 ppm and by May 2013, CO2 concentration had climbed to 399.7 ppm.1 Figure 

1.1 shows the human contribution to the present atmospheric carbon dioxide content. 

This alarming increase in greenhouse gases and the cumulative carbon footprint 

necessitates enormous effort and decisive actions to tackle this issue.  

 

The United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change held 20 years ago 

urged participants to make policies to mitigate or prevent the anthropogenic effects 

of climate change.2 
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Figure 1.1: Emission estimates expressed in million metric tons of carbon from major contributors to the 

carbon footprint: fossil-fuel burning in its three different forms, cement manufacture and gas flaring1  

Unfortunately, the effects of significant climate change have been adverse 

particularly for developing countries. Over 95% of deaths resulting from natural 

disasters have occurred in developing countries during the period of 1970 to 2008.1,2 

Thus, the quest for cheap, green and abundant energy is urgent and the modern 

world desperately needs innovative, environmentally friendly, alternative energy 

sources. Alternative energy sources can be defined as energy sources that are not 

based on fossil fuel burning or the atomic fission, since the recent Fukushima 

Daiichi (2011) and the Chernobyl (1986) nuclear disasters have turned many against 

nuclear power. Five major sources of clean energy include biomass, wind, hydro, 

geothermal and solar energy.  

 

Solar energy in the form of light radiation is the most abundant energy source. 

Massive amounts of radiant energy are generated by the continuous nuclear fusion 

processes taking place in the sun. The energy striking the earth in an hour is more 

than the energy consumed globally in a year.3 In order to use this energy to 

effectively fill the energy gap, a number of technologies have been devised, including 

solar heating, solar thermal electricity, solar fuels and photovoltaics (PV) 

technologies. Amongst these the most promising methodologies for generating 

power from the sun are PV technologies that transform radiation energy from the 

sun to generate an electric current, which is then fed directly into the electricity 
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transmission grid. Such photovoltaic technologies are thus regarded as utility-scale 

solar energy facilities.  

 

Increasing investment interest shown by global companies has facilitated the 

application of solar energy into mainstream energy technologies. The current price 

of PV modules is less than half of their price in mid 2008. This steep reduction in 

cost is also supported by significant policy support in a number of key markets. A 

further expected decrease in PV module prices will help the public sector to adopt 

this technology and thus assist in the decarbonization of the electric grid.  

 

There are a number of factors that affect the potential of a country to benefit from 

PV technologies. The most obvious factor is the geographic location of the country, 

as this not only changes the intensity of the solar irradiation but also the whole 

spectral distribution. Many other factors including the size of gross domestic product, 

financial stability, business environment and policies on renewable energy are 

considered to be important.   A recent study by the European Photovoltaic Industry 

Association mapped all these factors for sunbelt countries (i.e., countries within 35° 

of the Equator). The resulting chart is given in Figure 1.2. As can be seen, Australia 

has great potential to benefit from PV technologies.  

 

 
Figure 1.2:  Photovoltaic opportunity mapping of Sunbelt countries.4 
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1.2: Brief History of the Photovoltaic Technology 

The solar PV cell is the fundamental semiconductor device responsible for 

converting light into electricity. The dominant PV technology is based on single-

crystal silicon or polycrystalline silicon. In this section, a brief history of the concept 

development of PV is provided. 

The photovoltaic (PV) effect was discovered in 1893 by Edmond Becquerel when he 

observed that electrical currents arise from certain light stimulated chemical 

reactions. In the late 1940s, the first solid-state device with 6% efficiency was 

available to industry. In PV solar cells, the incoming photons are absorbed by the 

semiconductor material and are converted into electron-hole pairs. The decisive 

parameter in this conversion efficiency is the bandgap energy, Egap, of the 

semiconductor. Photons with an energy hν <Egap will not contribute to the 

photogeneration, whereas all photons with hν >Egap will take part in the overall 

photogeneration process. The maximum achievable photogenerated electric current 

density, JSC, is thus given by the photons with an energy hν >Egap. Estimates of the 

maximum achievable efficiency have been made since the discovery of the 

photovoltaic effect. In general, the solar-power conversion efficiency is strongly 

related to the initiation of electron-hole pairs caused by the incident photons 

followed by the propagation to the external circuit before the unwanted 

recombination reaction happens at a given voltage.  

In 1960, Shockley-Queisser identified that the recombination mechanisms are the 

detailed balance counterpart of the generation mechanisms that are impossible to 

circumvent. Deeply rooted in the second law of thermodynamics, the detailed 

balanced principle of Shockley-Quiesser sets theoretical limits on the efficiency of the 

single junction solar cell. The first generation crystalline solar cells are already 

reaching the single junction solar cell’s Shockley-Queisser limit of 31% under one 

sun illumination (air mass 1.5 G).5 Currently, second generation and third 

generation solar cells are under intense investigation as the theoretical efficiency of 

these solar cells can be improved by using different materials and device 

architectures.  

A comparison of the theoretical maximum efficiencies, best research cell efficiencies 

and typical module efficiencies has been provided by NREL for a number of 
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promising PV technologies (see Figure 1.3). Large gaps exist between the theoretical 

maximum efficiencies and the achieved module efficiencies. In particular, the large 

gap between the theoretical and module efficiency for triple junction (3J) 

concentrated photovoltaics (CPV) needs to be overcome to produce cost-effective 

CPV solar cells. 

 
Figure 1.3: A comparison of theoretical maximum, best research cell and typical module efficiencies of a 

number of attractive PV technologies 

!
1.3: Current Challenge for PV Technologies 

 

The current challenge for the solar industry is to provide electricity at a cost of less 

than $ 0.5/WP at large scale. This requires simple mass production with cheap and 

effective infrastructure. Second and third generation solar cells are potential 

candidates for achieving this cost. These cells include amorphous silicon (a-Si), 

copper indium gallium diselinide (CIGS), CdTe and dye-sensitized solar cells 

(DSCs).6 Figure 1.4 shows the highest efficiency records achieved by laboratory 

based research cells for most of the photovoltaic technologies currently under 

investigation. This useful compilation by Martin Green also shows the historic 

evolution of these technologies and the contribution towards this exciting research 

by different research groups in the world. This figure also provides the readers with 

an overview of the main classes of PV technologies and achievable efficiencies.  
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The classes of PV technologies described in the figure can be broadly divided into 

two major classes: single crystal solar cells and thin film technologies. Current 

attempts to reduce the cost and enhance the efficiency of single crystal based solar 

cells are limited. However, polycrystalline photovoltaic cells have emerged as a 

viable alternative technology to costly and laborious manufacturing of single crystal 

photovoltaics. Four main classes of thin film technologies are approaching or have 

exceeded the 10% landmark for solar-power conversion efficiencies. These 

technologies include: organic photovoltaics, solution-processed bulk inorganic 

photovoltaics colloidal quantum-dot solar cells and dye-sensitized solar cells 

(DSCs).7 The DSC is a promising, inexpensive technology that can potentially be 

produced at low cost via well-established commercial printing technologies.  DSCs 

are also very advantageous in their characteristic property of being able to operate in 

low sunlight as well. 

 

 

 

Figure 1.4: A comparison of best research cell efficiencies for different photovoltaic technologies. 

Reproduced from reference8 
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1.4: Dye-Sensitized Solar Cells 

 

The functioning of DSCs is based on the large internal interface offered by the 

combination of a sensitizing dye and nanostructured titania in contrast to a built-in 

electric field in highly pure semiconductor materials. Low production cost, design 

opportunities, high temperature stability, flexibility, bifacial output and better 

diffused and low light performance are some of the characteristics which make these 

devices ideal candidates for future research and exploration as third generation PVs.  

 

In a DSC, nanocrystalline semiconductor oxides, mostly TiO2 sensitized with a dye, 

are used as the electrode and immersed into an electrolyte solution and redox 

mediators (see Figure 1.5). Upon optical excitation of the dye and subsequent 

electron injection into the titania, the redox mediator regenerates the dye. Dye 

regeneration in DSCs is an important part of the cascade of reactions that proceed 

on a pico to nano seconds time scale. The electrolyte present in the DSC device not 

only regenerates the dye but also transfers the charge to the adjacent counter 

electrode, typically through an ion diffusion mechanism.  

 

 

 
Figure 1.5: Schematic illustration of the operation principle of a molecular photovoltaic cell. The DSC 
components are divided into two major components: counter electrode (CE) and working electrode (WE). 
Both electrodes are fused together and filled with an electrolyte. Titania is printed on a conducting 
transparent layer applied on a transparent substrate (WE). A monolayer of dye is adsorbed onto the TiO2 
nanostructured film. A catalyst, usually Pt nanoparticles, is applied on the CE to catalyze the triiodide 
reduction. 

!
The DSC is a complex system made up of strongly interacting individual 

components. Since the function of a DSC as a whole is larger than the sum of its 

components, the efficiency improvement of DSCs depends upon utilizing the full 
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potential of these individual components. The challenge is to develop these 

individual components in such a way that simultaneous interaction between them 

would allow better functioning of the DSC with maximum efficiency and enhanced 

stability enabling future industrial production of DSCs. These efforts include 

interdisciplinary research, involving electrochemistry, semiconductor physics, 

surface physics and chemistry, materials science aspects in organic and inorganic 

chemistry.6,9 Figure 1.5 illustrates a schematic cross-section of a DSC. Figure 1.6 

shows photoinduced processes occurring during photovoltaic energy conversion in a 

DSC.  An ideal dye is capable of quantitative charge injection and of harvesting a 

wide spectral range of the solar spectrum (see processes 1 and 3 in Figure 1.6). Thus, 

a huge effort is being undertaken for the development of dyes.9 The development of 

highly porous TiO2 nanostructured films with a wide band gap is also very important 

as it allows superior charge percolation across the titania film.10 In addition the 

electrolyte is a very important component that is responsible for dye-regeneration 

and is also under intense investigation.  

 

 
Figure 1.6: Photoinduced processes taking place during the photovoltaic energy conversion at the surface of 
the mesostructured titania films:  (1) sensitizer excitation by light; (2) radiative or nonradiative deacay of the 
sensitizer; (3) electron injection into the conduction band; (4) recapture of the conduction band electron by 
the oxidized sensitizer (D+); (5) recapture of the conduction band electrons by the oxidized form of the redox 
couple; E0(D/D+) and E0(D*/D+) are the distribution functions for the redox energy levels of ground state 
and excited state of the dye, respectively. E0(red/ox) is the redox distribution function for redox couple 
responsible for  regenerating the sensitizer and transporting the positive charge to the counter electrode. 
Gray spheres:  titania nanoparticles. Brown dots: sensitizer. Green and blue dots:  oxidized and reduced 
forms of the redox couple. Gerischer distribution curves are used explicitly for all species undergoing a redox 
process, as the energy levels are not discrete. 
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1.4.1 Photoelectrochemical reactions in the DSC. 

In the dark, an equilibrium is established between the Fermi levels of the titania and 

the electrolyte.  However, when light falls on the sensitizer, electrons are excited 

from the HOMO level of the dye to the original LUMO level. The transfer of the 

electrons from the LUMO level of the dye to the titania increases the electron 

concentration in the conduction band of the titania and consequently, the quasi 

Fermi level is shifted upward. Subsequently, the sensitizer is regenerated by the 

reduced species of the redox shuttle in the electrolyte. In turn, the redox couple is 

regenerated at the counter electrode. A distribution of the energy levels occurs due to 

the fluctuations in the solvation shell surrounding the molecule. 

 

The distribution functions of the unoccupied and occupied orbitals for the ground 

and excited states are equal areas showing that the corresponding concentrations of 

the redox species are the same (see Figure 1.7). Any variation in concentrations gives 

rise to different Fermi levels; EF, redox  (D/D+) and E*F, redox (D*/D+). This variation 

will also lead to different driving forces for electron injection and for regeneration of 

the oxidized dye by the electrolyte. A high quality and well-sintered TiO2 

nanostructured film allows for efficient charge collection and percolation across the 

film (see process 3 in Figure 1.6).  

 

 

 
Figure 1.7: Energy distribution states of the dye in the ground state and the excited state. Optical excitation 

energy for excitation of the ground state of the dye, D, to the excited state D* is shown by an arrow. This 
optical excitation is then followed by the electron injection into unoccupied states within the conduction 
band of the mesoporous TiO2 film.11 
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The electrolyte has an important role in DSCs, as it is responsible for the dye 

regeneration as well as the charge conduction across the cell. The corresponding 

reorganization energies of the redox species (dye and redox couple) are very 

important for an efficient DSC device. For example, the reorganization energy for 

the D5 dye has been estimated to be 0.97 eV by a quantum chemical approach. 

Similarly the reorganization energy for the N3 dye has been estimated to be 0.35 eV 

(the structures of the dye N3 and D5 are shown in Figure 1.9).11 The importance of 

the reorganization energy of the different redox species (dye and redox couple) in a 

DSC device is not very well understood. However, very recent developments in the 

field of alternative redox couples based on one-electron redox processes have 

provided very useful further insights into the importance of dye regeneration kinetics 

(discussed in detail in next chapter). The dye regeneration kinetics has also been very 

well studied for iodide/triiodide (two-electron process) based electrolytes. The 

process of dye regeneration following the electron injection into the titania by the 

excited dye is crucial. Ideally, dye regeneration must occur rapidly enough to avoid 

recombination reactions. Two types of unwanted recombination reactions occur in 

DSCs: 1) the recombination of photoinduced electrons in the titania and electron 

deficient species (oxidized form) in the electrolyte (see process 5 in Figure 1.6 and 

process 6 in Figure 1.8); and 2) the recombination of electrons from titania to the 

oxidized dye molecules (see process 4 in Figure 1.6 and process 5 in Figure 1.8).  
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Figure 1.8: Diagram summarizing the interfacial electron transfer kinetics in a high performing DSC 
sensitized using a ruthenium dye and conventional iodide/triiodide electrolyte. Typical time ranges of the 
forward reactions (solid lines) and recombination reactions (dotted lines) are indicated.12 

The successful operation of the DSC device is achieved as the forward electron 

transfer kinetics occur on a µs to fs scale. The electron injection from the excited 

state of the dye to TiO2 (process 2 in Figure 1.8) occurs within 100 fs to 100 ps, 

which is much quicker than the relaxation of the dye, which occurs on the ns scale. 

However, dye regeneration (process 4 in Figure 1.7) occurs on µs scale, thus 

competing with the recombination reactions taking place on the s to µs scale (process 

5 and 6 in Figure 1.8).12 

 

1.4.2 The iodide/triiodide redox couple based electrolyte system 

Despite record performance of I-/I3
- redox couple based electrolyte in DSCs, this 

redox couple has its own disadvantages. The corrosive nature of I-/I3
- particularly 

towards conductive metals is one of the serious concerns for the large scale 

production of DSCs as the production process involves the use of metallic grids. 

These grids are deposited on fluorine doped tin oxide (FTO) glass to minimize 

ohmic losses due to the high sheet resistance of the transparent conductive substrate 
11. The mismatch in the redox potential between I-/I3

- and the highest occupied 

molecular orbital (HOMO) of most dyes is also a serious issue. For N-719 (di-

tetrabutylammonium-cis-bis(isothiocyanato)bis(2,2′-bipyridyl-4,4′-

dicarboxylato)ruthenium(II)), a sensitizer used in high efficiency DSCs the HOMO 
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level is at 1.07 V (vs NHE).13Dye regeneration by the I-/I3
- redox couple involves the 

formation of the intermediate radical species I2
•
- 
with a more negative redox potential 

than the standard redox potential of I-/I3
-, representing an additional energy barrier. 

At high concentrations the I-/I3
- in the electrolyte absorb a significant part of the 

visible light, limiting the light harvesting efficiency of the sensitizer and hence 

limiting the achievable photocurrent.14 In addition, the slow rate of regeneration for 

dyes with low redox potential, i.e., far-red-absorbing dyes, further limits the 

achievable photocurrent 15-17. For sensitizers such as porphyrins with highly 

polarizable organic chromophores, the strong association of I3
- results in enhanced 

dark currents and unwanted side reactions.18,19  

The I-/I3
- redox couple was regarded as a robust redox couple in record performing 

DSCs for many years. In 2006, the important advance was reported by the Hagfeldt 

group by using cobalt(II)/(III) based redox mediators with donor-acceptor dyes. 

Later, in the seminal study by Grätzel et al., I-/I3
- was replaced with the 

[Co(bpy)3]2+/3+ redox couple for record performing devices.20 However, the industrial 

production of DSCs not only requires high performance but also stability. Thus, 

research into alternative redox mediators for DSCs is an ongoing research topic.  

 

1.4.3 Finding a suitable redox mediator for DSCs 

A number of different approaches have been considered to identify the optimum 

electrolyte of choice to bring the production of DSCs to an industrial scale. One 

approach is based on the use of the I-/I3
- redox couple supported by the ionic liquid, 

gel and polymer interface. However, the inherent issues associated with the I-/I3
- 

redox couple cannot be avoided using this strategy. Another parallel effort included 

the investigation of non-volatile components based organic and inorganic solid hole-

conductors. These solid hole-conductors transfer the charge across the working 

electrode and counter electrode through a hole-transfer mechanism.21-24 The main 

drawbacks associated with these solid hole-conductors include inefficient charge 

transfer and poor pore filling.25 

 

Other approaches include the application of organic and inorganic redox couples 

dissolved in liquid solvents or supported by quasi-solids. These organic and 

inorganic redox couples have been selected from many redox processes taking place 
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in the nature as well other field of chemistry. A brief literature review of these redox 

couples is provided in the next chapter. 

 

There are many examples of the use of metal-based redox mediators offering stable 

and efficient redox processes in nature, e.g. chlorophyll or metalloproteins. The 

ability of transition metal complexes to shuttle between two stable oxidation states 

makes them ideal candidates for alternative redox mediators. Our strategies to 

adhere to the challenge of finding suitable redox mediator for DSCs mainly include 

the exploration of redox mediators based on cobalt(II)/(III) (cobaltous/cobaltic) 

complexes. Cobalt(II)/(III) based redox mediator based on a bidentate and tridentate 

redox mediators have been recently explored. According to the literature, metal 

complexes based on higher denticity of the ligand result in higher stability of the 

complex as compared to the metal complexes based on lower denticity of the 

ligand.26 Thus, the main emphasis of this thesis is to explore the usage of 

cobalt(II)/(III) based redox mediator as redox couples, with the general formula 

[Co(L)n]2+/3+, where L = polypyridyl ligand and n = 1-2.   

 

 

 

 
Figure 1.9: Structures of the dyes N3 and D5 
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Chapter: 2  

 

 

 

 

Literature Review 

 

 

 

In this chapter the importance of research into alternative redox mediators to the 

classical iodide/triiodide-based electrolyte is explained. In the second part of the 

chapter a broad classification of the alternative redox mediators is provided on the 

basis of organic and inorganic redox couples with a particular focus on 

cobalt(II)/(III)-based redox mediators.  

 

2.1 Importance of Research into the Alternative Redox Couples 

In DSC devices, upon optical excitation of the dye and subsequent electron injection 

into the nanocrystalline TiO2, the redox mediator present in the electrolyte 

regenerates the dye. Thus, the redox couple, a very important component present in 

the electrolyte, is of prime importance. An efficient redox couple, when combined 

with an appropriate sensitizing dye, not only ensures efficient dye regeneration but 

also effectively transports positive charge to the catalyst-coated counter electrode. 

The redox potential of the electrolyte should be adjusted as close as possible to the 

HOMO level of the dye but should also provide sufficient driving force for 

quantitative dye regeneration. A comparison of HOMO levels of N719 dye and the 

redox levels of two highly successful redox couples; iodide/triiodide and 

[Co(bpy)3]2+/3+ are presented in the energy level diagram shown in Figure 2.1. 

 

As explained in the previous section, dye regeneration is one of the very important 

mechanisms involved in DSC performance. The dye-regeneration mechanism using 
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the conventional iodide/triiodide electrolyte is not simple as it involves a two-

electron process (as shown in Equation 1 and 2). In contrast, the redox process for 

cobalt (II)/(III)-based complexes is a very simple one-electron process (Equation 3) 

and it does not involve the disproportionation reaction shown in Equation 2 below. 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 2. 1: Energy-level diagram of DSC components, approximate redox potentials of the electrolytes 
based on [Co(bpy)3]

2+/3+ and classical iodide/triiodide redox couple. Data for N719 and both electrolytes are 
relative to the normal hydrogen electrode. 

D+ + 2I D + I2

 2I2 I3 + I

D+ + Co+2 D + Co+3

(1)

(2)

(3)
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The disproportionation reaction leads to an appreciable energy loss (~ 0.4 eV in 

acetonitrile).1 Thus, the careful design of an efficient redox couple is crucial to 

achieve the goal of high efficiency, commercially viable DSC technology. 

The current-voltage (IV) characteristics of the DSCs define energy conversion 

efficiency, η, as given by: 

 

! = ! !!"×!!!" !×!!!!!!"!×!!!"##
!!!!(4) 

 

The characteristic parameters can be defined as: ISC is the short circuit current, VOC is 

the open circuit voltage, FF is the fill factor, Pin is the power density of the incident 

solar light and Acell is the cell area under illumination. The above equation 4 shows 

that the energy conversion efficiency is directly proportional to three important 

parameters of a DSC (ISC, VOC and FF), which are dependent on the redox couple.  

 

In 1999, Gregg and Pichot found that the open circuit potential realized in the DSC 

was highly correlated to the electrochemical potential of the redox couple.2 By 

applying the reduced species of the three different redox systems based on 

iodide/triiodide, ferrocene/ferrocenium and quinone/hydroquinone redox couples 

they deduced important result. They found that the photoinduced chemical potential 

difference between the Nernst potential of the redox couple and the titania quasi-

Fermi level is the photovoltage determining parameter. Their findings helped to 

predict the obtainable VOC (open-circuit voltage) of a DSC based on a new redox 

couple. The advantage of alternative redox mediators was recently demonstrated by 

the use of the [Co(bpy)3]2+/3+ couple in DSCs, which achieved a record efficiency of 

12.3% and VOC of 965 mV.3 Figure 2.1 shows a large potential difference between the 

Nernst potential of the [Co(bpy)3]2+/3+ redox couple and the EC (quasi-Fermi level of 

titania) compared to the conventional iodide/triiodide electrolyte. This large 

potential difference translates to a higher VOC when the [Co(bpy)3]2+/3+ redox couple 

is used. 

The second very important IV-characteristic parameter, ISC, also depends on the 

choice of the redox couple. One-electron redox process involved in dye-regeneration 

using alternative redox mediators, [Co(bpy)3]2+/3+, also offers fast dye-regeneration 

kinetics. As indicated in Figure 2.1, the [Co(bpy)3]2+/3+ redox mediator accomplishes 
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efficient dye-regeneration using lower electrochemical driving force as compared to 

the conventional iodide/triiodide electrolyte. It has been concluded that inefficient 

dye-regeneration leads to lower photocurrent (ISC).4 Therefore, finding a suitable 

redox mediator is important to not only increase VOC but also to increase the  ISC.  

 

In the following sections, a brief overview of different types of redox mediators used 

previously in DSC research is presented, broadly divided into two major classes: 

organic and inorganic redox mediators. The focus of the literature presented here is 

on the alternative redox couples used to ameliorate the performance and stability of 

liquid electrolyte-based DSCs in order to avoid corrosion issues associated with the 

classical iodide/triiodide redox couple. 

 

2.2 Organic redox mediators 

Organic redox mediators using one-electron and two-electron transfer reactions are 

discussed in the following sections. With the benefit of advances in synthetic organic 

chemistry, organic redox couples can be easily modified in order to tune the redox 

potential of the electrolyte for optimum performance in the DSCs. 

 

2.2.1 Nitroxide radical based complexes 

Nitronyl nitroxides are recognized as the most stable and robust organic radicals 

and have been widely explored.5 2,2,6,6-tetramethyl-1-piperidinylolxy (TEMPO) is 

an organic redox couple based on the nitroxide functional group. In 2008, the use of 

TEMPO/TEMPO+ as a redox mediator resulted in an overall efficiency of 5% 

under simulated sunlight, AM1.5G, 1,000 W/m2.6a This exciting result was 

obtained with the dye D149 (shown in Figure 2.3). However, TEMPO/TEMPO+ 

redox mediator-based DSCs suffer from higher rates of recombination, which has 

been shown to be a general problem associated with all one-electron redox systems.7 

Poor stability of the devices arising from the high reactivity of the nitroxide radical 

towards dye functional groups like thiophene is also regarded as a major issue. 

Nishide et al. (2010) studied the effect of the different functional groups attached to 

the 4-position of the TEMPO ring.6b They demonstrated that the redox potential 

could be fine-tuned by the substitution of 4-H of the TEMPO ring with negatively 
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Table 2.1: Chemical structures of the nitroxide redox couples 

Oxidized and reduced 

species 

Common name 

with relevant 

oxidation state 

Redox 

potential 
Ref. 

 

Tempo/Tempo+ 
0.80 V vs. 

NHE 
6a 

 

4-OH-Tempo/ 

4-OH-Tempo+ 

 

 

0.70 V vs. 

Ag/AgCl 
6b 

 

4-CN-Tempo/ 

4-CN-Tempo+ 

 

 

0.86 V vs. 

Ag/AgCl 
6b 

 

4-ACE-Tempo/ 

4-ACE-Tempo+ 

 

 

0.76 V vs. 

Ag/AgCl 
6b 

 

AZA/AZA+ 
0.63 V vs. 

Ag/AgCl 
6c 

 

 

charged substituents. However, the device efficiencies were poor and recombination 

reactions were not effectively reduced using the new derivatives. In a recent 

publication (2012), Coote et al. have established a structure-activity relationship for 

five membered and six membered nitroxide bearing rings. They have predicted a 

number of structures suitable for their application as redox mediators in DSCs.6d 

Very soon after this publication one of the predicted structures was used as 

alternative redox mediators for DSCs. The nitroxide used in this research is 2-

Azaadamantan-N-oxyl (AZA), a compound with 60 mV lower redox potential than 

TEMPO (690 mV vs. Ag/AgCl).6c The AZA/AZA+ based redox mediator exhibits 
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10 times higher self-exchange reaction rates due to the rigid and symmetric 

adamantane framework than TEMPO and showed an impressive efficiency of 8.6% 

under full sun illumination conditions using a dye cocktail D205/D131.6c 

 

2.2.2 Disulfide/thiourea and disulfide/thiolate based-redox shuttles 

In 2010, Meng et al. investigated tetramethylthiourea (TMTU) and its dimer 

tetramethylformaminium disulfide dication (TMFDS+2) as a redox couple in DSCs.8 

This colorless, low cost and non-corrosive redox system worked better in 

combination with carbon-based counter electrodes. An efficiency of 3.1 % was 

realized using the N3 sensitizer.  

 

Wang et al. have reported a T2/T¯ (disulfide/thiolate) redox couple that led to a 

DSC efficiency of 6.4% under standard illumination test conditions.9 Being non-

corrosive towards other components in the cell is an obvious advantage of this redox 

couple, but it involves cleavage/formation of a disulfide bond, leading to slow 

reaction kinetics. The two-electron concerted electrochemical reaction showed a very 

reasonable overall efficiency of 6.4 %.  

 

Sun and his co-workers developed a new redox system based on another type of 

disulfide/thiolate-based organic redox couple.10 This new redox system contained 

McMT¯ (structures can be found in Table 2.2) as the thiolate form and its dimer 

BMT as the disulfide component. An efficiency of 4.0 % was achieved using an 

organic dye, TH305, and platinized counter electrode, under full sun illumination 

conditions. In their next publication, Sun et al. published a series of different 

disulfide/thiolate-based organic redox couples using PEDOT as counter electrodes 

catalyst.11 This series consisted of McMT¯/BMT, McMO¯/BMO, McPO¯/BPO, 

McBT¯/BBT AND McBO¯/BBO (structures can be found in Table 2.2). The 

counter electrode catalyst, PEDOT, showed better performance with McMT¯/BMT. 

An efficiency of 6 % was achieved using a PEDOT counter electrode, mainly due to 

higher FF compared to the previously published 4 % efficiency with a platinized 

FTO counter electrode. These new redox couples, however, did not outperform the 

McMT¯/BMT redox couple. 
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Recently, Cheng et al. have reported the use of DMPIC/DMPIDC (L-cysteine/L-

cystine) as an organic redox couple with a high efficiency of 7.7 % (structures shown 

in the table 2.2).12 The inter-conversion of the redox couples follows the S-S bond 

making and breaking process. 

 

 

Table 2.2: Molecular structures of the redox couples involving S-S bond making and bond breaking process 

Oxidized and reduced species 

Common name 

with relevant 

oxidation state 

Redox 

potential 
Ref. 

 

T¯/ 

T2 

485mV 

vs. NHE 
9 

 

TMTU/ 

TMFDS+2 

303 mV 

vs. SCE 
8 

 

McMT/ 

BMT 

150 mV 

vs. NHE 
10 

 

McMO¯/ 

BMO 

250 mV 

vs. NHE 
11 
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McPO¯/ 

BPO 

370 mV 

vs. NHE 
11 

 

McBT¯/ 

BBT 

10 mV  

vs. NHE 
11 

 

McBO¯/ 

BBO 

290 mv 

vs. NHE 
11 

 

DMPIC/ 

DMPIDC 

453 mV 

vs. NHE 
12 

 

 

 

2.2.3 Tetrathiafulvalene (TTF) based-redox shuttles 

Tetrathiafulvalene has long been known for its characteristic charge transfer 

properties. Zhang studied its use as an alternative redox mediator with limited 

success in his PhD thesis.13 Two more oxidation states for TTF and its derivatives 

can be accessed and used to make a redox couple, depending on the HOMO level of 

dye. The corresponding structures and possible oxidation states are explained in the 

following table. 
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Table 2.3: Redox couples based on tetrathiafulvalene moiety 

Reduced/oxidized species 

Common name 

with relevant 

oxidation state 

Redox potential Ref. 

 

 

TTF/TTF+ 

 

TTF+/TTF2+ 

 

560 mV vs. NHE 

 

910 mV vs. NHE 

14 

 

 

 

BDHNTTF/ 

BDHNTTF+ 

 

BDHNTTF+/ 

BDHNTTF2+ 

 

 

-80 mV vs. Fc/Fc+ 

 

 

260 mV vs. Fc/Fc+ 

13,14 

 

 In 2012, Yu et al. further studied the application of TTF in DSCs as a redox 

mediator using dye D35 as sensitizer. An efficiency of only 1.24 % was realized 

under full sun illumination conditions, mainly due to competitive light absorption 

by the TTF electrolyte solution compared to the iodide/triiodide electrolyte. Factors 

like fast recombination reactions, mass transport limitations and inefficient electron 

transfer at the counter electrode were identified as efficiency-limiting issues in the 

detailed analysis.14 

 

Replacing the liquid electrolyte with a solid state hole-conducting material results in 

the development of solid-state DSCs. Small organic molecules have also been used 

as hole-conducting materials to transport the charge across the working electrode 

and counter electrode in solid-state DSCs. Spiro-OMeTAD has proven to be the 

best for this purpose but other materials have also been investigated.15 A new 

generation of DSCs has just been developed and have shown very promising results. 

This approach uses the same principle of a solid-state DSC, but differs in terms of 
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the sensitizer, which is an inorganic perovskite material. Spiro-OMeTAD is 

exclusively used as hole-conducting material in these kinds of solar cells.16 
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Figure 2.2: Molecular structures of the hole conducting materials used in solid state DSCs 

 

 

 
Figure 2.3: Organic dyes mostly used with organic redox couples 
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2.3 Inorganic redox mediators 

The inorganic redox mediators include halogens such as iodine and bromine as well 

as organometallic and coordination metal complexes. Fine-tuning the redox 

potential of the redox couple cannot be achieved using the halogen and 

pseudohalogen redox shuttles, as very little structural modification is possible. 

However, the use of organometallic and coordination metal complexes offers the 

opportunity of fine-tuning the redox potential by the modification of the donor 

atoms (number and type) and the organic scaffold supporting the atoms coordinated 

to the metal center. This characteristic feature of the organometallic and 

coordination metal complexes opens up new avenues of research focusing not only 

on synthesis of new redox mediators but also the new sensitizer dyes which best 

match the potential of the redox mediators. The development of new dyes custom-

designed for particular redox couples is also discussed. 

 

2.3.1 Halogen and Pseudohalogen redox shuttles 

The working principle, merits and demerits of I¯/I3¯ based electrolyte were 

described in the previous chapter. In the search for an alternative redox couple to 

I¯/I3¯, other halogen-based redox couples like bromine have also been investigated. 

Higher VOC have been achieved due to the large energy gap between the conduction 

band level of the TiO2 and the Br¯/Br3¯ redox potential,17as compared to I¯/I3¯, 

and promising DSC results were obtained. It was realized that Br¯/Br3¯ based 

electrolyte are suitable to achieve higher VOC, provided the sensitizer dye has a more 

positive potential than that of Br¯/Br3¯  (1.09 V vs. NHE) for efficient dye 

regeneration. A dye, Eosin Y, with more positive redox potential (1.15 V vs. NHE) 

than the redox potential of Br¯/Br3¯ has been shown to produce higher open-circuit 

voltage (0.81 V) and higher conversion efficiency, η (2.6 %) than the I¯/I3¯ based 

electrolyte system showing an open circuit voltage of only 0.45 V and conversion 

efficiency of 1.7 %.18 However, comparatively lower IPCE values were observed for 

devices made using Br¯/Br3¯ as compared to I¯/I3¯, mainly due to the lower 

electrochemical driving force (0.06 eV) for dye regeneration.  

 

 In 2009, Sun et al. designed two carbazole dyes, TC306 and TC301, having HOMO 

levels with further positive values, 1.38 and 1.59 V vs. NHE, respectively.19 Very 
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promising efficiencies (5.2 % and 3.7 %) and higher open-circuit voltages (0.94 V 

and 1.16 V) were obtained by the DSCs made using TC306 and TC301, respectively, 

along with the Br¯/Br3¯ electrolyte system under full sun illumination conditions. 

Higher electrochemical driving forces of 0.29 and 0.50 eV for dye regeneration using 

TC306 and TC301, respectively, reflected superior overall efficiency compared to 

Eosin Y. In 2010, a series of organic dyes TC301-TC310 was investigated for their 

performance in DSCs using Br¯/Br3¯ redox couples with varying concentrations of 

lithium salt. Higher concentrations of lithium salt not only broadened the 

absorption spectra of the dyes but also suppressed electron recombination 

reactions.20 

 

Mixed halogens or interhalogens redox systems have also been used as redox 

couples in the DSC electrolytes. A redox system based on IBr2¯ and the I2Br¯ has 

been studied in different solvent systems and ionic liquids using N3 dye, as 

sensitizer.21 Conversion efficiencies of 6.4 % have been achieved under full sun 

illumination conditions. However, due to the complex equilibria established 

between different concentrations of halogens involved in the redox process, this 

electrolyte system is very difficult to fully characterize. However, a benefit of using 

interhalogen ionic liquids as compared to corresponding iodides is the higher 

viscosities associated with interhalogen systems, which is advantageous feature for 

ionic liquid based electrolytes. 

 

           The feasibility of using psuedohalogens as alternative redox couples has also been 

explored. The redox potential of SeCN-/(SeCN)2
- and SCN-/(SCN)2

-  couples has 

been determined to be 0.43V and 0.19 V (vs. NHE) more positive than the redox 

potential of the I-/I3
-, respectively.22-23 On the positive side, these redox couples are 

noncorrosive towards most metals that are typically used to form charge collector 

grids. Owing to the fact that some of these redox couples have a more positive redox 

potential than I-/I3
-, an increased VOC should be expected, but an increase in VOC was 

not necessarily found, primarily due to the fast recombination kinetics associated 

with the new redox couples.23a In 2004, Grätzel et al. used SeCN as redox mediator 

in ionic liquid electrolyte (1-ethyl-3methylimidazolium thiocyanate) and achieved 
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record efficiencies of 7.5-8.3%.23b However, good stability of the solar cells made 

using this electrolyte system could not be achieved. 

 

2.3.2 Transition metal based-redox couples 

Only four transition metals i.e. iron, cobalt, nickel and copper have been used to 

synthesize DSC redox mediators. In general, transition metals form complexes in 

more have more than one oxidation state, which is ideal for DSC redox mediator 

development. The following table shows common oxidation states and the 

corresponding number of d-electrons for the metals of interest in this study.  

 

 

Table 2.4: Oxidation states of the transition metals commonly applied in the synthesis of redox couples for 

DSCs 

Common oxidation states 1+ 2+ 3+ 

Iron (Fe) × d6 d5 

Cobalt (Co) × d7 d6 

Nickel (Ni) × d8 × 

Copper (Cu) d10 d9 × 

 

 

The metal cations forms of these metals behave as Lewis acids and form 

coordination complexes with ligands, which act as Lewis bases. Very common 

examples of ligands are ammonia (NH3) and water (H2O), both coordinating 

through a pair of nonbonding electrons. These ligands are called monodentate 

ligands because they occupy a single coordination site and six ligands surround the 

metal ion in a complex with octahedral geometry (the coordination number can vary 

from as little as 1 to 16, but is commonly found in the 2-6 range). With the advances 

in synthetic organic chemistry, ligands with varying denticity (typically1-6 donor 

atoms) and functional groups can be synthesized, so that the coordination sphere 

and geometry of the metal center can essentially controlled. Binding of the ligand to 

the metal center imparts characteristic properties to the metal complex, including the 

geometry of the complex, color, redox behavior, magnetic properties and solubility. 

In the next sections, Fe, Ni, Cu and Co complexes used as redox couples in DSCs 
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are discussed. Initially, metal complexes were selected keeping in mind properties 

like redox potential, solubility and color. Subsequently, more elaborate ligands have 

ben applied to better fine-tune the properties of the redox couples. The engineering 

of custom-synthesized organic and organometallic dyes particularly designed to 

operate with one-electron transfer redox mediators is also discussed.  

 

2.3.2.1 Iron based redox couples 

Ferrocene/ferrocenium (Fc/Fc+) is recommended by IUPAC as a reference redox 

couple due to its well-defined and well-understood redox chemistry. Early attempts 

to incorporate this redox couple into DSCs have met with little success.24 Our 

laboratory has reported energy conversion efficiencies of 7.5% (simulated sunlight, 

AM1.5, 1,000 W/m2) for DSCs using a Fc/Fc+ single electron redox couple with a 

metal-free organic donor-acceptor sensitizer (Carbz-PAHTDTT).42 The judicious 

design of this dye makes it special due to its long spacer and bulky donor units, 

helping to restrict the charge recombination from titania to ferrocenium. These 

Fc/Fc+ redox couple-based devices exceed the efficiency attained for devices 

prepared using I-/I3
- electrolytes under comparable conditions. This improved 

performance over the DSCs constructed with I-/I3
- electrolytes results from a more 

favourable matching of the redox potential of the Fc/Fc+ couple with that of the new 

donor-acceptor sensitizer.  

 

This study opened new opportunities for research into the use of ferrocene 

derivatives as redox mediators in DSCs. The commercial availability and ease of 

chemical modification provide the opportunity to fine-tune the redox potential of the 

redox couple to match the appropriate HOMO levels of the dyes and obtain 

optimum performance. In a recent publication by Daeneke et al., a rigorous study 

was conducted in order to precisely identify the energy required for efficient dye-

regeneration. A combination of six carbazole dyes and nine Fc-derivatives was used 

to afford 54 different driving-force conditions. A driving force of 20-25 kJ/mol (0.20-

0.25 eV) was identified to be ideal for 99.9 % theoretical dye-regeneration.25 It is 

important to note here that this identified ideal driving force for efficient dye-

regeneration is for Fc and Fc-derivatives and not necessarily applicable for other 

redox couples. In the following section on cobalt(II)/(III)-based redox couples 
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results by the Hagfeldt group are reported which identify a higher energy 

requirement for efficient dye-regeneration using cobalt(II)/(III)-based redox couples. 

Dimethyl (dm) and dimethoxy (dMeO) derivatives of 2,2'-bipyridine ligand bound to 

iron(II)/(III) metal centre ([Fe(dmbpy)3]2+/3+, [Fe(dMeObpy)3]2+/3+) have also been 

studied in combination with the cobalt(II)/(III)-based electrolyte system.26 It was 

realized that this mixed electrolyte system improved the charge collection efficiency 

by efficient dye-regeneration and also a maximum of 65 % IPCE at 510 nm was 

obtained.  

In 2008, an aqueous [Fe(CN)6]3-/4- redox couple was used by Tachibana et al. in 

quantum dot sensitized solar cells. This system produced an impressive efficiency of 

1.0 % emphasizing the use of compact titania layers as blocking layers to retard 

recombination. Daeneke et al. in 2012 used aqueous [Fe(CN)6]3-/4- redox couples in 

combination with a carbazole dye MK-2 in the fabrication of DSCs, and achieved an 

impressive efficiency of 4.1 %. However, the devices showed poor stability under 

simulated solar light, attributed to the decomposition of the redox shuttle. Solid-state 

solar cells were fabricated using a polynuclear inorganic material, K4NiII[FeII(CN)6]/ 

K3NiII[FeIII(CN)6]. This mixed-valent cyanometallated system along with a 

ruthenium dye, N3 resulted in an impressive device efficiency of 4 %.27b 

 
Figure 2.4: Iron based redox couples with corresponding redox potentials27 
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2.3.2.2 Nickel-based redox mediators 

In 2010, Hupp and co-authors introduced a novel nickel-based redox mediator, 

[Ni(carbollide)2]-/0.28 The best efficiency with this redox shuttle was limited to 0.9 %. 

Later on Mirkin et al. demonstrated that through facile chemical functionalization of 

the Ni–bis(dicarbollide) moiety, the NiIII/NiIV redox potential can be systematically 

tuned.29 Power conversion efficiencies in the range of 0.7-2.0 % were achieved using 

derivatives of [Ni(carbollide)2]-/0. 

 

 

 
Figure 2.5: Nickel based redox couples (reproduced from 29) 

 

 

2.3.2.3 Copper-based redox couples 

There are only few studies on the use of copper complexes as redox shuttles in DSC 

electrolytes. In 2005, Hattori et al. studied a series of Cu complexes: 

[Cu(phen)2]+/2+{bis(1,10-phenanthroline)copper}, [Cu(dmp)2]+/2+{bis(2,9-dimethy-

1,10-phenanthroline)copper}, and [Cu(SP)(mmt)]-/0 {((-)sparteine-N-

N')(melonitriledithiolato-S,S')copper}. They found that [Cu(dmp)2]+/2+ has a fast 

electron self-exchange rate in the light of Marcus theory of electron transfer, due to 

its small and distorted geometry.  A maximum efficiency of 2.2 % was achieved for 

the [Cu(dmp)2]2+/+-based electrolytes under weak solar light irradiation of 20 

mW/cm2 intensity using N719 as sensitizer dye.30 Recently, in 2011, Wang et al. 

applied the [Cu(phen)2]+/2+ redox shuttle with an organic dye, C218.31 This dye 

contained alkoxy and alkyl chains in order to effectively restrict the approach of the 

[Cu(phen)2]2+ to the titania nanoparticles. This approach reduced the recombination 
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of photoinjected electron and resulted in an impressive conversion efficiency of 

7.0 % under 100 mW/cm2 simulated solar light intensity. 

 

 

 
Figure 2.5: Copper-based redox couples with corresponding redox potentials. 

 

 

2.3.2.4 Cobalt-based complexes 

Cobalt(II)/(III)-based redox mediators are to date the most extensively and 

successfully studied transition metal-based redox couples for DSCs. This is due to 

their reversible redox chemistry, favorable electrochemical redox potentials, 

negligible absorption and ease of synthesis. In the research literature, the most 

common accessible oxidation states for the cobalt-based complexes are Co2+ and 

Co3+. In alternative redox couple research, these two oxidation states have been 

extensively used. The electrochemical redox potential associated with Co2+/Co3+ 

can be tuned by varying the organic framework around the metal center.  

 

In 2001, the first application of cobalt(II)/(III) based complexes as redox mediators 

in the DSC research was reported by Nusbaumer et al. In this investigation, the 

authors demonstrated that [Co(dbbip)2]2+/3+, where dbbip = 2,6-bis(1′-

butylbenzimidazol-2′-yl)pyridine (structures are shown in the figure 2.6), can be 

successfully used as a redox shuttle in DSC research.32 Using a ruthenium dye, Z316, 

they achieved an overall conversion efficiency of 2.2 % under full sun simulated 

conditions. This investigation opened a whole new era of research into alternative 
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redox mediators. One year later, Bignozzi et al. synthesized a range of 

cobalt(II)/(III) complexes based on substituted and unsubstituted bpy (2,2'-

bipyridine), terpy (2,2',6',2"-terpyridine) and phen (phenanthroline) ligands 

(structures are shown in the figure 2.7). These redox couples were employed in 

DSCs sensitized using a ruthenium dye N3.33  In this case presence of Li+ in the 

electrolyte was found to improve the efficiency of DSCs up to 1.3 % using 

cobalt(II)/(III)-polypyridine complexes as redox couples, in contrast to the I-/I3
- 

system which also contain Li+ as an important electrolyte additive.  

 

 

 
Figure 2.6: First example of cobalt(II)/(III) polypyridyl-based redox couple in DSC electrolyte.  Solid dot 
represents the redox potential vs. SCE and circle represents redox potential vs. NHE. 

!
!
Nusbaumer et al. (2003), studied a variety of redox mediators based on bidentate 

and tridentate ligands including bpy, terpy, phen and dbbip. The effect of 

counterions on the solubility and performance of DSCs was also studied. Using a 

series of ruthenium dyes, they concluded that of the one-electron transfer redox 

mediators investigated, [Co(dbbip)2](ClO4)2, outperformed all complexes. The 

favorable electrochemical properties of [Co(dbbip)2](ClO4)2 and sterically hindered 

ruthenium dye, Z907, showed an efficiency of 4.2 % under full sun illumination 

conditions.34 The in depth electron exchange kinetics at Pt and FTO (fluorine-doped 

tin oxide) electrodes were studied for  [Co(dbbip)2]2+/3+. Slow diffusion through the 

electrolyte was a major performance limiting issue for this redox mediator. 
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Yanagida et al. (2005) studied the effect of different concentrations of Li+ and tBP 

(tert-butylpyridine) in electrolyte systems based on [Co(dtbbpy)2]2+/3+, where dtbbpy 

= di-tert-butyl-2,2′-bipyridine and [Co(abpn)]2+/3+, where abpn = propylene-1,2-bis(o-

iminobenzylideneaminato).35 By increasing Li+ concentration up to 100 mM, an 

increase in electron lifetime and JSC was observed. In the case of [Co(abpn)]2+/3+, the 

addition of t-BP helped to reduce the reorganization energy of the cobalt(III) 

complex by coordinating to the cobalt and, hence, an increase in efficiency was 

observed. Klahr et al. (2009) used ALD (atomic layer deposition) technique to coat 

an ultrathin layer of Al2O3 on TiO2 nanoparticles and used these as photoanodes for 

DSC construction. They reached a very important conclusion that device 

performance using [Co(bpy)3]2+/3+ redox couple was not limited by dye regeneration. 

Mass transport of the oxidized species of the redox couple through the 

mesostructured titania, however, was a performance limiting factor for the 

[Co(bpy)3]2+/3+ redox couple.36 Thus, mass transport issues appear to be general 

problem associated with one-electron-transfer cobalt(II)/(III) redox mediators, 

leading to an increase in the charge recombination rates between the cobalt(III) 

complex and the TiO2.  To prevent fast recombination reactions, a co-mediator such 

as Fc/Fc+, phenothiazine/phenothiazine+, [Fe(dmbpy)3]2+/3+ or [Fe(dMeObpy)3]2+/3+ 

was used  in conjunction with a relatively slow [Co(dtbbpy)2]2+/3+ redox couple.  The 

charge recombination reactions were reduced by the interception of reduced species 

of the cobalt(II)(III) redox mediator by the fast oxidized forms of iron or 

phenothiazine redox couples.26  
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Figure 2.7: Bidentated phenanthroline based cobalt(II)/(III) metal complex used as redox couples. Stars 
represent the redox potential vs. Ag/Ag+ and circles represents redox potential vs. NHE. 

 

Sun et al. (2009) engineered a series of metal-free, donor-pi-acceptor dyes. In the 

most efficient dye (D35), four insulating butyloxy chains efficiently retarded the 

recombination reaction. In 2010, Hagfeldt et al. using D35 as sensitizer, showed 

outstanding performance of 6.7 % with the [Co(bpy)3]2+/3+ based redox mediator. 

Use of the D35 dye helped to retard recombination reactions using hydrophobic 

butyloxy chains and at the same time facilitated the use of unsubstituted bpy ligand-

based redox mediator, [Co(bpy)3]2+/3+.37 
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Figure 2.8: Tridentate ligand, terpy based cobalt(II)/(III) metal complexes used in DSCs as redox shuttles. 
Stars represent the redox potential vs. Ag/Ag* and circle represents redox potential vs. NHE. 

 

With the successful application of D35 dye, primarily based on its structural features, 

new sensitizers were designed for the cobalt(II)/(III)-polypyridyl redox couples. 

Wang et al. (2012) designed a new metal-free, donor-pi-acceptor dye, C218, with the 

4,4-dihexyl-4H-cyclopenta[1,2-b:5,4-b']dithiophene conjugated spacer.38 Two hexyl 

chains were also introduced in the donor part of the dye. Energetics of dye and 

redox shuttle were judiciously matched to achieve an impressive efficiency of 8.3 % 

under full sun illumination conditions using the [Co(phen)3]2+/3+ based electrolyte 

system. The importance of the spacer features was examined using two dyes with 

different spacers, C228 and C229. The dye with 2,6-bis(thiophen-2-yl)- 4,4-dihexyl-

4H-cyclopenta[2,1-b:3,4-b']dithiophene  as the π-conjugated linker showed an 

impressive efficiency of 9.4 % with the [Co(phen)3]2+/3+ redox shuttle.39 In a very 

recent publication, Grätzel et al. (2013) have used Co(II)/(III) redox couple based 

on a tridentate ligand, terpy and Cl-terpy: [Co(terpy)2]2+/3+, [Co(Cl-terpy)2]2+/3+, 

respectively. In combination with an organic dye Y123, the Cl-terpy-based redox 

couple showed an impressive efficiency of 8.7% at AM 1.5G simulated sunlight.40 
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Figure 2.9: Electrochemical redox potentials of a series of cobalt-bipyridine complexes used to make redox 
couples for DSC electrolyte. The redox potentials are reported against Ag/Ag+ reference electrode. 

 

Grätzel and co-workers (2011) reported a novel cyclopentadithiophene-bridged 

donor-acceptor dye, Y123, containing four alkyloxy chains in the donor part. The 

spacer unit also contains two further hexyl chains, which make it ideal for retarding 

the recombination reactions. An impressive efficiency of 9.4 % was achieved using 

Y123 dye with [Co(bpy)3]2+/3+ redox couple.  Higher VOC values and distinct 

photovoltaic performance advantages mark Y123 as a model dye for use in one-

electron transfer redox mediator research.41 Mass transport has been regarded as an 

efficiency limiting issue for all Co-based polypyridyl redox shuttles.  Kim et al. 
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identified that mass transport of the [Co(bpy)3]2+/3+ redox electrolyte is strongly 

dependent on porosity and pore size of mesoporous titania films. This problem was 

overcome by increasing the polymer content in the titania paste, which resulted in 

an and increased pore size and consequently an enhanced JSC and overall 

efficiency.42 

 

 
Figure 2.10: PEDOT and its derivatives used as counter electrode catalyst for DSCs 

!
The transfer of the electrons to the oxidized species in the electrolyte at the cathode 

surface is also of prime importance. With the conventional iodide/triiodide 

electrolyte, platinized FTO cathode works the best,43 however, it has been observed 

that the platinized FTO surface is a poor electrocatalyst for the cobalt(III) reduction. 

Thus, a number of different materials have been considered to achieve better 

electrocatalytic activity and electrochemical stability of the catalyst. These 

approaches include the use of gold NPs coated cathodes, screen-printed carbon on 

FTO, graphene nanoplatelets (GNP), coated FTO and conducting polymers like 

PEDOT and its derivatives coated FTO cathodes (the structures shown in Figure 

2.10).44 GNP coating on FTO forms thin semitransparent film and shows superior 

electrochemical stability under prolonged potential cycling. As photocathodes, in 

combination with [Co(bpy)3]2+/3+, it shows higher efficiency especially at full sun 

intensity and improved fill factor compared to conventional thermally-coated Pt 

photocathodes44b. Utilizing a new redox couple [Co(bpy-pz)2]2+/3+, where bpy-pz = 

6-(1H-pyrazol-1-yl)-2,2′-bipyridine, with organic dye Y123, Grätzel et al. (2012) 

reported an efficiency of 10 % under full sun illumination conditions. The benefits 

of using the conducting polymer PProDOT as cathode material are evident, not 

only resulting in higher overall efficiency but also producing VOC closer to 1V.44a 
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Figure 2.11: Tridentate, bpy-pz and bidentate py-pz-based redox mediators with corresponding redox 

potential vs. NHE 

!
With all this available knowledge and material, Grätzel et al. published a seminal 

paper exploiting co-sensitization based on zinc-complex porphyrin dye (YD2-o-C8) 

and the Y123 organic dye. Cocktail sensitization in conjunction with the use of 

[Co(bpy)3]2+/3+ as redox couple lead to the record power conversion efficiency of 

12.3 % under 100 mW cm-2 simulated AM 1.5 G illumination.45  

 

In the earlier part of this section, we learned that Co2+ and Co3+ have 3d7 and 3d6 

electronic structures, respectively. When the metal center is surrounded by ligands, 

the degenerated five d orbitals split further into a more stable set of three d orbitals 

(t2g) and a less stable set of two d orbitals (eg). The extent of splitting is affected by 

many factors, including the oxidation state of the metal and the nature of the ligand 

sphere. For bpy ligand, the cobalt(II) complex, is “high spin” whereas the cobalt(III) 

complex is “low spin” under ambient conditions of temperature and pressure (see 

Figure 2.13). 
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Figure 2.13: Schematic representation of the electronic distribution of d-orbitals in high spin state and low 

spin state for Co2+ and Co3+ respectively. 

 

Conversely, in case of stronger field ligands, a larger splitting of the 5d orbitals is 

realized which results in following spin states (see Figure 2.14).  

 
Figure 2.14: Schematic representations of the electronic distribution of d-orbitals in low spin states for Co2+ 

and Co3+ 

 

All the cobalt(II)/(III) polypyridyl complexes we have studied thus far have high 

spin configurations for Co2+ complexes but always low spin configuration for Co3+ 

complexes. That is, [Co(bpy)3]2+ is always in the high spin state and [Co(bpy)3]3+ in 

the low spin state. Thus, an important feature of [Co(bpy)3]2+/3+ is that, in the process 

of electron self-exchange reactions, a large inner-sphere reorganization energy is 

involved due to the transition of [Co(bpy)3]2+ from high spin to low spin in 

[Co(bpy)3]3+. This feature is very beneficial in terms of retarding electron 

recombination reactions to the oxidized species of the redox couple. However, this 

large inner-sphere reorganization energy associated to the complex will also limit the 

dye-regeneration process. 

 

On the basis of these observations, Hamann et al. used a redox couple capable of 

shuttling in a low-spin state in both the Co2+ and Co3+ oxidation states. They used a 

strong field ligand, trithiacyclononane (ttcn), to make the [Co(ttcn)2]2+/3+ redox 

couple. The photovoltaic behavior of DSCs based on [Co(ttcn)2]2+/3+ was compared 

to the archetypal [Co(bpy)3]2+/3+ redox shuttle using an organic and inorganic dye. 
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By using [Co(ttcn)2]2+/3+ as redox shuttles they were able to achieve quantitative dye-

regeneration with a driving force of only ~ 200 mV.46 However, using organic dye, 

MK2, an efficiency of 2 % was achieved. 

 
Figure 2.15: Co-trithiacyclononane comples, used to make the redox shuttle [Co(ttcn)2]

2+/3+ which is low-

spin complex in its both oxidation states, 2+ and 3+ 

!
The effect of driving force for recombination or dye-regeneration has been studied 

comprehensively for cobalt(II)/(III) based redox shuttles. Hagfeldt and co-authors 

studied this for a variety of polypyridyl-based cobalt(II)/(III) complexes. Using the 

[Co(Cl-phen)3]2+/3+ redox shuttle, a driving force of 390 mV was found to be 

sufficient to regenerate more than 80 % of D35 dye. Also, in the case of [Co(NO2-

phen)3]2+/3+/D35 system, a driving force of 260 mV was insufficient and it only 

regenerated 60 % of the dye molecules. In another very recent study, Hagfeldt et al. 

investigated a variety of polypyridyl cobalt complexes with potential in the range of 

0.34 to 1.2 V vs. NHE. They found that DSC devices based on polypyridyl 

complexes with a driving force for dye-regeneration of 0.4 eV, efficiently 

regenerated 84 % of the D35 dye molecules.47  

 

In a very recent paper Grätzel et al., reported the synthesis and application of 

ruthenium-based dyes (3a and 3b), compatible with cobalt(II)/(III)-based electrolyte 

systems. Previously, Z907, a ruthenium-based dye has shown a power conversion 

efficiency of 6.5 % with cobalt(II)/(III)-based redox couples. In this new dye, an 

insulation effect caused by C12 alkoxy chains prevents the intimate contact of the 

oxidized form of the redox couple (cobalt(III) complex) with the TiO2 surface. 

Using a [Co(phen)3]2+/3+ based redox couple, an efficiency of 8.6 % is obtained for 

the DSC devices sensitized using the new ruthenium-based dye.48 
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In the following, structures of the dyes mentioned in this chapter are shown. 
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Figure 2.16: Molecular structures of sensitizers used in DSCs shown with their common names 
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2.4 Research Motivation 

From the literature reviewed, it is clear that the dye-sensitized solar cell (DSC) is a 

promising, inexpensive technology that could help the world meet future energy 

requirements. DSCs are attractive alternatives to classical photovoltaics because they 

can potentially be produced at low cost via well-established commercial printing 

technologies.  They also have the advantage of being able to operate in diffuse 

sunlight.  

 

However, industrial production of large-scale DSCs is still imminent. One aspect 

crucial for the industrial application of DSCs is a non-corrosive and robust 

electrolyte system. A major drawback associated with the hitherto ubiquitous I-/I3
- 

based electrolyte is its corrosive nature. In addition, much energy is wasted due to 

the fixed redox potential of I-/I3
- and the mismatch in potential between commonly 

used dyes and this redox couple. Ideally, the use of a tunable redox couple would 

provide the opportunity to adjust the redox potential corresponding to the highest 

occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) level of the dye. This will successively reduce 

the dye-regeneration driving forces and maximize achievable overall efficiency. 

 

A number of organic and inorganic redox couples have been explored to find the 

optimal redox couple to enable the industrial production of efficient and stable solar 

cells. Very recently, the polypyridyl ligand (L) based cobalt(II)/(III) complexes of 

type [Co(L)n]2+/3+ has received much attention. An attractive feature of these 

complexes, in particular, is the tunability of their structural, electronic, and redox 

properties through the ligand environment. The stability of metal complexes is yet 

another feature that can potentially be achieved by controlling the ligand architecture. 

Recent studies show that, for related families of polypyridyl ligands, a higher 

denticity results in a higher overall stability constant (β) of the complex through the 

chelate effect. Thus, stability is an important feature when contemplating their 

applications in many fields, including renewable energy research focusing on DSCs 

and solar light-driven hydrogen generation from water. 

Most of the cobalt(II)/(III) complexes applied as redox mediators in literature 

contained bidentate or tridentate polypyridyl ligands and, at the start of this research, 

no work had been reported on the application of the cobalt complexes of high 
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denticity polypyridyl ligands. Thus our research into alternative redox mediators 

focused on the synthesis of cobalt(II)/(III) complexes with polypyridyl ligands of 

higher denticity (pentadentate and hexadentate) and their application as redox 

mediators in DSCs.  

 

The work presented in the thesis can be summarized as follows: 

 

! A general introduction to the energy requirement and mitigation through PV 

technologies is provided in the first chapter of the thesis. Detailed mechanistic 

description and working principle for DSC based PV technology is provided. 

The importance of developing alternative DSC redox mediators is also 

discussed. 

 

! Chapter 2 summarizes prior work on the exploration of alternative redox 

mediators to the more traditional iodide/triiodide. This work is divided into 

two major classes: organic and inorganic redox mediators. Progress in the 

synthesis of sensitizer dyes along with the introduction of new redox couples 

is explained. 

 

! In Chapter 3, a new approach for the optimization of the DSC redox couples 

is presented. This method utilizes an octahedral cobalt(II)/(III) complex, 

[Co(L)(MeCN)]2+/3+, where L = pentapyridyl ligand and MeCN is a weakly 

binding ligand. Lewis bases, such as tBP (4-tert-butylpyridine) or NMBI (N-

methylbenzimidazole), which are important DSC electrolyte components, are 

shown to displace the monodentate MeCN ligand. Thus, for the first time, 

the in-situ fine-tuning of the redox couple potential has been achieved 

enabling the optimization of the device energetics. This method offers fine 

adjustment of the redox couple through the judicious choice of the Lewis 

base, which then allows the selection of dyes with varying energetics. The 

binding of the Lewis bases to the cobalt metal center of the redox couple has 

been investigated using a range of techniques including single crystal X-ray 

crystallography. Determination of the X-ray crystal structures 

([Co(L)(tBP)]2+/3+ and [Co(L)(NMBI)]2+/3+) in both oxidation states of the 
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redox couple (Co2+ and Co3+) has allowed the estimation of the inner-sphere 

reorganization energy, which was found to be closely related to the dynamics 

of electron transfer reactions. The devices constructed using these redox 

couples in combination with two Lewis bases resulted in high efficiency and 

cell voltages. 

 

! In Chapter 4, a new cobalt complex was synthesized using a judiciously 

engineered hexapyridyl ligand. The complex [Co(L')]2+/3+, where L' = a 

hexapyridyl ligand, is characterized using  various techniques. The redox 

mediator based on this complex resulted in higher DSC efficiencies than the 

[Co(bpy)3]2+/3+ couple. Most importantly, the lab scale devices made with this 

redox mediator exhibited much improved stability under full sun aging 

experiments as compared to those based on [Co(bpy)3]2+/3+, highlighting the 

potentially pivotal role played by the high denticity metal complex in the 

future development of DSC redox mediators. 

 

! In addition to the synthesis of ([Co(L)(tBP)]2+/3+ and [Co(L)(NMBI)]2+/3+, the 

versatility of binding monodentate Lewis bases to the sixth coordination site 

of the complex [Co(L)(MeCN)]2+ is highlighted in Chapter 5 with the 

characterization of [Co(L)(F)]2+ using single crystal X-ray crystallography. 

This complex has one of the shortest bonds CoIII—F bonds reported to date. 

For comparison, we also report the X-ray crystal structure of the  

[Co(L)(DMF)]3+ formed by oxidation of [Co(L)(MeCN)]2+ with AgTFSI and 

subsequent reaction with DMF. Chapter 5 of the thesis describes the synthesis 

and characterization of these two complexes; their evaluation as DSC redox 

couple will be carried out in future.  
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ABSTRACT: Dye-sensitized solar cells (DSCs) are an
attractive renewable energy technology currently under intense
investigation. In recent years, one area of major interest has
been the exploration of alternatives to the classical iodide/
triiodide redox shuttle, with particular attention focused on
cobalt complexes with the general formula [Co(L)n]

2+/3+. We
introduce a new approach to designing redox mediators that
involves the application of [Co(PY5Me2)(MeCN)]2+/3+

complexes, where PY5Me2 is the pentadentate ligand, 2,6-
bis(1,1-bis(2-pyridyl)ethyl)pyridine. It is shown, by X-ray
crystallography, that the axial acetonitrile (MeCN) ligand can be replaced by more strongly coordinating Lewis bases (B) to give
complexes with the general formula [Co(PY5Me2)(B)]

2+/3+, where B = 4-tert-butylpyridine (tBP) or N-methylbenzimidazole
(NMBI). These commonly applied DSC electrolyte components are used for the first time to fine-tune the potential of the redox
couple to the requirements of the dye through coordinative interactions with the CoII/III centers. Application of electrolytes based
on the [Co(PY5Me2)(NMBI)]2+/3+ complex in combination with a commercially available organic sensitizer has enabled us to
attain DSC efficiencies of 8.4% and 9.2% at a simulated light intensity of 100% sun (1000 W m−2 AM1.5 G) and at 10% sun,
respectively, higher than analogous devices applying the [Co(bpy)3]

2+/3+ redox couple, and an open circuit voltage (Voc) of
almost 1.0 V at 100% sun for devices constructed with the tBP complex.

■ INTRODUCTION
The ever-increasing energy demands and concerns over climate
change are motivating scientists to tackle present and future
energy challenges. Dye-sensitized solar cells (DSCs) are
considered to be a promising green technology capable of
meeting our future energy demands. The unique design of
DSCs offers a wide range of choices for its components, such as
nanocrystalline metal oxides, photosensitizers, counter elec-
trode materials, redox mediators, and electrolytes. In these
devices, upon optical excitation of the photosensitizer and
subsequent electron injection into the nanocrystalline metal
oxide, the redox mediator present in the electrolyte regenerates
the photosensitizer. The redox mediator not only ensures
efficient dye regeneration but also transports positive charge to
the catalyst-coated counter electrode. Lewis bases, such as 4-

tert-butylpyridine (tBP) and less commonly N-methylbenzimi-
dazole (NMBI), have been used as additives in the electro-
lyte.1−3 The resultant increase in the efficiency of DSC
performance upon addition of these Lewis bases has been
attributed to the negative shift of the titania conduction band
edge as well as to a reduction in the rates of interfacial charge
recombination reactions.4−9 Periodic density-functional calcu-
lations have also shown that adsorbate molecules with nitrogen
donor atoms induce a negative shift of the TiO2 conduction
band edge.10

Until recently, iodide/triiodide (I−/I3
−) was the redox

mediator of choice for the construction of highly efficient
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DSCs. Recognition of the need to address some of the
shortcomings of this redox couple, such as incompatibility with
metallic conductors and a significant loss in energy arising from
the large driving force required for the regeneration of the
photooxidized dye, is now stimulating interest in new redox
mediators.11−21 Of all the alternatives examined thus far, CoII/III

polypyridyl redox couples have emerged as leading candidates
to replace the I−/I3

− redox shuttle.22−29 CoII/III complexes are
generally noncorrosive toward most metals, and modification in
the ligand architecture can be used to fine-tune the CoII/III

redox potential so as to achieve efficient dye regeneration and
at the same time maximize the open circuit potential (VOC).

19,24

The advantage of these redox mediators was recently
demonstrated by the use of the [Co(bpy)3]

2+/3+ couple in
DSCs, which achieved a record efficiency of 12.3% and VOC of
965 mV.30

A large inner-sphere reorganization energy in the cases of
[Co(bpy)3]

2+/3+ and [Co(phen)3]
2+/3+ has been suggested to

result in slow rates of interfacial recombination between
photoinjected electrons and the CoIII complexes, thus leading
to high efficiencies.31−34 In a further recent development, a
cobalt complex of formula [Co(L1)2]

2+/3+, where L1 is the
tridentate ligand [6-(1H-pyrazol-1-yl)-2,2′-bipyridine)],
achieved a high VOC of 998 mV and an impressive efficiency
of 10%.19

The denticity and spatial arrangement of the donor atoms are
features of a ligand that can be manipulated to design metal
complexes with particular properties and coordination geo-
metries. In addition to the electron-donating properties of the
ligands, the rigidity and number of donor atoms are important
in determining the stability and electrochemical properties of a
particular complex. Moreover, the ligand properties can be used
to modulate the relative activation energies for electron-transfer
processes involving the metal complexes.
Here, we report a new approach to designing redox

mediators, which exploits the coordination properties of
Lewis bases commonly added to DSC electrolyte solutions.
The pair of cobalt complexes chosen for this purpose have the
formula [Co(PY5Me2)(MeCN)](OTf)2 (1a) and [Co-
(PY5Me2)(MeCN)](TFSI)3 (1b) (PY5Me2 = (2,6-(bis(bis-2-
pyridyl)methylmethane)pyridine, see Scheme 1). The nitrogen
donors in the pentadentate polypyridyl ligand, PY5Me2, occupy
the corners of a square-pyramid when bound to the metal
center. In complexes 1a/1b, the sixth coordination site of the
octahedral ligand field is occupied by a weakly bound
acetonitrile (MeCN) molecule, which can be readily replaced
by more strongly binding ligands. This feature provides an
opportunity to fine-tune the potential of the CoII/III redox
couple through the addition of suitable strongly coordinating
Lewis bases to form complexes of composition [Co(PY5Me2)-
(B)](OTf)2 (see Scheme 1). Furthermore, we examined
whether the introduction of the chelating pentadentate ligand
offers advantages in terms of the key electron transfer processes
occurring in DSCs.
We describe the synthesis and characterization of two pairs

of [Co(PY5Me2)(B)]
2+/3+ complexes, where B corresponds to

tBP (2a/2b) and NMBI (3a/3b), two bases commonly used as
additives in DSC electrolytes, and the application of these
complexes as redox mediators in DSCs using the D-π-A organic
dye, MK2 (2-cyano-3-[5‴-(9-ethyl-9H-carbazol-3-yl)-
3′,3″,3‴,4-tetra-n-hexyl-[2,2′,5′,2″,5″,2‴]-quarter thiophen-5-
yl] acrylic acid) (see Figure 1). The exciting finding to emerge
from this study is the significantly improved efficiency of DSCs

constructed with the NMBI complex in comparison to the
efficiencies obtained when using the tBP analogue or
[Co(bpy)3]

2+/3+ complex.

■ EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
Materials and Methods. All general reagents and solvents were

obtained from commercial sources. Anhydrous solvents were stored in
the glovebox. The compounds MK2, bpy (2,2′-bipyridine), tBP (4-
tert-butylpyridine), NMBI (N-methylbenzimidazole), LiTFSI (lithium
bis(trifluoromethane)sulfonimide), EDOT (3,4-ethylenedioxythio-
phene), MeCN and other solvents were purchased from Sigma
Aldrich. AgTFSI (silver bis(trifluoromethane)sulfonimide), AgOTf
(silver trifluoromethansulfonate) and NOBF4 were purchased from
Strem Chemicals Inc. TiO2 nanoparticles (Ø 30 and 400 nm particles)
were obtained from JGC Catalysts and Chemicals Ltd. 1H and 19F
NMR spectra were measured on a Bruker DRX 400 spectrometer,
using the signal of the deuterated solvent as an internal standard. The
chemical shifts δ are reported in parts per million (ppm) relative to
tetramethylsilane (TMS). The values of coupling constants (J) are
given in Hertz (Hz). Peak multiplicities are abbreviated as follows: s
(singlet), d (doublet), t (triplet), and m (multiplet). Microanalyses
were carried out by the Campbell Microanalytical Laboratory,
University of Otago, New Zealand. UV−visible spectra were recorded
with a Lambda 950 Perkin-Elmer spectrophotometer. All electro-
chemistry experiments were performed at 22 °C in a three-electrode
cell joined to a VSP workstation. The reference electrode was a CH
Instruments Ag/AgNO3 nonaqueous electrode. Fc0/+ was used as a
reference system and a conversion factor of 635 mV was used to
convert electrochemical potential vs ferrocene to NHE.

Synthesis of the Cobalt Complexes. Unless otherwise noted, all
synthetic procedures as well as electrolyte filling of the DSCs were
performed under inert N2 atmosphere, using standard glovebox
techniques. The ligand PY5Me2 was synthesized as previously
described.35 The complex [Co(PY5Me2)(MeCN)](OTf)2 (1a) was

Scheme 1. Shown are the 1a, 2a and 3a Cations for the CoII

Complexes and the 1b, 2b and 3b Cations for the CoIII

Complexesa

aThe syntheses are described in the Experimental Section.

Figure 1. Structure of the MK2 dye.
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obtained with use of the method of Zadrozny et al.,36 but substituting
AgOTf for TlPF6.
[Co(PY5Me2)(tBP)](OTf)2·2MeCN (2a). This compound was ac-

cessed by the addition of tBP (6.8 mg, 0.050 mmol) into a stirred
mixture of 1a (42 mg, 0.050 mmol) in 10 mL of acetonitrile, at room
temperature. Compound 1a is very poorly soluble in acetonitrile.
However, it becomes soluble upon addition of tBP. The solution was
stirred for 1 h at room temperature to ensure ligand exchange was
complete. Layering with Et2O induced crystallization. Yield: 45 mg
(96%) of 2a as pink crystals. Crystals of the diacetonitrile solvate
suitable for X-ray diffraction analysis were obtained by the diffusion of
Et2O into a concentrated acetonitrile solution of 2a. Elemental
analysis: Found (Calcd) for C42sH41CoF6N7O6S2 (2): C, 51.64
(51.34); H, 4.23 (4.09); N, 8.74 (8.98).
[Co(PY5Me2)(NMBI)](OTf)2·2MeCN. (3a). Compound 3a was

prepared by the addition of NMBI (6.6 mg, 0.050 mmol) into an
acetonitrile mixture of 1a (42 mg, 0.050 mmol) following the
procedure described for compound 2a. Yield: 43 mg (95%) of 3a as
pink crystals. Crystals of the diacetonitrile solvate suitable for X-ray
diffraction analysis were obtained by the diffusion of Et2O into an
acetonitrile solution of 3a. Elemental analysis: Found (Calcd) for
C39H33CoF6N7O6S2 (3): C, 49.98 (50.22); H, 3.66 (3.57); N, 11.14
(10.51).
[Co(PY5Me2)(MeCN)](TFSI)3 (1b), [Co(PY5Me2)(tBP)](TFSI)3 (2b),

and [Co(PY5Me2)(NMBI)](TFSI)3·3CH2Cl2 (3b). The synthesis of 2b
and 3b followed a similar procedure to that described for 2a and 3a.
However, high-quality crystals could not be grown for complexes 2b
and 3b when NOBF4 was used as the oxidant. In addition, following
oxidation of the CoII complex to the corresponding CoIII complex with
use of NOBF4 it was found that the BF4

− slowly decomposes
generating fluoride ions, which then coordinate to the CoIII center.
Hence, AgTFSI was used as the oxidant and the products isolated as
TFSI salts. To prepare 1b solid AgTFSI (35 mg, 0.13 mmol) and 1a
(34 mg, 0.043 mmol) were added to 10 mL of CH2Cl2 and the
mixture was stirred for 1 h, giving a light orange mixture containing Ag
particles, which were removed by filtration through diatomaceous
earth. Orange crystals of [Co(PY5Me2)(MeCN)](TFSI)3·3(CH2Cl2)
(1b) were obtained by layering with Et2O. Yield: 45 mg (75%) as
orange crystals. 1b was then reacted (as described for 2a and 3a) with
tBP and NMBI to give 2b and 3b, respectively. A high yield (97%) was
obtained for complexes 2b and 3b. Crystals of [Co(PY5Me2)-
(NMBI)](TFSI)3·3CH2Cl2 (3b) suitable for X-ray diffraction studies
were obtained by vapor diffusion of Et2O into a concentrated solution
of 3b in acetonitrile. Despite numerous attempts, crystals of 2b
suitable for X-ray crystallography could not be obtained.
[Co(PY5Me2)(tBP))](TFSI)3 (2b):

1H NMR (400 MHz, CD3CN,
22 °C) δ 9.63 (d, JHH = 8 Hz, 4H, py-H), 8.35−8.32 (m, 1 H, py-H),
8.30−8.24 (m, 6 H, py-H), 8.18−8.16 (M, 4H, py-H), 8.07−8.04 (m,
1H, tBP-H), 7.97−7.95 (m, 1H, tBP-H), 7.90−7.87 (m, 4H, py-H),
7.72−7.68 (m, 2H, tBP-H), 5.47 (s, 9H, tBP-3CH3), 2.96−2.81 (m,
6H, Me2−H).
[Co(PY5Me2)(NMBI))](TFSI)3 (3b): 1H NMR (400 MHz,

CD3CN, 22 °C) δ 9.67 (m, 1H, NMBI-H), 8.81 (d,, JHH = 8 Hz, 2
H, NMBI-H), 8.57 (d,, JHH = 8 Hz, 2 H, NMBI-H), 8.37−8.16 (m, 11
H, py-H), 8.01−7.90 (m, 2H, py-H), 7.70−7.60 (m, 2 H, py-H), 7.56−
7.52 (m, 1 H, py-H), 7.37−7.34 (m, 2 H, py-H), 6.85 (s, 1 H, py-H),
4.05−3.94 (m, 3 H, CH3−NMBI), 3.01−2.98 (m, 6 H, Me2−H).
Data Collection. Representative orange or orange-red prismatic

crystals of 2a, 3a, and 3b were mounted on an Oxford Gemini Ultra
CCD diffractometer equipped with an Oxford Cryosystems 700
Cryostream and cooled to 123(1) K. Data were collected with Mo Kα
radiation (λ = 0.71073 Å) and processed with CrysAlisPro software;
Lorentz, polarization, and absorption corrections (multiscan) were
applied. The structures were solved and refined with SHELX-97.37 All
non-hydrogen atoms were refined with anisotropic thermal parameters
and hydrogen atoms were placed in calculated positions, using a riding
model with C−H = 0.95−0.98 Å and Uiso(H) = xUiso(C), x = 1.2 or
1.5. For 3a, one of the CF3SO3 counterions was modeled as disordered
with the CF3 and SO3 groups each occupying two positions rotated by
approximately 15° about the S−C bond. The disordered atoms were

refined with occupancies fixed at 0.5, with equivalent C−F and S−O
distances restrained to be the same and with the anisotropic thermal
parameters for some atoms restrained to be similar. A summary of
crystallographic data can be found in Table 1.

Device Fabrication. Established procedures were followed for
DSC fabrication.12 A 1 μm thick film (4 × 4 mm) of 30 nm-sized TiO2
particles was screen printed on fluorine-doped SnO2 (FTO)
conducting glass electrodes (4 mm thick and 10 Ω/□). A second
layer was printed by using 400 nm-sized particles to produce a titania
layer with overall thickness of 3 μm. A 2 μm thick transparent TiO2
film (4 × 4 mm) with 30 nm-sized TiO2 particles was deposited for
the IMVS-IMPS studies. Following the application of a first sintering
process (500 °C) to the screen-printed films, a TiCl4 treatment was
carried out by submerging the films in an aqueous solution containing
40 mM TiCl4 at 70−75 °C. After heating the films with a heat gun at
570 ± 25 °C for 40 min, the films were immersed for 6 h in a 0.2 mM
solution of MK2 in an acetonitrile:toluene (1:1) mixture. The PEDOT
counter electrodes were prepared by electropolymerizing EDOT on
the FTO substrate.38 Working electrode and counter electrode were
bonded together with a 25 μm thick hot melt Surlyn gasket.
Electrolytes were filled into the space between the two electrodes by
using a backfilling technique under vacuum. The electrolyte-injecting
hole was sealed with hot melt Surlyn backed by aluminum foil.

IV and IPCE Instrumentation. An Oriel sun simulator equipped
with a filtered 1000 W xenon lamp was used as a source of simulated
solar irradiation (AM 1.5 G, 1000 W/m2). A calibrated silicon
photodiode provided by Peccell Technologies was used to adjust the
output of the light source and a color filter was used to minimize the
optical mismatch between the calibration diode and the DSCs. The IV
characteristics of the cells under these conditions were recorded with
use of a Keithley 2400 source meter. Light intensities below one sun
were achieved by using a filter wheel fitted with a series of mesh filters.
Incident photon conversion efficiency was measured by an Oriel
system fitted with a 150 W xenon lamp, linked to a Cornerstone 260

Table 1. Crystallographic Data for 2a, 3a, and 3b

2a 3a 3b

formula C44H44Co
F6N8O6S2

C43H39Co
F6N9O6S2

C46H39Cl6Co
F18N10O12S6

fw 1017.94 1014.88 1729.86
crystal
system

monoclinic triclinic triclinic

space group P21/c P1̅ P1̅
a (Å) 14.4264(9) 12.5214(7) 13.4281(6)
b (Å) 14.7665(11) 13.0143(11) 13.7502(5)
c (Å) 21.3870(14) 15.4881(8) 19.9835(9)
α (deg) 90 108.227(6) 74.802(4)
β (deg) 93.340(6) 90.845(4) 87.534(4)
γ (deg) 90 113.083(7) 66.118(4)
V (Å3) 4548.3(5) 2177.9(2) 3247.5(2)
Z 4 2 2
μcalcd
(mm−1)

0.551 0.576 0.821

ρcalcd
(g·cm−1)

1.487 1.548 1.769

2θ range
(deg)

3.96−55.0 3.74−64.70 3.82−60.0

Nt 26161 28652 40980
N(Rint) 10440 (0.057) 14035 (0.051) 18933 (0.033)
No 8023 9473 13918
R1 (I > 2σI) 0.056 0.059 0.058
wR (I > 2σI) 0.143 0.137 0.136
R(all data) 0.076 0.094 0.086
wR(all data) 0.159 0.164 0.167
GoF 1.051 1.037 1.027
Δρmax/min (e) 1.05; −0.82 1.20; −1.05 1.74; −1.32
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monochromator. IPCE photocurrents of the DSCs were recorded
under short circuit conditions by means of a Keithley 2400 source
meter. The monochromatic photon flux was quantified by using a
calibrated silicon photodiode (Peccell Technologies).
Intensity Modulated Photovoltage Spectroscopy, Intensity

Modulated Photocurrent Spectroscopy (IMVS-IMPS) and
Charge Extraction Instrumentation. IMVS-IMPS studies were
carried out on complete DSCs by using a combination of red and
white light LEDs. The light intensity of the red LED powered by an
adjustable DC voltage source was modulated to a depth of 2% by the
integral function generator of a Stanford lock-in-amplifier (SR810).
The lock-in-amplifier is capable of providing a sine wave modulation
between 0.1 Hz and 30 kHz. To achieve one sun equivalent, an
additional white light diode array controlled by a commercial DC
power source was used. All experiments were carried out in an earthed
Faraday dark box to remove electrical noise at low light intensities.
The photovoltage was recorded with the help of a high impedance
voltage follower (input impedance 1012 Ω), powered by a battery. The
amplitude and phase of the resulting AC photovoltages were captured
by using the lock-in amplifier run under a computer-controlled
program Labview. A fitting program written in Labview was used for
the data analysis. An unmodulated white light illuminated the DSC for
10 s to attain equilibrium between charge injection and recombination
under open circuit conditions. An integrated computer-controlled
mercury-wetted relay switch was used to switch the light off and to put
the device to short circuit. The resultant extracted charge was
measured across a 50 Ω resistor, using an NI-6251 data logger.

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A key step in fine-tuning the redox potential of the CoII/III

redox shuttle involved ligation of the Lewis bases to the parent
complex 1a. The complexes [Co(PY5Me2)(tBP)](OTf)2 (2a)
and [Co(PY5Me2)(NMBI)](OTf)2 (3a) were accessed by the
addition of tBP and NMBI, respectively, to an acetonitrile
solution of 1a (see Scheme 1). The axial MeCN ligand in 1a is
readily displaced by these more strongly binding monodentate
ligands. The preparation of the CoIII complexes was achieved by
first preparing [Co(PY5Me2)(MeCN)](TFSI)3, through oxi-
dation of 1a with AgTFSI, and then reacting the product with
tBP and NMBI to afford [Co(PY5Me2)(tBP)](TFSI)3 (2b)
and [Co(PY5Me2)(NMBI)](TFSI)3 (3b), respectively.
Crystallography. Single crystals of [CoII(PY5Me2)(tBP)]-

(OTf)2·2MeCN (2a) and [CoII(PY5Me2)(NMBI)]-
(OTf)2·2MeCN (3a) suitable for X-ray analysis were obtained
on addition of tBP and NMBI to an acetonitrile solution of the
CoII complex 1a, respectively. Similarly, [Co(PY5Me2)-
(NMBI)](TFSI)3·3(CH2Cl2) (3b) was obtained by the
addition of tBP to the trivalent analogue of complex 1a. All
three complexes display a distorted octahedral CoII/III geometry
with either the tBP or NMBI ligands in the axial position
(Figures 2 and S4, SI).
The coordination spheres for complexes 2a and 3a are very

similar, with the Co−NPy distances (see Table 2) in the range
of 2.122(2)−2.156(1) Å (2a) and 2.108(2)−2.156(2) Å (3a).
These bond lengths are marginally longer than those for the
MeCN complex 1a (2.095(3)−2.142(3) Å).39 The Co−N6 (N-
atom of the base) distances of 2.122(3) (1a), 2.129(2) (2a),
and 2.108(2) Å (3a) also show little difference. The longer
Co−NPy bond lengths in 2a and 3a are accompanied by a
displacement of the Co atom out of the equatorial plane by
0.139(1) and 0.149(1) Å (cf., the Co in 3b is coplanar with the
four equatorial pyridyl donors, −0.037(1) Å). The ability of the
PY5Me2 ligand to absorb the structural effects arising from
changes in the oxidation state of the central metal atoms (e.g.,
two-electron MoII−MoIV changes) has been previously
established.40 However, in the current structures, the short-

ening of the Co−N bonds from 3a to 3b results in an unusually
close approach (1.81 Å for 3b cf. 2.15 Å for 3a) of two
neighboring o-H atoms on the terminal pyridyl groups (Figures
2 and S4, SI). A top view of the complex cations of 2a, 3a, and
3b shows a highly symmetrical alignment of the axial ligand
(tBP and NMBI) and the Me2C−PY1−CMe2 plane (see Figure
S3, SI).
The Co−N bond lengths for [Co(PY5Me2)(NMBI)]2+ (3a

cation) and [Co(PY5Me2)(NMBI)]3+ (3b cation) indicate that
oxidation of the Co center results in an average decrease in the
Co−N bond distances of 0.150(6) Å (calculated as the average
difference in bond lengths for pairs of identical Co−N bonds in
each complex). The corresponding change in bond distances

Figure 2. Crystal structures of the octahedral complexes [Co-
(PY5Me2)(tBP)]

2+ (2a cation) and [Co(PY5Me2)(NMBI)]2+ (3a
cation), with the pale blue, gray, and dark blue spheres representing
Co, C, and N, respectively. Ellipsoids are depicted at the 50%
probability level.
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for [Co(bpy)3]
2+/3+ is 0.198(6) Å.42,43 Thus, the constrained

nature of the PY5Me2 ligand appears to have a significant
influence on the CoIII geometry. As a consequence, oxidation/
reduction reactions involving the [Co(PY5Me3)(B)]

2+/3+

complexes are likely to require less inner-sphere reorganization
(vide infra).
Electrochemistry. The electrochemical properties of

complexes 1a−3a were investigated by using cyclic voltamme-
try under nitrogen. For compound 1a, two quasi-reversible
redox reactions are observed at half-wave potentials of E1/2 =
−0.845 V and +0.803 V vs NHE, corresponding to the
[Co(PY5Me2)(MeCN)]1+/2+ and [Co(PY5Me2)(MeCN)]2+/3+

redox reactions, respectively (Figure S1a in the SI). This is
consistent with previous literature reports.36,39 Upon introduc-
tion of tBP and NMBI to form 2a and 3a, the CoII/III redox
potential was lowered to a more negative value relative to that
of 1a. The E1/2 for [Co(PY5Me2)(tBP)]

2+/3+ shifted slightly to
+0.780 V vs NHE, whereas E1/2 for [Co(PY5Me2)-
(NMBI)]2+/3+ shifted to +0.714 V vs NHE (see Figure 3a).
The corresponding redox potential for [Co(bpy)3]

2+/3+ is 0.56
V vs NHE and is virtually unaffected by the addition of the
bases. The redox potentials (vs NHE) derived for complexes 2a
and 3a, [Co(bpy)3]

2+/3+, and the HOMO LUMO levels of
MK2 are compared in Figure 3b. These redox properties
indicate that these complexes are well suited for DSC
electrolyte development. The displacement of a monodentate
ligand by an alternative Lewis base, which in turn affects the
electrochemical properties of the complex, is not unprece-
dented. A study44 carried out on a series of complexes with the
formula [Fe(PY5)(Y)]n+, where PY5 = 2,6-(bis(bis-2-pyridyl)-
methoxymethane)pyridine and Y represents a series of neutral
and anionic exogenous monodentate ligands, revealed that the
MeOH ligand in [Fe(PY5)(MeOH)]n+ can be displaced by the
addition of a Lewis base and that the anionic ligands enhance
the reversibility of the FeII/III redox reaction on Pt disk
electrodes.
Photovoltaic Performance. Two new electrolytes based

on redox shuttles, 2a/2b and 3a/3b, were optimized and tested
for their performance in DSCs and compared to a standard
electrolyte employing [Co(bpy)3]

2+/3+ as redox couple. An

efficient, commercially available carbazole dye, MK2, was used
as the photosensitizer. The redox potential (0.92 V versus
NHE) of MK2 was measured on ITO films in acetonitrile
containing 0.10 M TBAPF6 as supporting electrolyte. The dye
has a high molar extinction coefficient (38 400 M−1 cm−1)49

and ensures excellent light harvesting, even when adsorbed
onto relatively thin (2−5 μm) TiO2 films. It is therefore a
convenient sensitizer for DSCs based on one-electron-transfer
redox couples, where the use of thinner than usual TiO2 film
thicknesses is preferred due to increased charge recombination
as compared to I−/I3

−.
The highest energy conversion efficiency of 8.4% under

simulated sunlight (AM 1.5 G, 1000 W/m2) was achieved by
using an electrolyte based on redox couple 3a/3b (see Table

Table 2. Selected Bond Distances (Å) and Angles (deg) for
2a, 3a, and 3b

bond/angle 2a 3a 3b

Co−N(1)a 2.122(2) 2.122(2) 1.976(2)
Co−N(2) 2.132(2) 2.145(2) 1.989(2)
Co−N(3) 2.156(2) 2.156(2) 1.999(2)
Co−N(4) 2.145(2) 2.140(2) 1.999(2)
Co−N(5) 2.135(2) 2.140(2) 1.991(2)
Co−N(6)b 2.129(2) 2.108(2) 1.960(2)
N(1)−Co−N(6) 177.88(9) 177.26(8) 179.1(1)
N(2)−Co−N(5) 173.59(9) 172.61(8) 176.9(1)
N(3)−Co−N(4) 171.32(9) 170.87(8) 177.4(1)
N(2)−Co−N(4) 97.22(9) 99.11(8) 93.4(1)
N(5)−Co−N(3) 98.29(9) 96.48(8) 96.7(1)
N(3)−Co−N(2) 82.64(9) 80.21(8) 84.4(1)
N(5)−Co−N(4) 80.89(9) 83.10(8) 85.4(1)
N(1)−Co−N(3) 85.42(8) 86.26(8) 89.2(1)
N(1)−Co−N(2) 86.62(9) 87.12(8) 89.0(1)
N(1)−Co−N(4) 85.91(9) 84.61(8) 89.4(1)
N(1)−Co−N(5) 87.14(9) 86.07(7) 88.1(1)

aAxial PY5Me2 pyridyl donor.
bAxial Co−N(NMBI) bond.

Figure 3. Cyclic voltammetry and energy level diagram. (a) Cyclic
voltammogram of 10 mM solutions of [Co(PY5Me2)(MeCN)](OTf)2
in MeCN (blue wave 1), with 10 mM tBP added (red wave 2a) and 10
mM NMBI added (green wave 3a). The measurements were
performed with use of a glassy carbon disk electrode and 100 mM
(Bu4N)PF6 as supporting electrolyte at a scan rate of 100 mV/s. (b)
Energy level diagram of DSC components, approximate redox
potentials of the electrolytes7 based on [Co(bpy)3]

2+/3+ and complexes
2a and 3a. Data for MK2 dye and cobalt complexes are relative to the
normal hydrogen electrode (NHE).
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3). These DSCs clearly outperform devices based on the more
conventional [Co(bpy)3]

2+/3+ redox couple. The efficiency gain
is primarily due to a significant increase in VOC and fill factor
(FF), which compensate for a drop in short-circuit current
density (JSC). The interpretation of changes in VOC and JSC for
these cells is not straightforward, as the added bases influence
the electronic properties of the mesoporous TiO2 electrode
(e.g., flat band position, surface states), while also creating
different redox mediators through in situ reactions with 1a/1b.
The more positive redox potential of electrolytes based on 2a/
2b relative to [Co(bpy)3]

2+/3+ is reflected in a higher VOC of
993 mV for devices made with electrolytes containing 2a/2b.
The performance of DSCs based on CoII/III polypyridyl

electrolytes is highly dependent on the mesostructure of the
TiO2 film used to construct the cells. In this study, the TiO2
films have been optimized for the use of MK2 in conjunction
with [Co(bpy)3]

2+/3+ based electrolytes (see the Experimental
Section), yielding efficiencies (η) of up to 7.4%. This represents
a substantial improvement over the 5.5% efficiency reported
recently for DSCs based on MK2 and [Co(bpy)3]

2+/3+

electrolyte.45 Again, the key point to make here is that
sensitizers with very high molar extinction coefficients are ideal
for one-electron redox mediators, as a very thin film of 1 μm
transparent TiO2 nanoparticles is sufficient to ensure efficient
light harvesting.
The IV curves for the best performing DSCs for each redox

couple are shown in Figure 4, measured at AM1.5 G; 1000 W/
m2. The devices made with the NMBI complex, 3, show a 140
mV higher VOC and a significant increase in FF compared to
devices employing a [Co(bpy)3]

2+/3+ electrolyte. The 140 mV
gain in VOC is primarily attributed to the differences in the
redox potentials7 of the two electrolytes.
The measured redox potential for the [Co(bpy)3]

2+/3+

electrolyte was in very close agreement with the standard
Nernst potential calculated by Graẗzel et al. for [Co(bpy)3]

2+/3+

at very similar concentrations.46 The lower JSC values for
devices based on 2a/2b could be a consequence of less efficient
dye-regeneration, and may arise from the lower driving force
for this reaction (0.24 V). Photocurrent dynamics measure-
ments, using simple on/off experiments (see Figure S5 in the
SI), revealed that the photocurrents at 1 sun were somewhat
limited by mass-transport limitations. This effect was slightly
more pronounced for devices based on 3a/3b compared to
[Co(bpy)3]

2+/3+. Inefficient dye regeneration could result in a
significantly higher equilibrium concentration of photooxidized
dye and therefore a faster rate of recombination between

conduction band electrons and photooxidized dye molecules.
In the future, we intend to investigate the electron transfer
processes limiting the performance of these devices.
The incident photon-to-electron conversion efficiency

(IPCE) spectra of DSCs sensitized with MK2 are shown in
Figure 5. Comparable IPCEs are observed for the devices
fabricated by using [Co(bpy)3]

2+/3+ with either tBP or NMBI
added as Lewis base. The devices fabricated with electrolytes
based on complexes 2a/2b and 3a/3b show lower IPCEs
compared to DSCs constructed from [Co(bpy)3]

2+/3+ electro-
lytes. This is anticipated from the lower JSC values measured
under simulated sunlight (see Table 3).

IMVS-IMPS Spectroscopy. Further insights into the
electron lifetime and mean transient time of photoinjected
charge carriers were gained by using the intensity-modulated
photovoltage and photocurrent spectroscopy (IMVS and
IMPS), as complemented by charge extraction experiments.
Figure 6a shows the IMPS results, which compare mean
electron transient times (τc) as a function of JSC. The observed
τc for the devices based on redox systems 2a/2b, 3a/3b, and
[Co(bpy)3]

2+/3+ with tBP and NMBI are similar, as expected. It
can be seen in Figure 6b that for each of the electrolyte systems,
linear plots for electron lifetime measurements (τn) vs electron
density were observed.

Table 3. Tabulated Photovoltaic Performance Data of DSCs Made with Different Redox Mediators and MK2 Dye under
Simulated Sunlight (AM 1.5 G, 1000 W/m2)a

redox couple 2a/b 3a/b [Co(bpy)3]
2+/3+ [Co(bpy)3]

2+/3+

baseb tBP NMBI tBP NMBI
RP (mV)c 684 633 496 498
VOC (mV) 993 ± 2 940 ± 1 802 ± 1 795 ± 1
JSC (mA cm−2) 8.1 ± 0.01 11.8 ± 0.4 14.1 ± 0.2 13.0 ± 0.3
FF 0.76 ± 0.01 0.77 ± 0.01 0.66 ± 0.01 0.67 ± 0.01
η (%) 6.1 ± 0.1 8.4 ± 0.3 7.4 ± 0.1 7.0 ± 0.2

aDouble-layer TiO2 films (1 μm mesoporous TiO2 (30 nm) and 2 μm scattering TiO2 (400 nm)) were used for the construction of all DSCs. A 0.5
μm thick PEDOT was used as counter electrode, which was grown electrochemically on FTO, using a 20 mM solution of EDOT monomer in
acetonitrile and 100 mM LiTFSI as supporting electrolyte. The average performance values and standard deviation over a sample of three cells is
given. bThe electrolyte consists of 0.20 M CoII complex, 0.075 M CoIII complex, 0.10 M LiTFSI, and 0.50 M of either tBP or NMBI as indicated.
cThe redox potential of the electrolytes were determined from the potential difference between a Pt wire and a reference electrode (Ag/Ag+),
immersed in the electrolyte.7

Figure 4. Comparison of DSC performance for optimized devices
sensitized with MK2 based on 3a/3b (green line), 2a/2b (red
dashed), [Co(bpy)3]

2+/3+/tBP (black solid), and [Co(bpy)3]
2+/3+/

NMBI (black dotted) electrolytes in acetonitrile. IV characteristics are
summarized in Table 3.
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The results are consistent with recombination occurring via
electron transfer from the conduction band47 to the oxidized
form of the redox couple, despite large differences in the redox
potentials of electrolytes as well as different reorganizational
energies of the cobalt complexes. In general, faster electron
transfer rates associated with redox systems based on

complexes 2a/2b and 3a/3b can result in comparatively short
electron lifetimes for photoinjected charge carriers. In contrast,
the high-energy activation barrier relative to the [Co-
(bpy)3]

2+/3+ redox couple brings about a 10-fold improvement
in the lifetime of photoinjected charge carriers, at a similar
charge density.
The classical inner-sphere reorganization energy associated

with electron-exchange reactions of metal complexes can be
estimated by the following equation:41

Δ = + ΔG n f f
f f

X
2inner

III II

III II

2

where f i = force constants for the CoII and CoIII-ligand bonds
and ΔX = change in bond distances of n bonds. Assuming f i
and n to be similar for the [Co(PY5Me2)(NMBI)]2+/3+ (3a/
3b) and [Co(bpy)3]

2+/3+ redox couples, the estimated inner-
sphere reorganizational energy varies with the square of the
displacement. Compared with [Co(bpy)3]

2+/3+ (where ΔX =
0.20 Å), a decrease in inner-sphere reorganizational energy of
almost 50% is predicted for 3a/3b (for which ΔX = 0.15
Å).42,43 This is expected to result in faster dye regeneration but
also in faster recombination between injected electrons and the
oxidized redox mediator. Faster recombination for electrolytes
with higher redox potentials is also expected as the driving force
for dye regeneration is decreased for electron transfer processes
operating in the Marcus normal region.26 According to Hupp et
al.48 the open-circuit quasi-Fermi level drops (becomes less
negative) with a positive increase in the redox potential of the
redox couple and, hence, it reduces the attainable VOC.

■ CONCLUSIONS
We have explored the application of a new class of redox
mediators based on the complex [Co(PY5Me2)(MeCN)]2+/3+,
where PY5Me2 is a pentapyridyl ligand. Using a number of
techniques, including X-ray crystallography, we have demon-
strated that the MeCN ligand can be replaced by a more
strongly binding monodentate ligand. Thus, the use of a
pentadentate ligand allows the potential of the CoII/III redox
couple to be tuned through the single-site coordination of tBP
or NMBI, two Lewis bases commonly added to DSC
electrolytes. Metal complexes based on the pentadentate ligand
are also predicted to result in a lower reorganizational energy
for electron transfer when compared to the [Co(bpy)3]

2+/3+

redox couple. Application of electrolytes based on the cobalt-
NMBI complexes in DSCs, in combination with a strongly
absorbing organic sensitizer, MK2, have yielded devices with
efficiencies of 9.2% and 8.4% at 0.1 and 1 sun irradiation,
respectively, outperforming analogous devices constructed with
the [Co(bpy)3]

2+/3+ redox couple. In addition, an open circuit
voltage approaching 1.0 V was measured for devices based on
the tBP complexes 2a/2b, as a consequence of the higher redox
potential of this redox couple.
The ability of complexes, such as 1a, to react with

monodentate ligands opens a new avenue in DSC electrolyte
research. That is, fine-tuning of the redox potential of the
electrolyte through the judicious choice of the Lewis base.
Moreover, complexes like 1a are ideal model compounds for
fundamental studies of recombination kinetics,47 since different
reaction driving forces can be achieved through the addition of
appropriate ligands with little change in reorganization energy.

Figure 5. IPCE spectra for the DSCs sensitized with MK2 based on
3a/3b (green line), 2a/2b (red dashed), [Co(bpy)3]

2+/3+/tBP (black
solid), and [Co(bpy)3]

2+/3+/NMBI (black dotted) electrolytes in
acetonitrile.

Figure 6. IMVS and IMPS spectroscopy. (a) Mean electron transient
time versus short circuit current. (b) Electron lifetimes are plotted vs
extracted charge for MK2-sensitized DSCs. The devices were
constructed with use of 2 μm thick TiO2 (30 nm) mesoporous films
and contained the corresponding redox shuttle in their electrolyte. The
electrolyte composition is given in Table 3.
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Dye-sensitized solar cells (DSCs) can be fabricated from low-
cost components with simple high-throughput printing tech-
niques thereby providing a viable alternative to conventional
photovoltaics.[1] A recent step-change in DSC research has
been the successful application of transition-metal complexes
(e.g., [Co(bpy)3]2+/3+, bpy= 2,2’-bipyridine), organometallics
(e.g., ferrocene), and organic compounds as redox media-
tors,[2,3] replacing formerly used corrosive iodine/iodide
electrolytes while maintaining impressive energy conversion
efficiencies.[4]

An attractive feature of cobalt complexes, in particular, is
that the structure, electronic properties, and redox chemistry
can be tuned by varying the ligand environment. In this
respect, the type and number of donor atoms (denticity) that
the ligands used to form the cobalt coordination sphere is of
paramount importance. First, for related families of ligands,
such as polypyridyls, a higher denticity results in a higher
overall stability constant (b) of the complex through the
chelate effect.[5] The stability of complexes is important when
contemplating their application in many fields, including
renewable energy research focusing on DSCs and solar-driven
hydrogen generation from water. Dissociation of the bpy
ligands from [Co(bpy)3]2+ was recently identified as a signifi-
cant issue for its applicability as a catalyst in photo-electro-
chemical water splitting devices, which was overcome by
replacing the bpy ligands with a pentadentate ligand.[6]

Secondly, the denticity of the ligands will affect the reorgan-
ization energies associated with electron transfer processes

involving the Co2+/3+ redox states,[7] and will influence the
rates of important charge-transfer steps, such as charge
recombination and dye regeneration. The latter will affect
the driving force required for efficient dye regeneration and
therefore ultimately the maximum obtainable DSC effi-
ciency.[8,9]

To date only a small number of cobalt complexes have
been tested in DSCs, with the majority based on bidentate
ligands such as bpy and phen (1,10-phenanthroline) and their
derivatives. In a recent article about applying CoII/III-tpy
complexes (tpy= 2,2’;6’,2’’-terpyridine) as DSC redox medi-
ators, Gr!tzel and co-workers highlight the importance of
ligand substitution to achieve higher open-circuit photovolt-
age (VOC).

[3g] We recently reported a study of DSCs employing
cobalt complexes based on a combination of a pentadentate
ligand (2,6-bis(1,1-bis(2-pyridyl)ethyl)pyridine, PY5Me2) and
a weakly bound monodentate ligand. We were able to fine-
tune the redox potential of the complex by choosing mono-
dentate ligands with varying Lewis basicity, thereby creating
the opportunity to adjust the driving force for dye regener-
ation.[10] Here we report for the first time the application of
the Co complex of a hexapyridyl ligand (6,6’-bis(1,1-di(pyr-
idin-2-yl)ethyl)-2,2’-bipyridine, bpyPY4) as a redox mediator
in DSCs, and compare its photovoltaic performance and
stability to the reference mediator [Co(bpy)3]2+/3+ (Co-bpy).
A major motivation for using a hexadentate ligand was to
develop a redox shuttle based on complexes with very high
thermodynamic stability.
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Full details of the synthesis and characterization of
bpyPY4, [Co(bpyPY4)](CF3SO3)2 (1a) and [Co(bpyPY4)]-
(CF3SO3)3 (1b) (CF3SO3= trifluoromethanesulfonate) are in
the Supporting Information. In brief, the new bpyPY4 ligand
was synthesized through the reaction of deprotonated 1,1-
bis(2-pyridyl)ethane and 6,6’-dibromo-2,2’-dipyridyl
(Figure 1). Complexation of bpyPY4 with Co(CF3SO3)2 in
acetonitrile (MeCN) and subsequent crystallization from
MeCN/Et2O yielded dark red crystals of 1a. Oxidation of
1a with stoichiometric amounts of Ag(CF3SO3) afforded 1b,
which could be crystallized by Et2O diffusion into a MeCN
solution. The results of the crystal structure analyses are
depicted in Figures 1, S1, S2, and Table 1. Comparison of the

Co!N bond lengths for cobaltous 1a and cobaltic 1b reveals
that the major change upon oxidation of the CoII to the CoIII

complex is a contraction along the N3–Co–N6 axis, with
relatively minor changes to the equatorial bond lengths
(Table 1). In contrast, all Co!N bond lengths in [Co(bpy)3]

2+/

3+ and [Co(PY5Me2)NMBI]2+/3+ changed significantly.[10,11]

The rigidity of the preorganized cavity of the hexadentate
ligand appears to restrict structural changes upon reduction/
oxidation to axial elongation/compression of the cobalt(II)/
(III) coordination sphere (NMBI=N-methylbenzimidazole).

The cyclic voltammogram of 1a in MeCN (0.1m NBu4PF6;
Figure S3) shows reversible processes centered at !170 and
!90 mV vs. Fc/Fc+ corresponding to the [Co(bpyPY4)]2+/3+

and [Co(bpyPY4)]1+/2+ redox reactions, respectively (Fc=

ferrocene). Features observed at more negative potentials
are ascribed to ligand-based reduction processes. Thus, the
redox potential related to Co2+/3+ in 1a is calculated to be
465 mV versus the normal hydrogen electrode (NHE),
whereas the corresponding redox potential for [Co(bpy)3]

2+/

3+ is 560 mV. The cathodic and anodic current responses
associated with the Co-based redox processes are linearly
proportional to the square root of the scan rate (n), indicating
diffusion-controlled behavior as is expected for a homoge-
neous system. A comparison of the redox potentials (vs.
NHE) for 1a/1b, [Co(bpy)3]2+/3+, and the E(D/D+) levels of
MK2 (Figure 2) reveals that 1a/1b will provide a substantial

electrochemical driving force for dye regeneration
(> 400 mV). The redox properties of 1a indicate that it is
well suited for DSC electrolyte development using dyes with
E(D/D+) energies " 800 mV vs. NHE. In this study, MK2,
a dye with a high molar extinction coefficient of
38400m!1 cm!1 and excellent light-harvesting properties was
considered a good photosensitizer for use with one-electron-
transfer redox couples.[12]

The 1a/1b-based electrolytes were optimized by varying
the concentrations of 1a, 1b and the additives, NMBI and
lithium bis(trifluoromethanesulfonyl)imide (LiTFSI). The
data for the optimized devices are shown in Table 2.
Previously, we have shown that very thin (1 mm) transparent
titania films can be successfully used to harvest most of the
incident light.[10] However, in this study, we have successfully
applied thicker titania films, consisting of 6 mm transparent
layers of 30 nm particles coated with 4 mm thick scattering
layers (400 nm particles). With these 10 mm mesostructured
films, an efficiency of 7.8% for the MK2/Co-bpy electrolyte
combination was achieved, which is higher than reported
recently (7.3%).[12a] An impressive efficiency of 8.3% was
achieved for the DSCs based on the new redox couple 1a/1b.
A reduction in VOC of 100 mV is observed for 1a/1b-based

Figure 1. Synthetic route to bpyPY4 and molecular structures of [Co-
(bpyPY4)]2+/3+ in crystals of 1a/1b.

Table 1: Metal ligand bond lengths in 1a and 1b.

Compound 1a [!] 1b [!]

Co–N1 1.926(2) 1.929(3)
Co–N2 1.941(4) 1.917(3)
Co–N3 2.216(3) 1.952(3)
Co–N4 1.965(4) 1.944(3)
Co–N5 1.955(4) 1.940(3)
Co–N6 2.235(3) 1.943(3)

Figure 2. Energy level diagram showing the approximate redox poten-
tials of DSC components relative to the normal hydrogen electrode
(NHE) in acetonitrile.
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devices, as compared to Co-bpy-based devices, which is in
agreement with the about 100 mV difference in the CoII/III

redox potentials of 1a and Co-bpy.
Figure 3 shows the current density (J)–potential (V)

characteristics of the best performing DSCs based on redox
couples 1a/1b and Co-bpy, measured under simulated air
mass (AM) and 1.5 G, 1000 Wm!2. The electrolyte included
NMBI as an additive. The devices employing 1a/1b in the
electrolyte show a higher current density (JSC) and a signifi-
cant increase in the fill factor (FF) compared to the devices
based on Co-bpy, indicating that 1a/1b clearly outperforms
Co-bpy as a redox mediator. This is likely due to the lower
electrochemical driving force for dye regeneration in case of
Co-bpy (DE= 340 mV), compared to 1a/1b (DE= 435 mV).
This is in agreement with previous studies on DSCs employ-
ing cobalt mediators, where the minimum electrochemical
driving force for quantitative dye regeneration was found to
be around 500 mV.[3b,h] Furthermore, light soaking the devices
made with 1a/1b for 20 min under AM 1.5 G and 1000 Wm!2

irradiation resulted in an increase in JSC and a slight decrease
in VOC, giving rise to an overall efficiency of 9.4% (see
Table S2). Similar light-soaking effects have been previously

linked to a shift in conduction band edge.[13] The incident
photon-to-electron conversion efficiency (IPCE) spectra of
DSCs, made using either electrolytes are comparable (see
Figure S5) with a few percent higher IPCE for 1a/1b resulting
in a slight increase in JSC.

Intensity-modulated photovoltage spectroscopy (IMVS),
complemented by charge extraction measurements, was used
to compare the electron lifetimes for DSCs assembled with
1a/1b and Co-bpy-based electrolytes as a function of the
extracted charge (Figure 4). Interestingly, the two DSCs

exhibit similar lifetimes for the electrons injected into the
TiO2 conduction band, indicating comparable charge-recom-
bination rates for both electrolyte systems.

The evolution of DSC performance for devices based on
1a/1b and Co-bpy redox mediators was also tested under
continuous simulated full sun irradiation. In this comparison,
we also studied the effect of additives on device stability by
using two different Lewis base additives. Keeping in mind that
the Lewis bases added to the electrolytes may interact with
the polypyridyl complexes, a comparatively milder Lewis
base, p-trifluoromethylpyridine (TFMP), was examined as an
electrolyte additive in parallel to NMBI, which is commonly
applied in iodide/triiodide-based DSCs to improve the long-
term stability.[14] In choosing TFMP, the excellent thermal,
hydrolytic, and oxidative stability of fluorinated aromatic
hydrocarbons and the relatively small size of the!CF3 group
were considered beneficial features.[15] The J–V results for
cells fabricated using 1a/1b and Co-bpy using TFMP as an
additive are shown in Table S1 and Figure S5. The addition of
TFMP to Co-bpy leads to a green precipitate and, as
a consequence, the devices made with this electrolyte show
poor performance reproducibility and very poor stability. In
contrast, no precipitation was observed in the 1a/1b/TFMP
electrolytes and the DSCs gave comparable efficiencies to the
1a/1b/NMBI electrolyte system.

Preliminary stability tests were then carried out to
compare devices with NMBI and TFMP added to 1a/1b

Table 2: Photovoltaic performance of DSCs assembled with the two
redox couples and MK2 dye with simulated sunlight (AM 1.5 G,
1000 Wm!2).[a]

Redox couple[b] 1a/1b Co-bpy

E1/2(Co
2+/3+) [mV][c] 465 560

VOC [mV] 757"2 826"3
JSC [mAcm!2] 14.7"0.2 13.7"0.3
FF 0.75"0.02 0.69"0.01
h [%] 8.3"0.1 7.8"0.2

[a] Double-layer TiO2 films [6 mm mesoporous TiO2 (30 nm) and 4 mm
scattering TiO2 (400 nm)] and a Pt counter electrode were used for the
fabrication of all DSCs. The devices were measured immediately after
fabrication and the average performance of at least three devices with
standard deviation is provided. [b] The electrolyte consists of 0.20m CoII

complex, 0.10m of CoIII complex, 0.05m of LiTFSI and 0.50m of NMBI in
pure acetonitrile (MeCN). [c] Redox potentials of the 1a and Co-bpy are
reported vs NHE.

Figure 3. Current density ( J)–potential (V) characteristics of the best-
performing DSCs fabricated using electrolytes 1a/1b and Co-bpy. For
photovoltaic performance data and details on the electrolyte composi-
tion see Table 2.

Figure 4. Electron lifetime (tn) determined via IMVS spectroscopy
versus extracted charge for DSCs based on electrolyte 1a/1b and Co-
bpy. The electron density per volume of mesoporous TiO2 film was
determined by charge extraction experiments.
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and Co-bpy-based electrolytes abbreviated 1a/1b/NMBI, 1a/
1b/TFMP, Co-bpy/NMBI, and Co-bpy/TFMP (Figure 5).

A mixture of acetonitrile and valeronitrile (4:1) was used
to reduce the volatility of the electrolyte. An environmental
chamber equipped with a Hg lampwas automated to maintain
the DSCs under continuous full sun irradiation at 45%
humidity and a device temperature of 25–30 8C to test the
devices. Figure 5 shows the normalized efficiencies of the
DSCs over a period of 100 h. DSCs based on electrolyte 1a/1b
clearly outperformed those assembled with the reference
mediator Co-bpy, showing a > 20% performance increase
over the first 24 h of continuous illumination. When TFMP
was used, the DSCs based on 1a/1b initially showed a 20%
increase in performance, which maintained across the full
100 h testing period. In the case of NMBI, the DSCs showed
the same initial improvement in performance but there was
a gradual decrease and stabilization at about 90% of the
original value after 100 h testing. Over the 100 h period,
a decrease in performance of over 80% was observed for
DSCs based on the Co-bpy electrolyte and NMBI. In the
presence of TFMP, this performance decrease was even more
pronounced, with a drop of 76% observed after the first 24 h
illumination period. In general, the Co-bpy electrolyte was
found to be incompatible with TFMP, leading to a green
precipitate and poor device performance.

In conclusion, we have prepared and structurally charac-
terized the CoII and CoIII complexes of a new hexadentate
polypyridyl ligand and, for the first time, applied such types of
complexes as redox mediators in DSC electrolytes. The
devices constructed with these complexes were found to
outperform the prototypical Co-bpy redox mediator both in
terms of overall efficiency and stability under full sun
irradiation conditions. The design of multidentate ligands
leading to very stable cobalt complexes under DSC test
conditions is likely to become a major area of endeavor in the
quest for high-performance cobalt-based DSC electrolytes
that meet the stringent stability requirements of commercial
applications. For further optimization of the cobalt-based
redox mediators, studies are underway to evaluate the
minimum electrochemical energy required for quantitative

dye regeneration in line with our previous work on ferrocene
derivatives.[16]
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Materials and Methods 

Anhydrous solvents CH3CN, THF, and Et2O were purified using a commercial 

solvent purification system from JC-Meyer-Solvent systems (jcmeyer-

solventsystems.com). 6,6'-Dibromo-2,2'-dipyridyl (3B Scientific), ethyl acetate 

(Fisher), CH2Cl2 (Fisher) and NBu4PF6 (Strem) were purchased and used as received. 

1,1-bis(2-pyridyl)ethane and Co(CF3SO3)2!2CH3CN were prepared according to 

published procedures {B. Bechlars, D. M. D'Alessandro, David. M. Jenkins, A. T. 

Lavarone, S. D. Glover, C. P. kubiak, J. R. Long, Nature Chemistry, 2012, 2,362-368; 

M. Seitz, A. Kaiser, D. R. Powell, A. S. Borovik, O. Reiser, Adv. Synth. Catal. 2004, 

346, 737-741}. 

 Infrared spectra were obtained on a Nicolet Avatar 360 FTIR with an 

attenuated total reflectance (ATR) accessory. Carbon, hydrogen, and nitrogen 

analyses were obtained from the Microanalytical Laboratory of the University of 

California, Berkeley. 1H-NMR spectra were obtained using a Bruker AVQ-400 or 

AVB-300 instrument and peaks were referenced to residual solvent peaks. 

Electrospray ionization mass spectrometry (ESI-MS) measurements were performed 

using a quadrupole time-of-flight mass spectrometer (Q-tof Premier, Waters, Milford, 

MA).  High-resolution mass spectrometry (HRMS) measurements were performed 

using an Autospec mass spectrometer (Waters).  Both instruments are located in the 

QB3/Chemistry Mass Spectrometry Facility at UC Berkeley. Cyclic voltammograms 

were recorded using a BASi CV-50W potentiostat and a three-electrode setup, with 

glassy carbon disk (working), Pt-wire (auxiliary), and Ag/AgCl (aq) or Ag/AgPF6 

(non-aq) electrode (reference). The ferrocene/ferrocenium couple (640 mV vs. NHE) 

was used as internal standard and potentials were converted to NHE accordingly. 

 

 X-ray crystallography. Data collection was performed on single crystals 

coated with Paratone-N oil and mounted on Kaptan loops. The crystals were frozen 

under a stream of N2 (100 K; Oxford Cryostream 700) during measurements. Data 

were collected using a Bruker APEX II QUAZAR diffractometer equipped with a 

Microfocus Sealed Source (Incoatec I"S; Mo-Ka # = 0.71073 Å) and APEX-II 

detector. Raw data were integrated and corrected for Lorentz and polarization effects 

using Bruker APEX2 v. 2009.1.{APEX2, v. 2009 ; Bruker Analytical X-Ray 

Systems, Inc: Madison, WI, 2009} Absorption corrections were applied using 

SADABS.{Sheldrick, G. M. SADABS, Version 2.03; Bruker Analytical X-ray 
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Systems, Inc: Madison, WI, 2000} Space group assignments were determined by 

examination of systematic absences, E-statistics, and successive refinement of the 

structures. Structures were solved using direct methods and refined by least-squares 

refinement on F2 followed by difference Fourier synthesis.{OLEX2} All hydrogen 

atoms were included in the final structure factor calculation at idealized positions and 

were allowed to ride on the neighboring atoms with relative isotropic displacement 

coefficients. Thermal  parameters were refined anisotropically for all non-hydrogen 

atoms.  

 In the structure of Co(bpyPY4)(CF3SO3)2, the hexadentate ligand is disordered 

over two positions with a occupancy ratio of 90/10 (Figure S1). This disorder could 

be conveniently modeled and anisotropic refinement was stable utilizing solely EADP 

constraints of those ligand based atoms that are involved in the disorder. Similarly, 

one of the triflate counter-ions shows partial disorder with 25/75 relative occupations 

over two positions. 

 

Scheme S1. Synthetic route to bpyPY4 

 
 

Synthesis of bpyPY4. Under a dry N2 atmosphere, nBuLi (2.5 M in hexanes, 4.30 

mL, 10.8 mmol) was added to a solution of 1,1-bis(2-pyridyl)ethane (2.00 g, 10.9 

mmol) in THF (80 mL) at 0°C. After stirring for 30 min at 0°C the red mixture was 

allowed to warm to room temperature and stirred for an additional 60 min after which 

a THF (40 mL) solution of 6,6'-dibromo-2,2'-dipyridyl (1.14 g, 3.62 mmol) was added 

via cannula transfer. After stirring for 30 min the mixture was heated to reflux for 36 

h. The reaction mixture was then allowed to cool to room temperature and quenched 

with H2O (50 mL). The organic layer was separated and the aqueous layer was 

extracted three times with CH2Cl2 (60 mL). The combined organic phases were dried 

over MgSO4, filtered, and the solvent removed under reduced pressure. The sticky 

white mixture was suspended in ethyl acetate (30 mL) and sonicated. The liquid was 
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decanted and the white solid product was then repeatedly washed with more ethyl 

acetate and isolated by filtration. Yield 1.39 g (74 %). 
1H-NMR (CD3Cl, 300 MHz, ppm): d 8.60 (4H, d, J = 3 Hz), 8.03 (2H, d, 6 Hz), 7.62-

7.53 (6H, m), 7.14-7.08 (10H, m), 2.40 (6H, s).  IR (neat, cm-1): 1583 (m), 1563 (s), 

1466 (s), 1428 (vs), 1380 (w), 1362 (w), 1293 (vw), 1276 (vw), 1155 (m), 1119 (w), 

1103 (m), 1091 (m), 1064 (m), 1046 (m), 991 (m), 886 (vw), 862 (w), 799 (m), 784 

(s), 776 (s), 765 (w), 745 (vs), 704 (vw), 655 (s), 629 (m), 619 (m), 604 (vw), 573 (s), 

514 (w), 500 (w). 

 

Synthesis of [Co(bpyPY4)](CF3SO3)2 (1a). Using a N2 filled glove box, CH3CN (14 

mL) was added to a solid mixture of bpyPY4 (200 mg, 0.384 mmol) and 

Co(CF3SO3)2!2CH3CN (167 mg, 0.384 mmol). The mixture was stirred for 4 h at 

60°C after which it had turned dark-red. After cooling to ambient temperature the 

solution was filtered through celite and layered with Et2O. Solvent diffusion over 2 

days yielded large dark-red crystals of 1a that were washed with Et2O and dried. 

Yield: 184 mg (55 %). Anal. Calcd. for C36H28N6F6O6S2Co [Co(bpyPY4)](CF3SO3)2: 

C, 49.26 %; H, 3.22 %; N, 9.58 %. Found: C, 49.0 %; H, 3.33 %; N, 9.49 %. IR (neat, 

cm-1): 1591 (m), 1467 (m), 1436 (m), 1391 (w), 1258 (vs), 1222 (s), 1143 (s), 1056 

(w), 1028 (vs), 909 (w), 847 (m), 817 (w), 793 (w), 770 (m), 752 (s), 652 (m), 634 

(vs), 571 (s), 541 (w), 514 (s), 486 (w). ESI-MS (m/z, amu): 728.13 [M2++ CF3SO3]+, 

289.59 [M2+]2+.  

 

Synthesis of [Co(bpyPY4)](CF3SO3)3 (1b). Using a N2 filled glovebox, CH3CN (10 

mL) was added to a mixture of [Co(bpyPY4)](CF3SO3)2 (150 mg, 0.171 mmol) and 

Ag(CF3SO3) (43.9 mg, 0.171 mmol). The mixture was stirred for 0.5 h at RT after 

which it had turned light red. The solution was filtered through celite and layered with 

Et2O. Large dark-red crystals of 1b were obtained after two days that were washed 

with Et2O and dried. Yield: 123 mg (70 %). Anal. Calcd. for C37H28N6F9O9S3Co 

[Co(bpyPY4)](CF3SO3)3: C, 43.28 %; H, 2.75 %; N, 8.18 %. Found: C, 43.66 %; H, 

2.54 %; N, 7.9 %; 1H-NMR (CD3Cl, 300 MHz, ppm):  8.72-8.54 (8H, m), 8.44 (2H, t, 

9 Hz), 8.23-8.08 (6H, m), 7.56 (2H, d, 7.5 Hz), 7.43 (2H, d, 7.5 Hz), 7.22 (2H, t, 7.5 

Hz), 3.10 (6h, s). 
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Crystal data for 1a: triclinic, space group P1$, a=10.3779(6) Å, b=11.8365(7) Å, 

c=16.5638(10) Å, !=97.280(2) °, "=98.397(2) °, #=115.098(2)°, total 

reflections=20293, rcalcd(g cm-3)=1.636, independent reflections=6347, GOF=1.051 

R=0.1335, wR2=0.1436.  

Crystal data for 1b: monoclinic, space group P21/c , a=13.5709(4) Å, b=15.0108(5) 

Å, c=23.09125(6) Å, !=90 °, "=97.949(2) °, #=90 °, total reflections=28628, 

independent reflections=11091, rcalcd(g cm-3)=1.583 GOF=1.035 R=0.0644, 

wR2=0.1798. 

 

Device Fabrication: A process established in our lab was followed for DSCs 

fabrication. A 6 µm thick film (4$4 mm) of 30 nm-sized TiO2 particles was screen-

printed on fluorine doped SnO2 (FTO) conducting glass electrode (4 mm thick and 10 

% per square). More layers were printed using 400 nm-sized particles to develop an 

overall thickness of 10 µm, TiO2 nanoparticles. A 2 µm thick transparent TiO2 film 

(4$4 mm) using 30 nm-sized TiO2 particles was screen-printed on FTO conducting 

glass for the IMVS-IMPS studies. After a first sintering process at 500°C applied to 

the screen-printed films, a TiCl4 treatment was done by dipping the films into a 20 

mM TiCl4 solution at 70°C in water. After heating the films in a heat gun at 

570±25°C for 40 minutes, the films were immersed for 24 hours in 1 µM solution of 

MK2 in acetonitrile:toluene (1:1) mixture. The Pt counter electrodes were prepared by 

thermal decomposition of 10 mM solution of PtCl6 in isopropanol on the FTO 

substrate. Working electrode and counter electrode were joined together using a 25 

µM thick Surlyn gasket. Electrolytes were filled into the space between the two 

electrodes using a back-filling technique with the help of vacuum. The electrolyte-

injecting hole was sealed with hot melt Surlyn backed by glass slide. 

 
IV and IPCE Instrumentation. An Oriel sun simulator using a filtered 1000 W 

xenon lamp was used to provide simulated solar irradiation (AM 1.5, 1000W/m2). A 

calibrated silicon photodiode by Peccell Technologies was used to adjust the output of 

the light source and a color filter was employed to reduce the optical mismatch 

between the calibration diode and the DSCs. A Keithley 2400 source meter was used 

to record the IV-characteristics of the cells under provided condition. Light intensities 

lower than one sun were obtained by using a filter wheel fitted with a series of 
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different sized mesh filters. Incident photon conversion efficiency was measured by 

an Oriel system fitted with a 150W xenon lamp and linked to a Cornerstone 260 as a 

monochromator light source. A Keithley 2400 source meter was used to record IPCE 

photocurrents of the devices under tests. The monochromatic photon flux was 

quantified by using a calibrated silicon photodiode provided by Peccell Technologies.  

Stability studies were done using an environmental chamber provided by the ATLAS, 

with model number SC3 340 Solar Simulator.  

 
Intensity Modulated Photovoltage Spectroscopy (IMVS) and Charge Extraction 

Instrumentation: IMVS studies were carried out on fully functional DSC devices 

employing a combination of red and white light LEDs. A DC voltage source was used 

to control the light intensity of red LED, modulated to a depth of 2% using the 

integral function generator of a Stanford lock-in-amplifier (SR810). SR810 then 

provided a sine wave modulation between 0.1 Hz and 30 kHz. The additional white 

diode array was controlled by a commercial DC power source. A battery powered, 

high impedence voltage follower with an input impedence of 1012 %, was used to 

record the photovoltage. A computer controlled programme Labview was used to 

control a lock-in amplifier to capture the amplitude and phase of the resulting AC 

photovoltages. A Labview fitting programme was used for the data analysis. The DSC 

was illuminated using an unmodulated white light for 10 s to attain equilibrium 

between charge injection and recombination under open circuit conditions. A 

computer controlled mercury-wetted relay switch was used to switch the light off and 

to put the device to short circuit and the resultant extracted charge was measured 

across a 50 % resistor, using an NI-6251 data logger. Devices were constructed using 

a 1.3 "m thick TiO2 (30 nm) mesoporous film sensitized with MK2 dye. 
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Crystal Structures of Complex 1a and 1b: 

 

 
Figure S1. Molecular structure of the dication [Co(bpyPY4)]2+ of 1a emphasizing the 

disorder of the ligand.  

 

 
Figure S2. View of the [Co(bpyPY4)]3+  trication of  [Co(bpyPY4)](CF3SO3)3!MeCN 
(1b) with non-hydrogen atoms represented by 50% thermal ellipsoids and hydrogen 
atoms as spheres of arbitrary size; the counter anions and lattice solvent molecules 
have been omitted for clarity. 
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Cyclic Voltammetry of Complex 1a: 

 
Figure S3. Cyclic voltammogram of [Co(bpyPY4)](CF3SO3)2 (1 mM) in MeCN (0.1 

M NBu4PF6).  

 

 

 
Figure S4. Linear relationship of anodic (squares) and cathodic (circles) currents of 

the Co3+/2+ (red) and Co2+/1+ (blue) redox couples versus the square root of the scan-

rate (n) (n = 25, 50, 100, 200 mV/s-1) 
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IPCE and IV Characterization: 

 

 
 

Figure S5. IPCE spectra of the best-performing DSCs fabricated using electrolytes 

1a/1b and Co-bpy in combination with NMBI Lewis base. For average photovoltaic 

performance data and details on the electrolyte composition see Table 2. 

 

 
Figure S6. IV curves showing a comparison of the DSCs performance for the best 
devices made using electrolyte 1a/1b and Co-bpy in combination with the TFMP 
Lewis base. Other photovoltaic characteristics and electrolyte components are 
explained in Table 2.  
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IV characteristics of DSCs based on electrolyte systems using 1a/1b/TFMP and 
Co-bpy/TFMP, redox couple/Lewis base in acetonitrile as solvent 
 
Table S1: Tabulated photovoltaic data of the DSC devices made 1a/1b/TFMP and 
Co-bpy/TFMP as electrolytes and MK2 dye, under simulated sunlight (AM 1.5 G, 
1000 W/m2) [a] 

 
 

[a] Double-layer TiO2 films (6 "m mesoporous TiO2 (30 nm) and 4 "m scattering TiO2 (400 nm)) and 
a platinum counter electrode were used for the fabrication of all DSCs. The average performance at 
least three devices with standard deviation is provided. [b] The electrolyte consists of 0.20 M CoII 
complex, 0.100 M of CoIII complex, 0.05 M of LiTFSI and 0.50 M of NMBI in pure MeCN. [c] Redox 
potentials of the 1a and Co-bpy are reported vs NHE.  
 

 

 

Comparison of the efficiencies of DSCs measured before and after light soaking, 
based on electrolyte 1a/1b/NMBI using acetonitrile as solvent 
 

Table S2. Photovoltaic performance of DSCs assembled with the 1a/1b/NMBI[a] 
redox couple and MK2 dye, under simulated sunlight (AM 1.5 G, 1000 W/m2) [b] 

 

 

 

 

 

 
[a] Double-layer TiO2 films (6 "m mesoporous TiO2 (30 nm) and 4 "m scattering TiO2 (400 nm)) and 
a Pt counter electrode were used for the fabrication of all DSCs. The average performance of at least 
three devices with standard deviation is provided. [b] The electrolyte consists of 0.20 M CoII complex, 
0.10 M CoIII complex, 0.05 M LiTFSI and 0.50 M NMBI in acetonitrile. 

Redox couple[b] 1a/1b/TFMP Co-bpy/TFMP 

E1/2 (mV) [c] 465 560 

VOC (mV) 748±3 689±19 

JSC (mA.cm-2) 15.6±0.2 14.9±0.6 

FF 0.71±0.04 0.70±0.03 

! (%) 8.3±0.2 7.2±0.3 

Testing conditions No light soaking 20 min light soaking 

VOC (mV) 748±5 732±3 

JSC (mA.cm-2) 15.6±0.3 16.9±0.3 

FF 0.72±0.02 0.74±0.01 

! (%) 8.3±0.2 9.4±0.1 
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Stabilization of a Very Short Co-F Bond within a Pentapyridyl 

Ligand 

 

Abstract: The reaction of [Co(PY5Me2)(CH3CN)]2+ with tetrabutylammonium 

fluoride and NOBF4 has resulted in the formation of [Co(PY5Me2)(F)]2+(OTf)2, 

where PY5Me2 = (2,6-(bis(bis-2-pyridyl)methylmethane)pyridine) and OTf = 

trifluoromethanesulfonate anion, a complex which has been characterized using 

single crystal X-ray crystallography, NMR and elemental analysis. In the 

complex cation, five coordination sites are occupied by nitrogen donors from the 

pentapyridyl ligand and the sixth site by a fluoride anion. The pentapyridyl ligand 

around cobalt(III) metal centre forms a cavity that stabilizes the shortest Co-F 

bond distance reported to date (1.819(2) Å). The complex was initially isolated 

from a solution containing [Co(PY5Me2)(CH3CN)]2+ and NOBF4. On standing, 

the BF4
- anion had dissociated to form fluoride coordinated to the cobalt(III) 

centre. For comparison, we also report the X-ray crystal structure of the  

[Co(PY5Me2)(DMF)]3+(OTf)2(TFSI), where TFSI = 

bis(trifluoromethane)sulfonimide anion formed by oxidation of 1 with AgTFSI 

and subsequent reaction with DMF. 

 

Key words: cobalt fluoride complex, pentadentate ligands, ploypyridylx, fluorinating agent, 

X-ray crystal structure 

 

Introduction: 

In coordination chemistry, the design of the ligands is of prime importance in 

manipulating the structure and properties of the resulting metal complex. A 

number of structural designs have been applied in the quest to develop novel 

metal complexes with interesting properties and for a variety applications.1 

Pentadentate ligands have been an area of interest as the ligand cavity can be 

appropriately designed to bind strongly to the metal ion in question while at the 

same time leaving one site available for further fine-tuning of the complexes 

properties. These efforts include, for example, cyclam derivatives, (cyclam= 

1,4,8,11,-tetraazacyclotetradecane), tacn derivatives (tacn = 1,4,7-

triazacyclononane) a  noncyclic pentadentate ligands containing a combination of 
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a wide variety of donor atoms located on functional groups such as amines, 

pyridyls, imidazole, carboxylates, etc...2  

A recent interesting example of such a ligand is the ligand PY5H2 and its 

derivatives PY5R2 (R = Me, OH, OMe). The molybdenum and cobalt complexes 

of this family of ligands have proven very useful in the exploration of alternative 

energy resources, including hydrogen generation catalysis, redox mediators for 

dye-sensitized solar cells (DSCs), modelling of metalloenzyme active sites and the 

construction of single-molecule magnets.3 The synthesis of PY5Me2 and its 

analogues was initially motivated by lipoxygenase, a mononuclear iron enzyme, 

possessing a single labile coordination site.4 The coordination behaviour of the 

pentadentate polypyridyl ligand PY5Me2 have been extensively studied using a 

variety of transition metals. The ligand binds to the metal centre in a square 

pyramidal fashion and enforces an octahedral geometry on a variety of metal 

centres. The sixth coordination site in the para position of the central pyridine 

ring that is left occupied by a monodentate ligand offers the possibility of 

substituting other ligands. Although the PY5Me2 framework is quite rigid and has 

limited flexibility, the cavity of PY5Me2 ligand and its analogues adapts cleverly 

to accommodate a variety of metal centres in different oxidation states. 

Concomitant angular and torsional changes induced according to the size of the 

metal centre are absorbed by the ligand cavity. 

 

 

 
Figure 1: Structure of the ligand PY5Me2 and its cobalt(II) metal complex 1 
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For example, this feature has been successfully used in the application of these 

complexes in the reduction of hydrogen ions to hydrogen gas.5 In a recent 

publication, we have shown that the weakly bound acetonitrile in 1 can be 

replaced by a stronger binding ligand such as 4-tert-butylpyridine (tBP) or N-

methylbenzimidazole (NMBI). As a consequence tuning of the Co2+/3+ redox 

potential was achieved which led to the development of efficient dye-sensitized 

solar cells (DSCs).6 In this paper, we describe the synthesis and structural 

characterisation of two Co(III) derivatives of the compound 1, in which the axial 

ligand has been replaced by either fluoride or N, N-dimethylformamide (DMF). 

In the fluoro complex, [Co(PY5Me2)(F)]2+, a ligand centre was found to stabilize 

the shortest known Co-F bond was stabilised within the “[Co(PY5Me2)]” cavity. 

To the best of our knowledge, and as suggested by a recent review, there is only 

one known example of a complex with general formula [CoIII(L)n(F)m], where L = 

pyridine and n, m = 2-3. To further study the effects of coordination of a larger 

ligand in the sixth coordination site, we have also synthesized the 

[Co(P5Me2)(DMF)]3+ complex (3). For the DMF ligand, linkage isomers are 

possible as it can either bind through an oxygen (O-isomer) or nitrogen (N-isomer) 

donor atom. Sargeson et al. for example, have studied the rate of base hydrolysis 

of coordinated DMF in [Co(NH3)5(DMF)]3+.7 

 

 

 

 
Figure 2: Structures of two cobalt(III) complexes, compound 2 (left) and 3 (right) synthesised 

using compound 1 shown in figure 1 
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Experimental 

 

Materials and Methods: General reagents and solvents were obtained from 

commercial sources and used as supplied. Anhydrous solvents were used and 

stored in glove box under nitrogen. 1H NMR spectra were measured on a Bruker 

DRX 400 spectrometer, using the signal of the deuterated solvent as an internal 

standard. The 1H NMR chemical shifts δ are reported in parts per million (ppm) 

relative to tetramethylsilane (TMS). The values of coupling constants (J) are 

given in Hertz (Hz) and peak multiplicities are abbreviated as follows: s (singlet), 

d (doublet), t (triplet), and m (multiplet). The 19F-NMR spectra were also 

measured on a Briker DRX 400 spectrometer but with CFCl3 as an internal 

standard. Microanalyses were carried out by the Campbell Microanalytical 

Laboratory, University of Otago, New Zealand. Solution UV−visible spectra 

were recorded with a Lambda 950 Perkin-Elmer spectrophotometer. ATR FTIR 

spectra were recorded using a Bruker Equinox 55 Infrared Spectrometer fitted 

with a Specac Diamond ATR source. 

 

Synthesis of cobalt complexes 

Unless otherwise noted the synthesis and crystallization of the complexes was 

carried out in glove box under nitrogen. The ligand PY5Me2 and complex 

[Co(PY5Me2)(CH3CN)](OTf)2 (1) where, OTf = trifluoromethanesulfonate, were 

synthesized as described previously.5 

 

[Co(PY5Me2)(F)](OTf)2·CH3CN (2) 

Method A: Compound 2 was initially isolated from the reaction of compound 1 

and NOBF4. NOBF4 (5.84 mg, 0.05 mmol) was added to acetonitrile solution of 1 

(42.1 mg, 0.05 mmol) and left for stirring for half an hour in order to oxidize the 

metal centre from Co2+ to Co3+. The solution was then reduced in volume and left 

standing whereupon single crystals suitable for X-ray study were obtained. The 

structural analysis, however, revealed that compound 2 had formed and not the 

expected [Co(PY5Me2)(CH3CN)]3+ complex. A low percentage yield of 11.6 mg 

(25%) was obtained for this reaction. 
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Method B: An improved higher yielding synthesis for 2 was then developed. An 

acetonitrile solution of 1 {[Co(PY5Me2)(CH3CN)](OTf)2} (25.2 mg, 0.03 mmol) 

was reacted with NOBF4 (3.5 mg, 0.03 mmol) and a tetrabutylammonium 

fluoride (8.6 µl of 1M solution in THF, 0.03 mmol). Upon stirring at room 

temperature a light red coloured solution of [Co(PY5Me2)(F)]3+ was obtained 

together with a precipitate of tetrabutylammonium tetrafluoroborate (TBABF4). 

The mixture was stirred for 30 minutes and the precipitated TBABF4 removed by 

the filtration through diatomaceous earth. The resultant solution was reduced in 

volume under vacuum to obtain the product as a red solid. The red solid was then 

dissolved in acetonitrile and layered with a diethyl ether/CH2Cl2 mixture to 

crystallise the product. Yield: (14.7 mg, 60%). [CoIII(PY5Me2)(F)](OTf)2·CH3CN 

(2): 1H NMR (400MHz, CD3CN, 22 °C) δ 9.56 (d, JHH = 6.4Hz, 4H, py-H); 8.25-

8.23 (m, 1 H, py-H), 8.21-8.19 (m, 6 H, py-H); 8.07-8.04 (M, 4H, py-H); 7.81-7.77 

(m, 4H, py-H); 2.76 (s, 6H, Me2-H); 19F NMR (400MHz, CD3CN, CFCl3 as 

internal standard, 22 °C) -150.56 and -150.51 (two peaks, BF4); -143.16 (s, F, Co-

F); -78.07 (s, F, CF3). Elemental analysis: Found (Calcd.) for 

C33H29Cl4CoF7N5O6S2: C, 39.72 (40.06); H, 3.47 (2.95); N, 7.44 (7.08); S, 7.05 

(6.48) 

 

[Co(PY5Me2)(DMF)](OTf)2(TFSI)·3(CH2Cl2) (3) 

Compound 1 was oxidized to obtain 1b {[CoIII(PY5Me2)(CH3CN)](OTf)2(TFSI)}, 

where TFSI = bis(trifluoromethane)sulfonimide anion, using AgTFSI according 

to a previously reported method.6 Then, the acetonitrile solution of 1 (25.2 mg, 

0.03 mmol) was reacted with DMF (2.30 µl, 0.03 mmol) to obtain a pink solution. 

The solution was stirred for 1 h and then layered with mixture of 

dichloromethane and dry diethyl ether to produce high quality crystals. The 

crystals were collected by filtration and dried under vacuum (20 mg, 75%). 

[CoIII(PY5Me2)(DMF)](OTf)2(TFSI) (2): 1H NMR (400MHz, CD3CN, 22 °C) δ 

9.62 (d, JHH = 6.4 Hz, 4H, py-H); 9.08 and 8.57 (d, JHH = 6.8 Hz, amide H); 8.29-

7.94 (m, 11 H, py-H); 7.34-7.58 (m, 4H, py-H); 2.90-2.60 (m, 6H, Me2-H); 2.90-

2.60 (m, 6H, Me2-DMF); Elemental analysis: Found (Calcd) for 

C38H35CoF12N8O11S4: C, 39.02 (38.20); H, 2.38 (2.95); N, 8.75 (9.38); S, 6.94 
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(6.54); ATR-FTIR (thin film): 3509, 3082, 2950, 1660, 1598, 1459, 1386, 1348, 

1264, 1225, 1182, 1135, 1055, 1025, 910, 865, 786, 762, 634 cm-1. 

Data Collection: Crystal data were recorded using an Oxford Gemini Ultra CCD 

diffractometer equipped with an Oxford Cryosystems 700 Cryostream and cooled 

to 123(1) K. Representative orange or orange-yellow prismatic crystals of 2 and 3 

were mounted on the diffractometer for analysis. The data were collected with 

Mo Kα radiation (λ = 0.71073 Å) and processed using CrysAlisPro software. 

Lorentz, polarization and multi scan absorption were applied. The refinement of 

structures was carried out using SHELX-97.8 Anisotropic thermal parameters 

were used to refine all non-hydrogen atoms. Hydrogen atoms were placed using a 

riding model with C-H = 0.95-0.98 Å and Uiso(H) = xUiso(C), x = 1.2 or 1.5. 

Crystallographic data, being reported in this manuscript will be deposited with 

the Cambridge Crystallographic Data Centre (full details of the crystal structure 

determination is provided in the appendix of the thesis).  Crystallographic data 

(Table S1) as well as Tables of key bond length and angles for complex 2 (Table 

S2) and complex 3 (Table S3) are provided in the supporting information. 

 

Results and discussion 

Polypyridyl cobalt(III) coordination complexes in which the fluoride ion is 

directly bound to the cobalt(III) centre are rare. Recent studies have shown that 

fluorides coordinated to a metal centre can become involves in extensive 

intermolecular and/or intramolecular hydrogen bonding.9 Potential application 

of such complexes in biochemistry,10 crystal engineering,11 supramolecular, 

coordination and organometallic chemistry have been proposed. Such metal 

complexes are also finding applications in radio imaging.12 Following an initial 

observation that a novel cobalt(III)-fluoride complex [Co(PY5Me2)(F)](OTf)2  

was formed in solution containing complex 1 and NOBF4, an improved synthesis 

was developed which involved the conversion of [Co(PY5Me2)(CH3CN)]2+ into 

the corresponding cobalt(III) complex followed by reaction with TBAF. The 

second complex, [Co(PY5Me2)(DMF)](OTf)2(TFSI) was obtained by reacting the 

corresponding cobalt complex with DMF. The two complexes were characterized 

by elemental analysis, NMR, IR and UV-Vis spectroscopy 
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Crystallography 

The single crystal X-ray structures of [Co(PY5Me2)(F)](OTf)2 (2) and 

[CoIII(PY5Me2)(DMF)](OTf)2(TFSI) (3) are reported here. The binding of two 

monodentate ligands with different sizes and steric requirements to the cobalt(III) 

centre highlights the accommodating behaviour of the PY5Me2 cavity. The 

structures of the [Co(PY5Me2)(NMBI)]3+ and [Co(PY5Me2)(MeCN)]3+ complexes 

have already been reported elsewhere and key structural parameters will be used 

in the discussion to follow.6  The cobalt(III) metal centre in each metal complex is 

coordinated in square-pyramidal fashion by the PY5Me2 ligand with four pyridyls 

forming the equatorial plane and the central pyridyl in the ligand occupying an 

axial position. Binding of the monodentate ligand to the sixth coordination site 

results in a final distorted octahedral geometry. The Co-F bond distance (1.819(2) 

Å) is, to our knowledge, the shortest measured so far for the cobalt(III) complex. 

The cavity generated by the PY5Me2 ligand. The ligation of F- to cobalt(III) is 

further stabilized by F…H interactions. The Co-Xaxi (where, Xaxi represents F-, an 

N or an O donor atom from the axially ligated fluoride acetonitrile, DMF, 

NMBI) distances highlight the close approach of the F- anion to the cobalt(III) 

centre. One striking observation for these different exogenous ligands is the 

perfect alignment of the axial ligand with the plane made by the central pyridine 

ring and the C2Me2 moiety of the PY5Me2 cavity. This feature is absent in the 

complexes of PY5(OMe)2, due to the distortion of the central pyridine ring 

induced by the methoxy substituents.13 The coordination sphere for the four 

complexes compared herein is very similar, however, the cavity expands or 

contracts in response to the size of the exogenous ligand. As can be seen from 

table1, for the small fluoro complex the PY5Me2 ligand forms a very small cavity 

around the cobalt(III) centre and as the size of the axial monodentate ligand 

increases there is a clear expansion of the coordination sphere to accommodate 

the corresponding ligands. The size of the cavity follows a general trend for ligand 

size; F- < DMF ≈ CH3CN < NMBI. 
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Table 1: Axial and average equatorial bond distances for cobalt(III) complexes with  different 
monodentate exogenous ligands 

Exogenous ligand X = 
Average bond distances (Å) for 

Co-axial ligand 
bond distance 

Co-axial NPy 
bond distances 

Co-equatorial NPy 
bond distances 

F 1.819(2) 1.944(2) 1.962(1) 
DMF {(CH3)2NCHO} 1.908(3) 1.950(4) 1.979(6) 
ACN (CH3CN) 1.923(5) 1.940(5) 1.977(6) 
NMBI (N-
methylbenzimidazole) 

1.960(2) 1.976(2) 1.994(5) 

 

One of very important feature of complex 2 is the involvement of the cobalt(III) 

bound fluoride ion in moderate strength F…H interactions. The interactions of the 

fluoride ion bound to cobalt(III) metal centre with the solvent molecules of 

acetonitrile are shown in the table 2. These interactions, which can be attributed 

to the high electron density of fluoride ion, restrict further bridging to other cobalt 

metal centres. The observed bond distances in this case are approximately 2.50 Å. 

Hulliger et al have suggested that distances up to 2.9 Å can be considered F…H, 

hydrogen-bonding interactions based on sum of the van der Waals radii of 

fluorine and hydrogen 2.67 Å.14 However, F…F interactions which have been 

observed for other metal halides is absent in this case of cobalt fluoride.9a The 

importance of intermolecular hydrogen bonding is a well-understood 

phenomenon in crystal engineering and supramolecular chemistry. Theoretical 

and experimental results have demonstrated that F- is the best H-bond acceptors.15 

The negative inductive effect (σI = 0.51) and the positive mesomeric effect (σR = -

0.34) are operative factors responsible for this reactivity. 

 

In case of DMF ligand, the ligand is also observed to be strongly involved with 

the oxygen atoms of the counterion molecule, OTf. The strongest hydrogen bond 

(2.27 Å) involves the interaction of the formyl hydrogen of the DMF and oxygen 

of the OTf molecule. 
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cation 2                                                 cation 3 

 

Figure 3. Crystal structures of the complex [Co(Py5Me2)(F)]2+ (cation 2) and 
[Co(Py5Me2)(DMF)]3+ (cation 3) with non-hydrogen atoms represented by 50% thermal ellipsoids 
and hydrogen atoms as spheres of arbitrary size; the counter ions and lattice solvent have been 
omitted for clarity. 

 

 

 

Table 2: Hydrogen bond or weak interaction bond distances within crystal structures 
 

Hydrogen bonds or weak interactions for 

[CoIII(PY5Me2)(X)] 
Distances (Å) 

X = F 

Co(1)-F(9)……H(36C) (acetonitrile) 2.51 

Co(2)-F(10)……H(38A) (acetonitrile) 2.49 

Co(1)-F(9)……C(36) (acetonitrile) 3.08 

Co(2)-F(10)……C (C38) (acetonitrile) 2.99 

X = DMF 

(formyl) C(30)-H(30)……O(7) (OTf) 2.27 

(dimethyl) C(31)-H(31B)……O(9) (OTF) 2.62 

(amide) N(6)……O(11) (OTf) 2.93 
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Conclusion: We have synthesised and characterized two cobalt(III) complexes of 

a pentadentate PY5Me2 ligand which have fluoride and DMF ligands occupying 

the sixth coordination site. Two particularly striking structural features are the 

very short Co…F distance for the fluoro complex and the ability of the cavity 

generated by the PY5Me2 ligand on coordination of the cobalt(III) to be tuned in 

response to the size and steric constraints introduced by the axially coordinated 

monodentate ligand. These features highlight the possibility to further explore 

these structural features, for example, the development of new redox mediators 

for DSCs and catalysts for hydrogen generation.5 
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Table S1: Crystallographic Data for complex 2 and 3 

 2 3 

Formula 
C68H59Co2 
F14N13O12S4 

C37H34 Cl2Co 
F12N7O11S4 

fw 1762.38 1238.78 

Crystal 
system 

orthorohombic monoclinic 

space group Cmc21 P21/c 

a(Å) 14.7310(4) 19.0821(9) 

b(Å) 21.9915(8) 13.1795(7) 

c(Å) 21.9340(8) 19.0210(9) 

α(º) 90 90 

β(º) 90 97.481(5) 

γ(º) 90 90 

V(Å3) 7105.7(4) 4742.9(4) 

Z 4 4 

mcalcd(mm-1) 0.694 0.764 

rcalcd(g.cm-1) 1.647 1.735 

2q range(º) 2.07-32.37 1.88-27.50 

Nt 42139 26122 

N(Rint) 11729 (0.038) 10884 (0.062) 

No 10126 6657 

R1(I>2σI) 0.031 0.074 

wR(I>2σI) 0.074 0.180 

R(all data) 0.037 0.131 

wR(all data) 0.077 0.215 

GoF 1.036 1.030 

Dρmax/min(e) 0.533;-0.455 0.95;-1.35 
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Table S2: Selected Bond Distances (Å) and angles (deg) for complex 2 

Bond/angle 2 
Co1-F1 1.820(2) 
Co1-N1 1.959(3) 
Co1-N2 1.961(2) 
Co1-N3 1.963(2) 
Co1-N2 1.961(2) 
Co1-N3 1.963(2) 
Co(2)-F(2) 1.819(2) 
Co(2)-N(11) 1.943(2) 
Co(2)-N(12) 1.961(2) 
Co(2)-N(13) 1.972(2) 
Co(2)-N(12) 1.961(2) 
Co(2)-N(13) 1.972(2) 
F(1)-Co(1)-N(1) 179.9(1) 
F(1)-Co(1)-N(2) 89.71(8) 
F(1)-Co(1)-N(3) 89.08(8) 
F(1)-Co(1)-N(2) 89.71(8) 
F(1)-Co(1)-N(3) 89.08(8) 
N(1)-Co(1)-N(2) 90.37(9) 
N(1)-Co(1)-N(3) 90.83(9) 
N(1)-Co(1)-N(2) 90.37(9) 
N(1)-Co(1)-N(3) 90.83(9) 
N(2)-Co(1)-N(3) 97.40(7) 
N(2)-Co(1)-N(2) 83.19(7) 
N(2)-Co(1)-N(3) 178.66(8) 
N(3)-Co(1)-N(2) 178.66(8) 
N(3)-Co(1)-N(3) 81.98(7) 
N(2)-Co(1)-N(3) 97.40(7) 
F(2)-Co(2)-N(11) 179.13(9) 
F(2)-Co(2)-N(12) 89.78(8) 
F(2)-Co(2)-N(13) 88.97(8) 
F(2)-Co(2)-N(12) 89.78(8) 
F(2)-Co(2)-N(13) 88.97(8) 
N(11)-Co(2)-N(12) 90.80(9) 
N(11)-Co(2)-N(13) 90.45(9) 
N(11)-Co(2)-N(12) 90.80(9) 
N(11)-Co(2)-N(13) 90.45(9) 
N(12)-Co(2)-N(13) 82.76(7) 
N(12)-Co(2)-N(12) 96.83(7) 
N(12)-Co(2)-N(13) 178.69(8) 
N(13)-Co(2)-N(12) 178.69(8) 
N(13)-Co(2)-N(13) 97.61(7) 
N(12)-Co(2)-N(13) 82.76(7) 
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Table S3: Selected Bond Distances (Å) and angles (deg) for complex 3 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Bond distances/angle 3 
Co-O(1) 1.908(3) 
Co-N(1)b 1.950(4) 
Co-N(2) 1.987(4) 
Co-N(3) 1.975(4) 
Co-N(4) 1.981(4) 
Co-N(5) 1.974(4) 
N(1)-Co- O(1) 178.3(2) 
N(2)-Co-O(1) 87.6(2) 
N(3)-Co-O(1) 87.7(2) 
N(4)-Co-O(1) 90.6(1) 
N(5)-Co-O(1) 93.1(2) 
N(2)- Co-N(5) 177.1(2) 
N(3)- Co-N(4) 178.1(2) 
N(2)- Co-N(4) 97.1(2) 
N(5)- Co-N(3) 95.3(2) 
N(3)- Co-N(2) 81.9(2) 
N(5)- Co-N(4) 85.7(2) 
N(1)- Co-N(3) 91.7(2) 
N(1)- Co-N(2) 90.7(2) 
N(1)- Co-N(4) 89.9(2) 
N(1)- Co-N(5) 88.5(2) 
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6.1 Conclusion 

At the commencement of this PhD thesis research, a large research effort was 

underway aimed at finding alternative redox couples. Many new organic and 

inorganic redox mediators were being discovered and implemented. Several 

groups revisited previously researched redox couples with new strategies to 

improve the efficiency. Our group also reconsidered the use of the Fc/Fc+ redox 

couple. Using an organic dye and improved fabrication techniques, high 

efficiency solar cells were successfully produced. In 2010, a first breakthrough 

was reported by the group of Hagfeldt who achieved a DSC high efficiency by 

combining an organic sensitizer with, the [Co(bpy)3]2+/3+ redox mediator. In 2012, 

the Grätzel group was successful in pushing the DSC efficiency to 12.3 % by 

using a cocktail of two dyes and again the [Co(bpy)3]2+/3+ redox mediator. After 

these important advances in the development of alternative redox mediator 

research, many groups have focused on the improvement of cobalt(II)/(III) based 

redox mediators. This included the use of different ligand systems based on 

bidentate and tridentate nitrogen-donor ligands. 

 

The research presented in this thesis contributes another advance in the field of 

alternative redox mediators based on cobalt(II)/(III) redox mediators. The 

application of cobalt(II)/(III) complexes of higher denticity polypyridyl ligands 

not only provided redox mediators with tunable geometric features (using a 

pentadentate ligand) but also furnished stability (utilizing hexadentate ligand) to 

the cobalt(II)/(III)-based redox mediators.  

 

The molecular structures of the new cobalt complexes applied as redox mediators 

have been determined in both oxidation states, using single crystal X-ray 

crystallography, to explore the structural changes accompanying the redox 

process and to elucidate their effect on the performance of the DSCs. Using a 

number of analytical techniques, it was shown that the sixth coordination site, left 

unoccupied by the pentadentate ligand and occupied by a solvent molecule, could 

be substituted by stronger binding monodentate Lewis bases. This strategy led us 

to put forward the concept of in-situe fine-tuning the redox potential of the 

electrolyte using the [Co(PY5Me2)(CH3CN)]2+/3+ complex. Single crystal X-ray 
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characterization of the complexes, [Co(PY5Me2)(tBP)]2+/3+ and 

[Co(PY5Me2)(NMBI)]2+/3+ revealed structural changes which could be related to 

the recombination kinetics in the corresponding DSC devices.   

 

For the pentadentate ligand based complexes, [Co(PY5Me2)(B)]2+/3+, the changes 

in internal reorganization of the complexes resulting from the redox process were 

estimated and compared to those observed for the typical [Co(bpy)3]2+/3+ redox 

mediator. The smaller reorganization energy associated with the new redox 

couple [Co(PY5Me2)(NMBI)]2+/3+ as compared to the [Co(bpy)3]2+/3+ resulted in 

shorter electron lifetimes.  

 

The pair of cobalt(II)/(III) complexes based on a hexadentate ligand (L') 

{[Co(L')]2+/3+} was also applied as redox mediator. The structural 

characterization of the complex showed unsymmetrical changes in the bond 

distances upon oxidation of the cobalt(II) complex; viz, oxidation was 

accompanied by significant contraction of the two axial Co-N bonds with little 

changes in the equatorial Co-N distances. The thermodynamic stability 

associated with the [Co(L')]2+ complex was assessed by comparing the results of 

full sun illumination experiments on the DSC devices filled with [Co(L')]2+/3+ 

redox couple and the devices made using [Co(bpy)3]2+/3+
 based redox mediator. 

Two Lewis bases of varying basicity were used as electrolyte additives. An 

outstanding stability was found for devices made using [Co(L')]2+/3+ based redox 

mediator in conjunction with comparatively weak Lewis base (4-trifluoromethyl-

pyridine).  

 

 The importance of using AgTFSI as an oxidant was realized when the oxidation 

of [Co(PY5Me2)(CH3CN)]2+ using NOBF4 resulted in the formation of an 

unwanted but rather novel cobalt(III)-fluoride complex: [Co(PY5Me2)(F)]2+. Thus, 

in Chapter 3, an alternative oxidation method of cobalt(II) complexes using 

AgTFSI is suggested. Chapter 5 describes a more direct method for the synthesis 

of the novel [Co(PY5Me2)(F)]2+ complex together with the X-ray crystal structure 

determination and a comparison of this structure to that of related complexes. 
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6.2 Outlook 

This thesis emphasizes the value of using high denticity polypyridyl ligands for 

the synthesis of cobalt(II)/(III) based complexes and defines new directions to 

obtain thermodynamically stable cobalt(II)/(III) based redox couples. Future 

work will focus on the fundamental studies of regeneration and recombination 

kinetics for redox couples derived from the [Co(PY5Me2)(CH3CN)]2+ complex. 

Variation in the redox potential through the replacement of the acetonitrile ligand 

with a range of Lewis bases will allow the further elucidation of fundamental 

electron transfer processes and the optimization of the structure and properties of 

the complex. The hexadentate ligand based redox couple, [Co(L')]2+/3+, can 

potentially be applied in high boiling solvents; therefore, the thermodynamic 

stability of the complex will be investigated under extended full sun illumination 

at elevated temperatures (60-84 °C). These studies will be important if 

commercial development of such devices is to be contemplated.  

From a broader perspective, the successful implementation of cobalt complexes 

incorporating high denticity ligands as DSC redox mediators points to the 

desirability of custom designing new ligands not only for use in developing cobalt 

complexes but also redox couples based on a variety of other metals.    

!
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Experimental for Complex [Co(PY5Me2)(F)](OTf)2·CH3CN (2) 

Crystal data 

  2(C29H25CoFN5)·4(CF3O3S)·3(C2H3N) V = 7105.7 (4)  Å3 

Mr = 1762.38 Z = 4 

Orthorhombic, Cmc21 Mo Ka radiation, l = 0.71073 Å 

a = 14.7310 (4) Å m = 0.69 mm-1 

b = 21.9915 (8) Å T = 123 K 

c = 21.9340 (8) Å 0.25 × 0.25 × 0.25 mm 

 

Data collection 

  Xcalibur, Ruby, Gemini ultra  
diffractometer 

11729 independent reflections 

Absorption correction: multi-scan  
CrysAlis PRO, Agilent Technologies, Version 
1.171.35.15 (release 03-08-2011 CrysAlis171 
.NET) (compiled Aug  3 2011,13:03:54) 
Empirical absorption correction using 
spherical harmonics,  implemented in 
SCALE3 ABSPACK scaling algorithm. 

10126 reflections with I > 2s(I) 

Tmin = 0.467, Tmax = 1.000 Rint = 0.038 

42139 measured reflections  

 

Refinement 

  R[F2 > 2s(F2)] = 0.031 H-atom parameters constrained 

wR(F2) = 0.077 Dñmax = 0.53 e Å-3 

S = 1.04 Dñmin = -0.45 e Å-3 

8374 reflections Absolute structure:  Flack H D (1983), Acta 
Cryst. A39, 876-881 

576 parameters Flack parameter: -0.023 (9) 

7 restraints  
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Data collection: CrysAlis PRO, Agilent Technologies, Version 1.171.35.15 

(release 03-08-2011 CrysAlis171 .NET) (compiled Aug  3 2011,13:03:54); cell 

refinement: CrysAlis PRO, Agilent Technologies, Version 1.171.35.15 (release 03-

08-2011 CrysAlis171 .NET) (compiled Aug  3 2011,13:03:54); data reduction: 

CrysAlis PRO, Agilent Technologies, Version 1.171.35.15 (release 03-08-2011 

CrysAlis171 .NET) (compiled Aug  3 2011,13:03:54); program(s) used to solve 

structure: SHELXS97 (Sheldrick, 1990); program(s) used to refine structure: 

SHELXL97 (Sheldrick, 1997); molecular graphics: X-SEED; software used to 

prepare material for publication: CIFTAB. 
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Supplementary Materials: 

[Co(PY5Me2)(F)](OTf)2·CH3CN (2) 
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Complex [Co(PY5Me2)(F)](OTf)2·CH3CN (2) 

Crystal data 

  2(C29H25CoFN5)·4(CF3O3S)·3(C2H3N) F(000) = 3592 

Mr = 1762.38 Dx = 1.647 Mg m-3 

Orthorhombic, Cmc21 Mo Ka radiation, l = 0.71073 Å 

Hall symbol:  C 2c -2 Cell parameters from 3868 reflections 

a = 14.7310 (4) Å q = 2.2–32.4° 

b = 21.9915 (8) Å m = 0.69 mm-1 

c = 21.9340 (8) Å T = 123 K 

V = 7105.7 (4)  Å3 Prism, orange 

Z = 4 0.25 × 0.25 × 0.25 mm 

 
Data collection 

  Xcalibur, Ruby, Gemini ultra  
diffractometer 

11729 independent reflections 

Radiation source: Enhance (Mo) X-ray 
Source 

10126 reflections with I > 2s(I) 

graphite Rint = 0.038 

Detector resolution: 10.3389 pixels mm-1 qmax = 32.4°, qmin = 2.1° 

w scans h = -22®19 

Absorption correction: multi-scan  
CrysAlis PRO, Agilent Technologies, Version 
1.171.35.15 (release 03-08-2011 CrysAlis171 
.NET) (compiled Aug  3 2011,13:03:54) 
Empirical absorption correction using 
spherical harmonics,  implemented in 
SCALE3 ABSPACK scaling algorithm. 

k = -32®32 

Tmin = 0.467, Tmax = 1.000 l = -27®32 

42139 measured reflections  
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Refinement 

  Refinement on F2 Secondary atom site location: difference 
Fourier map 

Least-squares matrix: full Hydrogen site location: inferred from 
neighbouring sites 

R[F2 > 2s(F2)] = 0.031 H-atom parameters constrained 

wR(F2) = 0.077 w = 1/[s2(Fo
2) + (0.0422P)2 + 4.130P]   

where P = (Fo
2 + 2Fc

2)/3 

S = 1.04 (D/s)max = 0.001 

8374 reflections Dñmax = 0.53 e Å-3 

576 parameters Dñmin = -0.45 e Å-3 

7 restraints Absolute structure:  Flack H D (1983), Acta 
Cryst. A39, 876-881 

Primary atom site location: structure-
invariant direct methods 

Flack parameter: -0.023 (9) 

 
Special details 

Geometry. All esds (except the esd in the dihedral angle between two l.s. 

planes)   are estimated using the full covariance matrix.  The cell esds are taken   

into account individually in the estimation of esds in distances, angles   and 

torsion angles; correlations between esds in cell parameters are only   used when 

they are defined by crystal symmetry.  An approximate (isotropic)   treatment of 

cell esds is used for estimating esds involving l.s. planes. 

Refinement. Refinement of F2 against ALL reflections.  The weighted R-

factor wR and   goodness of fit S are based on F2, conventional R-factors R are 

based   on F, with F set to zero for negative F2. The threshold expression of   F2 > 

2sigma(F2) is used only for calculating R-factors(gt) etc. and is   not relevant to 

the choice of reflections for refinement.  R-factors based   on F2 are statistically 

about twice as large as those based on F, and R-   factors based on ALL data will 

be even larger. 
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Fractional atomic coordinates and isotropic or equivalent isotropic displacement 

parameters (Å2) 

 x y z Uiso*/Ueq Occ. (<1) 

Co1 0.5000 0.359286 (18) 0.448768 (18) 0.01210 (9)  

Co2 0.5000 0.279771 (18) 0.085253 (17) 0.01142 (9)  

S1 0.26458 (4) 0.53300 (3) 0.29428 (3) 0.02034 (12)  

S2 0.5000 0.00776 (4) 0.54750 (4) 0.02066 (17)  

S3 0.0000 0.24136 (4) 0.29829 (4) 0.02306 (17)  

F1 0.5000 0.41734 (8) 0.38966 (8) 0.0185 (4)  

F2 0.5000 0.21770 (8) 0.03047 (8) 0.0187 (4)  

F3 0.1166 (2) 0.46905 (14) 0.28463 (13) 0.1024 (11)  

F4 0.12820 (17) 0.51831 (14) 0.36808 (10) 0.0848 (8)  

F5 0.09554 (13) 0.56500 (14) 0.28356 (11) 0.0794 (8)  

F6 0.57256 (17) -0.01137 (12) 0.65408 (10) 0.0739 (7)  

F7 0.5000 0.07134 (12) 0.64792 (14) 0.0808 (12)  

F8 0.0622 (4) 0.3420 (3) 0.3337 (2) 0.0560 (16) 0.50 

F9 -0.0735 (3) 0.3535 (3) 0.3091 (4) 0.094 (3) 0.50 

F10 0.0395 (3) 0.3404 (2) 0.24128 (16) 0.0719 (16) 0.50 

O3 0.27201 (13) 0.53130 (8) 0.22898 (8) 0.0272 (4)  

O4 0.30947 (17) 0.48365 (11) 0.32498 (10) 0.0529 (7)  

O5 0.27734 (18) 0.59148 (10) 0.32109 (10) 0.0499 (6)  

O6 0.41820 (12) 0.03875 (10) 0.52959 (9) 0.0365 (5)  

O7 0.5000 -0.05698 (13) 0.53935 (15) 0.0490 (8)  

O8 -0.0772 (6) 0.2318 (6) 0.2592 (4) 0.0313 (17) 0.50 

O9 0.0841 (6) 0.2187 (6) 0.2742 (4) 0.047 (3) 0.50 

O10 -0.0232 (3) 0.23124 (19) 0.36141 (13) 0.0431 (16) 0.50 

N1 0.5000 0.29667 (12) 0.51228 (11) 0.0122 (5)  

N2 0.41161 (12) 0.40712 (8) 0.49537 (8) 0.0145 (4)  

N3 0.41259 (12) 0.31229 (8) 0.40036 (8) 0.0141 (4)  

N11 0.5000 0.34520 (11) 0.14480 (11) 0.0118 (5)  

N12 0.40044 (12) 0.31861 (8) 0.04049 (8) 0.0149 (4)  

N13 0.39926 (12) 0.23955 (8) 0.12862 (8) 0.0146 (4)  

N9 0.5000 0.54749 (15) 0.51802 (18) 0.0341 (7)  

N10 0.23043 (19) 0.20926 (12) 0.01862 (13) 0.0419 (6)  

C1 0.5000 0.31293 (14) 0.57153 (13) 0.0151 (6)  

C2 0.5000 0.26913 (16) 0.61810 (15) 0.0252 (7)  

H2 0.5000 0.2809 0.6598 0.030*  

C3 0.5000 0.20872 (17) 0.60177 (17) 0.0302 (8)  

H3 0.5000 0.1782 0.6324 0.036*  
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C4 0.5000 0.19240 (16) 0.54187 (17) 0.0248 (7)  

H4 0.5000 0.1506 0.5307 0.030*  

C5 0.5000 0.23690 (14) 0.49733 (14) 0.0168 (6)  

C6 0.5000 0.38041 (14) 0.58588 (15) 0.0177 (6)  

C7 0.5000 0.39161 (16) 0.65538 (14) 0.0233 (7)  

H7A 0.5000 0.4355 0.6634 0.035*  

H7B 0.5543 0.3732 0.6734 0.035* 0.50 

H7C 0.4457 0.3732 0.6734 0.035* 0.50 

C8 0.41579 (15) 0.40912 (10) 0.55682 (10) 0.0171 (4)  

C9 0.34858 (16) 0.43754 (10) 0.59056 (11) 0.0218 (5)  

H9 0.3516 0.4377 0.6338 0.026*  

C10 0.27690 (17) 0.46577 (11) 0.56106 (12) 0.0247 (5)  

H10 0.2287 0.4835 0.5837 0.030*  

C11 0.27676 (17) 0.46772 (11) 0.49825 (12) 0.0230 (5)  

H11 0.2296 0.4881 0.4769 0.028*  

C12 0.34644 (15) 0.43959 (10) 0.46670 (11) 0.0180 (4)  

H12 0.3485 0.4432 0.4236 0.022*  

C13 0.5000 0.22190 (14) 0.42951 (14) 0.0160 (6)  

C14 0.5000 0.15238 (15) 0.41979 (17) 0.0239 (7)  

H14A 0.5000 0.1435 0.3760 0.036*  

H14B 0.4457 0.1348 0.4386 0.036* 0.50 

H14C 0.5543 0.1348 0.4386 0.036* 0.50 

C15 0.41691 (15) 0.25100 (10) 0.39980 (10) 0.0159 (4)  

C16 0.35041 (16) 0.21714 (11) 0.36937 (11) 0.0209 (5)  

H16 0.3529 0.1740 0.3698 0.025*  

C17 0.28115 (16) 0.24652 (12) 0.33875 (11) 0.0248 (5)  

H17 0.2332 0.2241 0.3206 0.030*  

C18 0.28314 (16) 0.30868 (13) 0.33515 (11) 0.0252 (5)  

H18 0.2385 0.3298 0.3121 0.030*  

C19 0.35043 (16) 0.34040 (11) 0.36520 (10) 0.0195 (5)  

H19 0.3530 0.3834 0.3610 0.023*  

C20 0.42093 (15) 0.36799 (9) 0.16639 (10) 0.0158 (4)  

C21 0.41901 (17) 0.41249 (11) 0.21141 (11) 0.0237 (5)  

H21 0.3627 0.4276 0.2262 0.028*  

C22 0.5000 0.43448 (16) 0.23442 (16) 0.0259 (8)  

H22 0.5000 0.4644 0.2657 0.031*  

C23 0.33358 (15) 0.34155 (10) 0.14019 (10) 0.0175 (4)  

C24 0.24993 (17) 0.37334 (12) 0.16694 (12) 0.0273 (6)  

H24A 0.1948 0.3555 0.1494 0.041*  

H24B 0.2523 0.4168 0.1572 0.041*  
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H24C 0.2492 0.3680 0.2113 0.041*  

C25 0.33355 (15) 0.34806 (10) 0.07041 (10) 0.0175 (5)  

C26 0.26563 (17) 0.37855 (11) 0.03906 (13) 0.0271 (5)  

H26 0.2195 0.3995 0.0608 0.032*  

C27 0.26546 (19) 0.37825 (12) -0.02384 (13) 0.0297 (6)  

H27 0.2212 0.4008 -0.0458 0.036*  

C28 0.33021 (17) 0.34492 (11) -0.05459 (12) 0.0267 (5)  

H28 0.3300 0.3426 -0.0978 0.032*  

C29 0.39527 (16) 0.31504 (10) -0.02083 (10) 0.0195 (5)  

H29 0.4386 0.2908 -0.0417 0.023*  

C30 0.33133 (15) 0.27287 (10) 0.15294 (10) 0.0161 (4)  

C31 0.26116 (17) 0.24542 (11) 0.18494 (11) 0.0221 (5)  

H31 0.2143 0.2695 0.2023 0.027*  

C32 0.25957 (17) 0.18286 (11) 0.19149 (11) 0.0222 (5)  

H32 0.2138 0.1638 0.2153 0.027*  

C33 0.32524 (17) 0.14874 (11) 0.16302 (11) 0.0224 (5)  

H33 0.3242 0.1056 0.1653 0.027*  

C34 0.39280 (15) 0.17838 (10) 0.13100 (10) 0.0177 (4)  

H34 0.4365 0.1547 0.1098 0.021*  

C35 0.5000 0.55129 (16) 0.4666 (2) 0.0291 (9)  

C36 0.5000 0.55688 (18) 0.3999 (2) 0.0352 (9)  

H36A 0.5612 0.5491 0.3843 0.053* 0.50 

H36B 0.4811 0.5980 0.3884 0.053* 0.50 

H36C 0.4577 0.5272 0.3825 0.053* 0.50 

C37 0.2865 (2) 0.18320 (14) -0.00647 (15) 0.0384 (7)  

C38 0.3578 (2) 0.15038 (15) -0.03933 (17) 0.0482 (8)  

H38A 0.4025 0.1794 -0.0551 0.072*  

H38B 0.3308 0.1278 -0.0733 0.072*  

H38C 0.3879 0.1219 -0.0115 0.072*  

C39 0.1445 (2) 0.51979 (17) 0.30765 (14) 0.0475 (8)  

C40 0.5000 0.01452 (16) 0.63013 (18) 0.0286 (8)  

C41 0.0000 0.32384 (19) 0.29361 (14) 0.0379 (9)  
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Atomic displacement parameters (Å2) 

 U11 U22 U33 U12 U13 U23 

Co1 0.01409 
(19) 

0.01098 
(19) 

0.01122 
(18) 

0.000 0.000 0.00185 
(15) 

Co2 0.01383 
(18) 

0.01030 
(19) 

0.01012 
(18) 

0.000 0.000 0.00033 
(15) 

S1 0.0234 (3) 0.0210 (3) 0.0166 (3) 0.0060 (2) -0.0024 (2) -0.0002 (2) 

S2 0.0171 (4) 0.0164 (4) 0.0284 (4) 0.000 0.000 -0.0001 (3) 

S3 0.0220 (4) 0.0335 (5) 0.0138 (4) 0.000 0.000 0.0010 (3) 

F1 0.0229 (9) 0.0159 (9) 0.0168 (9) 0.000 0.000 0.0041 (7) 

F2 0.0235 (9) 0.0170 (9) 0.0157 (9) 0.000 0.000 -0.0038 (7) 

F3 0.114 (2) 0.119 (2) 0.0741 (18) -0.0918 (19) 0.0038 (16) -0.0039 (16) 

F4 0.0662 (15) 0.154 (3) 0.0342 (11) -0.0179 (17) 0.0223 (10) 0.0026 (14) 

F5 0.0306 (10) 0.146 (2) 0.0619 (14) 0.0298 (13) -0.0044 (9) -0.0036 (15) 

F6 0.0770 (15) 0.1027 (19) 0.0420 (11) 0.0384 (14) -0.0221 (11) 0.0090 (12) 

F7 0.174 (4) 0.0285 (15) 0.0403 (16) 0.000 0.000 -0.0118 (13) 

F8 0.056 (3) 0.054 (4) 0.058 (3) -0.042 (2) 0.003 (2) -0.014 (2) 

F9 0.032 (2) 0.025 (2) 0.224 (10) 0.0141 (18) -0.032 (4) 0.019 (4) 

F10 0.120 (4) 0.065 (3) 0.0306 (18) -0.050 (2) 0.003 (2) 0.0168 (17) 

O3 0.0318 (10) 0.0322 (10) 0.0178 (9) 0.0088 (8) 0.0019 (7) 0.0040 (7) 

O4 0.0718 (16) 0.0586 (15) 0.0282 (11) 0.0429 (13) 0.0016 (11) 0.0130 (10) 

O5 0.0736 (16) 0.0332 (11) 0.0429 (12) -0.0095 (11) -0.0152 (11) -0.0147 (10) 

O6 0.0207 (9) 0.0490 (12) 0.0398 (12) 0.0058 (9) -0.0040 (8) 0.0092 (10) 

O7 0.081 (2) 0.0205 (15) 0.0454 (19) 0.000 0.000 -0.0072 (13) 

O8 0.019 (3) 0.043 (5) 0.032 (3) -0.016 (2) 0.000 (3) 0.005 (3) 

O9 0.018 (2) 0.048 (6) 0.076 (7) 0.018 (3) -0.017 (3) -0.016 (4) 

O10 0.062 (5) 0.051 (2) 0.0159 (16) -0.008 (2) -0.0001 (16) 0.0099 (15) 

N1 0.0106 (11) 0.0136 (12) 0.0124 (12) 0.000 0.000 0.0019 (10) 

N2 0.0165 (9) 0.0117 (9) 0.0151 (9) -0.0002 (7) 0.0001 (7) 0.0008 (7) 

N3 0.0142 (9) 0.0169 (9) 0.0112 (8) 0.0009 (7) 0.0015 (7) -0.0008 (7) 

N11 0.0173 (12) 0.0087 (12) 0.0094 (11) 0.000 0.000 0.0002 (9) 

N12 0.0167 (9) 0.0119 (9) 0.0162 (9) -0.0049 (7) -0.0023 (7) 0.0034 (7) 

N13 0.0141 (8) 0.0154 (9) 0.0143 (9) -0.0015 (7) -0.0021 (7) 0.0022 (7) 

N9 0.0355 (18) 0.0185 (17) 0.048 (2) 0.000 0.000 0.0048 (14) 

N10 0.0452 (16) 0.0355 (14) 0.0451 (15) -0.0127 (13) -0.0174 (13) 0.0092 (12) 

C1 0.0156 (14) 0.0150 (15) 0.0146 (15) 0.000 0.000 0.0029 (11) 

C2 0.037 (2) 0.0260 (19) 0.0128 (16) 0.000 0.000 0.0071 (13) 

C3 0.043 (2) 0.0206 (18) 0.0271 (19) 0.000 0.000 0.0151 (14) 

C4 0.0324 (19) 0.0119 (16) 0.0301 (19) 0.000 0.000 0.0028 (14) 

C5 0.0176 (15) 0.0149 (15) 0.0180 (15) 0.000 0.000 0.0038 (12) 
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C6 0.0229 (15) 0.0168 (15) 0.0134 (14) 0.000 0.000 0.0001 (13) 

C7 0.0318 (18) 0.0229 (18) 0.0151 (16) 0.000 0.000 -0.0002 (13) 

C8 0.0208 (11) 0.0141 (11) 0.0165 (10) -0.0004 (9) 0.0012 (8) 0.0005 (8) 

C9 0.0294 (12) 0.0167 (11) 0.0193 (11) -0.0025 (9) 0.0065 (10) -0.0016 (9) 

C10 0.0249 (12) 0.0189 (12) 0.0302 (13) 0.0038 (10) 0.0085 (10) -0.0029 (10) 

C11 0.0209 (11) 0.0179 (12) 0.0300 (13) 0.0022 (9) 0.0005 (10) 0.0001 (10) 

C12 0.0204 (11) 0.0129 (10) 0.0206 (11) 0.0006 (8) -0.0015 (8) 0.0011 (8) 

C13 0.0170 (14) 0.0129 (15) 0.0182 (16) 0.000 0.000 -0.0025 (12) 

C14 0.0254 (17) 0.0161 (16) 0.0302 (18) 0.000 0.000 -0.0019 (13) 

C15 0.0159 (10) 0.0176 (11) 0.0141 (10) 0.0003 (8) 0.0020 (8) 0.0000 (8) 

C16 0.0217 (12) 0.0206 (12) 0.0206 (11) -0.0071 (9) 0.0013 (9) -0.0024 (9) 

C17 0.0207 (11) 0.0374 (15) 0.0163 (11) -0.0084 (10) -0.0016 (9) -0.0027 (10) 

C18 0.0215 (12) 0.0366 (15) 0.0174 (11) 0.0056 (10) -0.0057 (9) -0.0001 (10) 

C19 0.0204 (11) 0.0242 (12) 0.0139 (10) 0.0055 (9) -0.0012 (8) -0.0006 (9) 

C20 0.0201 (11) 0.0117 (10) 0.0155 (10) -0.0002 (8) 0.0019 (8) 0.0011 (8) 

C21 0.0294 (12) 0.0212 (12) 0.0205 (12) 0.0024 (10) 0.0070 (10) -0.0049 (9) 

C22 0.040 (2) 0.0168 (17) 0.0210 (17) 0.000 0.000 -0.0076 (13) 

C23 0.0166 (10) 0.0129 (10) 0.0229 (11) 0.0020 (8) 0.0022 (8) 0.0009 (8) 

C24 0.0208 (12) 0.0207 (12) 0.0405 (16) 0.0047 (9) 0.0093 (11) 0.0000 (11) 

C25 0.0162 (10) 0.0120 (10) 0.0243 (12) -0.0020 (8) -0.0020 (8) 0.0008 (8) 

C26 0.0240 (12) 0.0157 (12) 0.0416 (15) 0.0000 (9) -0.0107 (11) 0.0020 (11) 

C27 0.0289 (13) 0.0182 (12) 0.0419 (15) -0.0035 (10) -0.0229 (12) 0.0100 (11) 

C28 0.0314 (13) 0.0260 (13) 0.0226 (11) -0.0141 (10) -0.0125 (11) 0.0083 (11) 

C29 0.0211 (12) 0.0212 (12) 0.0161 (11) -0.0087 (9) -0.0034 (8) 0.0036 (9) 

C30 0.0165 (10) 0.0144 (11) 0.0175 (10) -0.0002 (8) -0.0012 (8) -0.0010 (8) 

C31 0.0231 (12) 0.0211 (12) 0.0221 (12) -0.0038 (9) 0.0041 (9) -0.0024 (10) 

C32 0.0239 (12) 0.0206 (12) 0.0220 (11) -0.0090 (9) 0.0045 (9) 0.0010 (9) 

C33 0.0253 (12) 0.0186 (11) 0.0234 (12) -0.0060 (9) -0.0022 (10) 0.0051 (9) 

C34 0.0178 (11) 0.0158 (11) 0.0196 (11) -0.0005 (8) -0.0024 (8) 0.0007 (9) 

C35 0.0201 (17) 0.0150 (17) 0.052 (3) 0.000 0.000 0.0002 (16) 

C36 0.037 (2) 0.0201 (19) 0.048 (2) 0.000 0.000 -0.0053 (17) 

C37 0.0415 (17) 0.0296 (15) 0.0441 (17) -0.0180 (14) -0.0195 (15) 0.0141 (13) 

C38 0.0390 (16) 0.0467 (18) 0.059 (2) -0.0093 (14) -0.0172 (15) 0.0058 (16) 

C39 0.0450 (18) 0.066 (2) 0.0314 (16) -0.0158 (17) 0.0051 (13) -0.0039 (15) 

C40 0.040 (2) 0.0131 (17) 0.033 (2) 0.000 0.000 0.0028 (14) 

C41 0.050 (2) 0.038 (2) 0.0251 (18) 0.000 0.000 0.0030 (17) 
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Geometric parameters (Å, º) 

Co1—F1 1.8196 (18) N11—C20 1.353 (2) 

Co1—N1 1.959 (3) N11—C20i 1.353 (2) 

Co1—N2i 1.9613 (18) N12—C29 1.349 (3) 

Co1—N2 1.9613 (18) N12—C25 1.349 (3) 

Co1—N3 1.9630 (18) N13—C34 1.350 (3) 

Co1—N3i 1.9630 (18) N13—C30 1.350 (3) 

Co2—F2 1.8186 (18) N9—C35 1.131 (5) 

Co2—N11 1.943 (2) N10—C37 1.146 (4) 

Co2—N12 1.9608 (18) C1—C2 1.404 (4) 

Co2—N12i 1.9608 (18) C1—C6 1.517 (4) 

Co2—N13i 1.9723 (18) C2—C3 1.376 (5) 

Co2—N13 1.9723 (18) C3—C4 1.362 (5) 

S1—O5 1.427 (2) C4—C5 1.383 (5) 

S1—O3 1.4368 (17) C5—C13 1.524 (4) 

S1—O4 1.438 (2) C6—C8 1.531 (3) 

S1—C39 1.816 (3) C6—C8i 1.531 (3) 

S2—O7 1.435 (3) C6—C7 1.544 (4) 

S2—O6 1.4391 (19) C8—C9 1.385 (3) 

S2—O6i 1.4391 (19) C9—C10 1.385 (4) 

S2—C40 1.819 (4) C10—C11 1.378 (4) 

S3—O9ii 1.436 (4) C11—C12 1.384 (3) 

S3—O9 1.436 (4) C13—C15 1.527 (3) 

S3—O8 1.439 (3) C13—C15i 1.527 (3) 

S3—O8ii 1.439 (3) C13—C14 1.544 (4) 

S3—O10ii 1.443 (3) C15—C16 1.400 (3) 

S3—O10 1.443 (3) C16—C17 1.382 (4) 

S3—C41 1.817 (4) C17—C18 1.370 (4) 

F3—C39 1.292 (4) C18—C19 1.380 (3) 

F4—C39 1.347 (4) C20—C21 1.391 (3) 

F5—C39 1.337 (4) C20—C23 1.524 (3) 

F6—C40 1.320 (3) C21—C22 1.383 (3) 

F7—C40 1.309 (4) C22—C21i 1.383 (3) 

F8—F9ii 0.619 (8) C23—C24 1.533 (3) 

F8—C41 1.332 (4) C23—C30 1.536 (3) 

F9—F8ii 0.619 (8) C23—C25 1.537 (3) 

F9—C41 1.309 (4) C25—C26 1.387 (3) 

F9—F10ii 1.597 (8) C26—C27 1.380 (4) 

F10—F10ii 1.165 (10) C27—C28 1.379 (4) 
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F10—C41 1.338 (3) C28—C29 1.378 (3) 

F10—F9ii 1.597 (8) C30—C31 1.388 (3) 

O8—O9ii 0.448 (13) C31—C32 1.384 (4) 

O9—O8ii 0.448 (13) C32—C33 1.374 (4) 

O10—O10ii 0.685 (9) C33—C34 1.382 (3) 

N1—C1 1.348 (4) C35—C36 1.468 (6) 

N1—C5 1.355 (4) C37—C38 1.464 (5) 

N2—C8 1.350 (3) C40—F6i 1.320 (3) 

N2—C12 1.352 (3) C41—F9ii 1.309 (4) 

N3—C19 1.347 (3) C41—F8ii 1.332 (4) 

N3—C15 1.349 (3) C41—F10ii 1.338 (3) 

F1—Co1—N1 179.89 (10) C2—C1—C6 121.3 (3) 

F1—Co1—N2i 89.72 (7) C3—C2—C1 118.2 (3) 

N1—Co1—N2i 90.36 (8) C4—C3—C2 120.4 (3) 

F1—Co1—N2 89.72 (7) C3—C4—C5 119.7 (3) 

N1—Co1—N2 90.36 (8) N1—C5—C4 121.0 (3) 

N2i—Co1—N2 83.19 (10) N1—C5—C13 116.5 (3) 

F1—Co1—N3 89.09 (7) C4—C5—C13 122.4 (3) 

N1—Co1—N3 90.83 (8) C1—C6—C8 108.48 (18) 

N2i—Co1—N3 178.66 (8) C1—C6—C8i 108.48 (18) 

N2—Co1—N3 97.40 (7) C8—C6—C8i 108.2 (3) 

F1—Co1—N3i 89.09 (7) C1—C6—C7 111.2 (3) 

N1—Co1—N3i 90.83 (8) C8—C6—C7 110.20 (18) 

N2i—Co1—N3i 97.40 (7) C8i—C6—C7 110.20 (18) 

N2—Co1—N3i 178.66 (8) N2—C8—C9 121.0 (2) 

N3—Co1—N3i 81.99 (10) N2—C8—C6 116.1 (2) 

F2—Co2—N11 179.12 (10) C9—C8—C6 122.9 (2) 

F2—Co2—N12 89.78 (7) C8—C9—C10 119.8 (2) 

N11—Co2—N12 90.80 (7) C11—C10—C9 118.8 (2) 

F2—Co2—N12i 89.78 (7) C10—C11—C12 119.0 (2) 

N11—Co2—N12i 90.80 (7) N2—C12—C11 122.0 (2) 

N12—Co2—N12i 96.84 (10) C5—C13—C15 109.01 (16) 

F2—Co2—N13i 88.97 (7) C5—C13—C15i 109.01 (16) 

N11—Co2—N13i 90.45 (7) C15—C13—C15i 106.5 (3) 

N12—Co2—N13i 178.69 (8) C5—C13—C14 110.4 (3) 

N12i—Co2—N13i 82.77 (7) C15—C13—C14 110.86 (17) 

F2—Co2—N13 88.97 (7) C15i—C13—C14 110.86 (17) 

N11—Co2—N13 90.45 (7) N3—C15—C16 120.2 (2) 

N12—Co2—N13 82.77 (7) N3—C15—C13 116.9 (2) 

N12i—Co2—N13 178.69 (8) C16—C15—C13 122.8 (2) 
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N13i—Co2—N13 97.61 (10) C17—C16—C15 120.0 (2) 

O5—S1—O3 115.11 (13) C18—C17—C16 118.6 (2) 

O5—S1—O4 115.26 (15) C17—C18—C19 119.5 (2) 

O3—S1—O4 114.33 (12) N3—C19—C18 122.0 (2) 

O5—S1—C39 101.88 (16) N11—C20—C21 121.8 (2) 

O3—S1—C39 103.36 (13) N11—C20—C23 116.96 (19) 

O4—S1—C39 104.55 (16) C21—C20—C23 121.3 (2) 

O7—S2—O6 115.85 (11) C22—C21—C20 119.2 (2) 

O7—S2—O6i 115.85 (11) C21—C22—C21i 119.3 (3) 

O6—S2—O6i 113.72 (17) C20—C23—C24 111.12 (19) 

O7—S2—C40 101.84 (18) C20—C23—C30 108.94 (18) 

O6—S2—C40 103.49 (11) C24—C23—C30 111.17 (19) 

O6i—S2—C40 103.49 (11) C20—C23—C25 109.87 (18) 

O9ii—S3—O9 119.3 (12) C24—C23—C25 109.77 (19) 

O9ii—S3—O8 17.9 (5) C30—C23—C25 105.83 (18) 

O9—S3—O8 114.3 (3) N12—C25—C26 121.2 (2) 

O9ii—S3—O8ii 114.3 (3) N12—C25—C23 116.06 (19) 

O9—S3—O8ii 17.9 (5) C26—C25—C23 122.6 (2) 

O8—S3—O8ii 104.4 (10) C27—C26—C25 119.7 (3) 

O9ii—S3—O10ii 120.3 (4) C28—C27—C26 119.4 (2) 

O9—S3—O10ii 95.4 (4) C29—C28—C27 118.1 (2) 

O8—S3—O10ii 137.4 (4) N12—C29—C28 123.2 (2) 

O8ii—S3—O10ii 111.1 (4) N13—C30—C31 121.0 (2) 

O9ii—S3—O10 95.4 (4) N13—C30—C23 116.47 (19) 

O9—S3—O10 120.3 (4) C31—C30—C23 122.4 (2) 

O8—S3—O10 111.1 (4) C32—C31—C30 119.8 (2) 

O8ii—S3—O10 137.4 (4) C33—C32—C31 118.9 (2) 

O10ii—S3—O10 27.4 (3) C32—C33—C34 118.7 (2) 

O9ii—S3—C41 109.0 (5) N13—C34—C33 122.7 (2) 

O9—S3—C41 109.0 (5) N9—C35—C36 179.4 (4) 

O8—S3—C41 96.5 (5) N10—C37—C38 179.2 (3) 

O8ii—S3—C41 96.5 (5) F3—C39—F5 108.4 (3) 

O10ii—S3—C41 102.0 (2) F3—C39—F4 107.8 (3) 

O10—S3—C41 102.0 (2) F5—C39—F4 108.1 (3) 

F9ii—F8—C41 74.4 (5) F3—C39—S1 112.7 (3) 

F8ii—F9—C41 78.5 (4) F5—C39—S1 110.0 (2) 

F8ii—F9—F10ii 130.9 (6) F4—C39—S1 109.7 (2) 

C41—F9—F10ii 53.7 (3) F7—C40—F6 107.0 (2) 

F10ii—F10—C41 64.2 (2) F7—C40—F6i 107.0 (2) 

F10ii—F10—F9ii 108.3 (3) F6—C40—F6i 108.1 (4) 
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C41—F10—F9ii 52.1 (2) F7—C40—S2 112.0 (3) 

O9ii—O8—S3 80.6 (7) F6—C40—S2 111.2 (2) 

O8ii—O9—S3 81.5 (7) F6i—C40—S2 111.2 (2) 

O10ii—O10—S3 76.28 (17) F9—C41—F9ii 111.6 (7) 

C1—N1—C5 119.4 (3) F9—C41—F8 104.3 (4) 

C1—N1—Co1 119.9 (2) F9ii—C41—F8 27.1 (4) 

C5—N1—Co1 120.7 (2) F9—C41—F8ii 27.1 (4) 

C8—N2—C12 118.66 (19) F9ii—C41—F8ii 104.3 (4) 

C8—N2—Co1 120.51 (15) F8—C41—F8ii 86.9 (6) 

C12—N2—Co1 120.82 (15) F9—C41—F10ii 74.2 (4) 

C19—N3—C15 119.02 (19) F9ii—C41—F10ii 116.6 (5) 

C19—N3—Co1 120.91 (16) F8—C41—F10ii 141.7 (5) 

C15—N3—Co1 119.99 (15) F8ii—C41—F10ii 100.7 (3) 

C20—N11—C20i 118.8 (3) F9—C41—F10 116.6 (5) 

C20—N11—Co2 120.61 (13) F9ii—C41—F10 74.2 (4) 

C20i—N11—Co2 120.61 (13) F8—C41—F10 100.7 (3) 

C29—N12—C25 118.13 (19) F8ii—C41—F10 141.7 (5) 

C29—N12—Co2 121.06 (16) F10ii—C41—F10 51.6 (4) 

C25—N12—Co2 120.78 (15) F9—C41—S3 118.9 (3) 

C34—N13—C30 118.27 (19) F9ii—C41—S3 118.9 (3) 

C34—N13—Co2 121.24 (15) F8—C41—S3 105.2 (4) 

C30—N13—Co2 120.31 (15) F8ii—C41—S3 105.2 (4) 

N1—C1—C2 121.3 (3) F10ii—C41—S3 108.7 (3) 

N1—C1—C6 117.4 (3) F10—C41—S3 108.7 (3) 

 
Symmetry codes:  (i) -x+1, y, z; (ii) -x, y, z. 

        

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Experimental for Complex 3 
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Crystal data 

C32H32CoN6O·C2F6NO4S2·2(CF3O3S)·
CH2Cl2 

V = 4742.9 (4)  Å3 

Mr = 1238.78 Z = 4 

Monoclinic, P21/c Mo Ka radiation, l = 0.71073 Å 

a = 19.0821 (9) Å m = 0.76 mm-1 

b = 13.1795 (7) Å T = 123 K 

c = 19.0210 (9) Å 0.20 × 0.10 × 0.02 mm 

b = 97.481 (5)°  
 

Data collection 

  Xcalibur, Ruby, Gemini ultra  
diffractometer 

10884 independent 
reflections 

Absorption correction: multi-scan CrysAlis PRO, Agilent 
Technologies, Version 1.171.35.15 (release 03-08-2011 
CrysAlis171 .NET) (compiled Aug  3 2011,13:03:54) 
Empirical absorption correction using spherical 
harmonics,  implemented in SCALE3 ABSPACK 
scaling algorithm. 

6657 reflections 
with I > 2s(I) 

Tmin = 0.940, Tmax = 1.000 Rint = 0.062 

26122 measured reflections  
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Refinement 

  R[F2 > 2s(F2)] = 0.074 0 restraints 

wR(F2) = 0.215 H-atom parameters constrained 

S = 1.03 Dρmax = 0.95 e Å-3 

10884 reflections Dρmin = -1.35 e Å-3 

669 parameters  
 

  

 

 

 

Data collection: CrysAlis PRO, Agilent Technologies, Version 1.171.35.15 (release 

03-08-2011 CrysAlis171 .NET) (compiled Aug  3 2011,13:03:54); cell refinement: 

CrysAlis PRO, Agilent Technologies, Version 1.171.35.15 (release 03-08-2011 

CrysAlis171 .NET) (compiled Aug  3 2011,13:03:54); data reduction: CrysAlis PRO, 

Agilent Technologies, Version 1.171.35.15 (release 03-08-2011 CrysAlis171 .NET) 

(compiled Aug  3 2011,13:03:54); program(s) used to solve structure: SHELXS97 

(Sheldrick, 1990); program(s) used to refine structure: SHELXL97 (Sheldrick, 1997); 

molecular graphics: X-SEED; software used to prepare material for publication: CIFTAB. 
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Supplementary Materials for Complex 3: 

[Co(PY5Me2)(DMF)](OTf)2(TFSI)·(CH2Cl2) 
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 Complex 3; [Co(PY5Me2)(DMF)](OTf)2(TFSI)·(CH2Cl2) 

Crystal data 

 C32H32CoN6O·C2F6NO4S2·2(CF3O3S)·CH2Cl2 F(000) = 2504 

Mr = 1238.78 Dx = 1.735 Mg m-3 

Monoclinic, P21/c Mo Ka radiation, l = 0.71073 Å 

Hall symbol:  -P 2ybc Cell parameters from 3819 reflections 

a = 19.0821 (9) Å q = 1.9–30.2° 

b = 13.1795 (7) Å m = 0.76 mm-1 

c = 19.0210 (9) Å T = 123 K 

b = 97.481 (5)° Plate, red-orange 

V = 4742.9 (4)  Å3 0.20 × 0.10 × 0.02 mm 

Z = 4  

 
Data collection 

  Xcalibur, Ruby, Gemini ultra  
diffractometer 

10884 independent reflections 

Radiation source: Enhance (Mo) X-ray Source 6657 reflections with I > 2s(I) 

graphite Rint = 0.062 

Detector resolution: 10.3389 pixels mm-1 qmax = 27.5°, qmin = 1.9° 

w scans h = -24Æ24 

Absorption correction: multi-scan CrysAlis PRO, Agilent 
Technologies, Version 1.171.35.15 (release 03-08-2011 
CrysAlis171 .NET) (compiled Aug  3 2011,13:03:54) 
Empirical absorption correction using spherical harmonics,  
implemented in SCALE3 ABSPACK scaling algorithm. 

k = -17Æ12 

Tmin = 0.940, Tmax = 1.000 l = -24Æ17 

26122 measured reflections  
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Refinement 

  Refinement on F2 Primary atom site location: structure-
invariant direct methods 

Least-squares matrix: full Secondary atom site location: difference 
Fourier map 

R[F2 > 2s(F2)] = 0.074 Hydrogen site location: inferred from 
neighbouring sites 

wR(F2) = 0.215 H-atom parameters constrained 

S = 1.03 w = 1/[s2(Fo
2) + (0.0995P)2 + 8.3637P]   

where P = (Fo
2 + 2Fc

2)/3 

10884 reflections (D/s)max = 0.001 

669 parameters Dρmax = 0.95 e Å-3 

0 restraints Dρmin = -1.35 e Å-3 
 

Special details 

Geometry. All esds (except the esd in the dihedral angle between two l.s. planes)   

are estimated using the full covariance matrix.  The cell esds are taken   into account 

individually in the estimation of esds in distances, angles   and torsion angles; 

correlations between esds in cell parameters are only   used when they are defined by 

crystal symmetry.  An approximate (isotropic)   treatment of cell esds is used for 

estimating esds involving l.s. planes. 

Refinement. Refinement of F2 against ALL reflections.  The weighted R-factor wR 

and   goodness of fit S are based on F2, conventional R-factors R are based   on F, with F 

set to zero for negative F2. The threshold expression of   F2 > 2sigma(F2) is used only for 

calculating R-factors(gt) etc. and is   not relevant to the choice of reflections for 

refinement.  R-factors based   on F2 are statistically about twice as large as those based on 

F, and R-   factors based on ALL data will be even larger. 
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Fractional atomic coordinates and isotropic or equivalent isotropic displacement 

parameters (Å2) 

 x y z Uiso*/Ueq 

Co1 0.26947 (3) 0.91770 (5) 0.18068 (3) 0.01368 (17) 

Cl1 0.23183 (12) 0.74105 (18) 0.49707 (11) 0.0689 (6) 

Cl2 0.15631 (16) 0.7377 (3) 0.35356 (14) 0.1044 (10) 

S1 0.08520 (8) 0.33266 (12) 0.22552 (8) 0.0334 (4) 

S2 0.04588 (10) 0.28222 (17) 0.08148 (10) 0.0525 (5) 

S3 0.45595 (7) 0.56234 (10) 0.31461 (6) 0.0207 (3) 

S4 0.33791 (7) 0.11245 (10) 0.46421 (6) 0.0206 (3) 

F1 0.21969 (18) 0.3491 (3) 0.2122 (2) 0.0493 (10) 

F2 0.1803 (2) 0.1965 (3) 0.2046 (2) 0.0533 (10) 

F3 0.1980 (2) 0.2683 (4) 0.3045 (2) 0.0644 (12) 

F4 0.1789 (3) 0.2621 (5) 0.0611 (2) 0.0818 (17) 

F5 0.1036 (2) 0.2559 (4) -0.0346 (2) 0.0709 (14) 

F6 0.1267 (3) 0.3979 (4) 0.0147 (3) 0.0901 (18) 

F7 0.35058 (19) 0.4756 (3) 0.23499 (17) 0.0439 (9) 

F8 0.32203 (17) 0.5427 (3) 0.33055 (18) 0.0417 (9) 

F9 0.3795 (2) 0.4014 (3) 0.33594 (18) 0.0446 (9) 

F10 0.3106 (2) 0.1002 (3) 0.59553 (18) 0.0565 (11) 

F11 0.2613 (2) -0.0147 (3) 0.5276 (2) 0.0600 (12) 

F12 0.3725 (2) -0.0236 (3) 0.5632 (2) 0.0515 (10) 

O1 0.31533 (16) 0.8656 (3) 0.26836 (16) 0.0170 (7) 

O2 0.0925 (3) 0.4269 (4) 0.2630 (3) 0.0524 (13) 

O3 0.0432 (2) 0.2568 (4) 0.2508 (3) 0.0538 (13) 

O4 0.0465 (3) 0.1779 (4) 0.0963 (3) 0.0604 (14) 

O5 -0.0138 (3) 0.3214 (5) 0.0382 (3) 0.0772 (18) 

O6 0.4375 (2) 0.6537 (3) 0.2752 (2) 0.0339 (9) 

O7 0.5033 (2) 0.4957 (3) 0.2846 (2) 0.0359 (10) 

O8 0.47057 (18) 0.5754 (3) 0.39056 (17) 0.0249 (8) 

O9 0.40244 (19) 0.1643 (3) 0.4890 (2) 0.0340 (9) 

O10 0.2775 (2) 0.1770 (3) 0.4490 (2) 0.0369 (10) 

O11 0.3439 (2) 0.0333 (3) 0.41299 (19) 0.0389 (10) 

N1 0.2205 (2) 0.9678 (3) 0.0910 (2) 0.0173 (8) 

N2 0.2128 (2) 0.7908 (3) 0.1712 (2) 0.0170 (8) 

N3 0.1917 (2) 0.9622 (3) 0.2325 (2) 0.0179 (9) 

N4 0.34821 (19) 0.8694 (3) 0.13102 (19) 0.0149 (8) 

N5 0.3215 (2) 1.0474 (3) 0.19143 (19) 0.0149 (8) 

N6 0.4055 (2) 0.8523 (3) 0.3562 (2) 0.0203 (9) 
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N7 0.0700 (3) 0.3613 (4) 0.1455 (3) 0.0469 (14) 

C1 0.1499 (3) 0.9527 (4) 0.0736 (3) 0.0226 (11) 

C2 0.1157 (3) 0.9797 (5) 0.0072 (3) 0.0355 (14) 

H2 0.0664 0.9678 -0.0042 0.043* 

C3 0.1525 (3) 1.0232 (5) -0.0416 (3) 0.0390 (16) 

H3 0.1299 1.0400 -0.0875 0.047* 

C4 0.2237 (3) 1.0424 (5) -0.0227 (3) 0.0333 (14) 

H4 0.2500 1.0760 -0.0548 0.040* 

C5 0.2565 (3) 1.0127 (4) 0.0430 (3) 0.0213 (11) 

C6 0.1121 (3) 0.9011 (4) 0.1293 (3) 0.0222 (11) 

C7 0.0321 (3) 0.8940 (5) 0.1041 (3) 0.0308 (13) 

H7A 0.0243 0.8567 0.0592 0.046* 

H7B 0.0123 0.9624 0.0973 0.046* 

H7C 0.0088 0.8582 0.1399 0.046* 

C8 0.1439 (3) 0.7948 (4) 0.1431 (3) 0.0207 (11) 

C9 0.1044 (3) 0.7073 (5) 0.1307 (3) 0.0324 (13) 

H9 0.0568 0.7114 0.1088 0.039* 

C10 0.1335 (3) 0.6144 (5) 0.1498 (4) 0.0424 (16) 

H10 0.1073 0.5537 0.1395 0.051* 

C11 0.2016 (3) 0.6114 (5) 0.1841 (4) 0.0378 (15) 

H11 0.2224 0.5487 0.2000 0.045* 

C12 0.2391 (3) 0.7007 (4) 0.1950 (3) 0.0253 (12) 

H12 0.2854 0.6984 0.2204 0.030* 

C13 0.1242 (3) 0.9592 (4) 0.1991 (3) 0.0207 (11) 

C14 0.0696 (3) 0.9978 (5) 0.2326 (3) 0.0291 (13) 

H14 0.0227 0.9972 0.2087 0.035* 

C15 0.0826 (3) 1.0370 (5) 0.2999 (3) 0.0367 (15) 

H15 0.0456 1.0671 0.3215 0.044* 

C16 0.1497 (3) 1.0321 (5) 0.3355 (3) 0.0318 (13) 

H16 0.1594 1.0548 0.3832 0.038* 

C17 0.2030 (3) 0.9933 (4) 0.3005 (3) 0.0237 (11) 

H17 0.2494 0.9885 0.3254 0.028* 

C18 0.3357 (2) 1.0305 (4) 0.0650 (2) 0.0171 (10) 

C19 0.3685 (3) 1.0859 (4) 0.0066 (3) 0.0240 (11) 

H19A 0.3618 1.0453 -0.0369 0.036* 

H19B 0.4191 1.0959 0.0216 0.036* 

H19C 0.3455 1.1519 -0.0023 0.036* 

C20 0.3711 (2) 0.9264 (4) 0.0800 (2) 0.0152 (9) 

C21 0.4270 (2) 0.8943 (4) 0.0453 (2) 0.0179 (10) 

H21 0.4419 0.9348 0.0086 0.021* 
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C22 0.4613 (3) 0.8035 (4) 0.0639 (3) 0.0211 (11) 

H22 0.4991 0.7805 0.0399 0.025* 

C23 0.4391 (3) 0.7473 (4) 0.1182 (3) 0.0205 (11) 

H23 0.4621 0.6857 0.1333 0.025* 

C24 0.3831 (3) 0.7821 (4) 0.1502 (2) 0.0172 (10) 

H24 0.3681 0.7431 0.1875 0.021* 

C25 0.3447 (2) 1.0903 (4) 0.1336 (2) 0.0176 (10) 

C26 0.3767 (3) 1.1849 (4) 0.1384 (3) 0.0241 (11) 

H26 0.3900 1.2162 0.0971 0.029* 

C27 0.3895 (3) 1.2341 (4) 0.2034 (3) 0.0272 (12) 

H27 0.4114 1.2990 0.2072 0.033* 

C28 0.3697 (3) 1.1862 (4) 0.2629 (3) 0.0251 (12) 

H28 0.3793 1.2162 0.3086 0.030* 

C29 0.3360 (3) 1.0946 (4) 0.2540 (3) 0.0187 (10) 

H29 0.3220 1.0625 0.2947 0.022* 

C30 0.3795 (2) 0.8839 (4) 0.2944 (2) 0.0176 (10) 

H30 0.4087 0.9219 0.2672 0.021* 

C31 0.4776 (3) 0.8796 (6) 0.3868 (3) 0.0394 (16) 

H31A 0.4992 0.9220 0.3532 0.059* 

H31B 0.5057 0.8177 0.3967 0.059* 

H31C 0.4760 0.9172 0.4310 0.059* 

C32 0.3640 (3) 0.7934 (4) 0.4015 (3) 0.0287 (12) 

H32A 0.3167 0.7809 0.3761 0.043* 

H32B 0.3600 0.8316 0.4450 0.043* 

H32C 0.3876 0.7285 0.4136 0.043* 

C33 0.1769 (3) 0.2853 (5) 0.2383 (4) 0.0427 (16) 

C34 0.1191 (5) 0.3002 (7) 0.0290 (4) 0.061 (2) 

C35 0.3732 (3) 0.4914 (5) 0.3037 (3) 0.0292 (13) 

C36 0.3200 (3) 0.0400 (5) 0.5413 (3) 0.0328 (13) 

C37 0.1764 (5) 0.8003 (10) 0.4369 (5) 0.093 (3) 

H37A 0.1964 0.8678 0.4284 0.112* 

H37B 0.1316 0.8115 0.4568 0.112* 
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Atomic displacement parameters (Å2) 

 U11 U22 U33 U12 U13 U23 

Co1 0.0130 (3) 0.0148 (3) 0.0131 (3) 0.0005 (3) 0.0010 (2) 0.0027 (3) 

Cl1 0.0763 (14) 0.0714 (15) 0.0619 (12) -0.0012 (12) 0.0202 (11) 0.0191 (11) 

Cl2 0.107 (2) 0.132 (3) 0.0725 (16) -0.0341 (19) 0.0074 (14) 0.0094 (17) 

S1 0.0291 (8) 0.0341 (8) 0.0384 (8) 0.0061 (6) 0.0098 (6) 0.0023 (7) 

S2 0.0473 (11) 0.0675 (14) 0.0428 (10) -0.0162 (10) 0.0055 (8) -0.0050 (9) 

S3 0.0237 (6) 0.0226 (7) 0.0162 (6) 0.0070 (5) 0.0037 (5) 0.0021 (5) 

S4 0.0236 (6) 0.0201 (7) 0.0173 (6) 0.0004 (5) 0.0001 (5) -0.0015 (5) 

F1 0.034 (2) 0.039 (2) 0.077 (3) -0.0017 (17) 0.0167 (19) 0.007 (2) 

F2 0.048 (2) 0.039 (2) 0.075 (3) 0.0110 (19) 0.017 (2) 0.007 (2) 

F3 0.053 (3) 0.074 (3) 0.062 (3) 0.006 (2) -0.008 (2) 0.020 (2) 

F4 0.052 (3) 0.137 (5) 0.059 (3) -0.020 (3) 0.017 (2) -0.012 (3) 

F5 0.080 (3) 0.086 (4) 0.051 (3) -0.035 (3) 0.023 (2) -0.027 (2) 

F6 0.123 (5) 0.076 (4) 0.079 (3) -0.042 (3) 0.043 (3) -0.010 (3) 

F7 0.045 (2) 0.056 (3) 0.0286 (18) -0.0032 (18) -0.0050 (15) -0.0164 (17) 

F8 0.0265 (18) 0.058 (2) 0.042 (2) -0.0008 (17) 0.0081 (15) -0.0137 (18) 

F9 0.075 (3) 0.0223 (19) 0.039 (2) -0.0117 (18) 0.0148 (18) -0.0063 (16) 

F10 0.097 (3) 0.050 (3) 0.0258 (19) 0.005 (2) 0.023 (2) -0.0014 (18) 

F11 0.060 (3) 0.056 (3) 0.066 (3) -0.028 (2) 0.016 (2) 0.011 (2) 

F12 0.066 (3) 0.040 (2) 0.045 (2) 0.014 (2) -0.0052 (19) 0.0175 (18) 

O1 0.0169 (16) 0.0213 (19) 0.0123 (15) -0.0003 (14) -0.0008 (13) 0.0042 (14) 

O2 0.048 (3) 0.043 (3) 0.071 (3) 0.004 (2) 0.022 (2) -0.005 (3) 

O3 0.037 (3) 0.053 (3) 0.075 (3) 0.003 (2) 0.019 (2) 0.018 (3) 

O4 0.063 (3) 0.059 (4) 0.062 (3) -0.007 (3) 0.018 (3) 0.001 (3) 

O5 0.051 (3) 0.106 (5) 0.071 (4) -0.002 (3) -0.006 (3) 0.006 (4) 

O6 0.045 (2) 0.025 (2) 0.030 (2) 0.0072 (19) 0.0022 (18) 0.0128 (18) 

O7 0.033 (2) 0.046 (3) 0.031 (2) 0.015 (2) 0.0089 (17) -0.0032 (19) 

O8 0.0269 (19) 0.033 (2) 0.0143 (17) 0.0050 (17) -0.0001 (14) 0.0007 (16) 

O9 0.026 (2) 0.034 (2) 0.041 (2) -0.0079 (18) -0.0029 (17) 0.0028 (19) 

O10 0.032 (2) 0.033 (2) 0.044 (2) 0.0117 (19) -0.0008 (18) 0.006 (2) 

O11 0.067 (3) 0.032 (2) 0.0168 (19) 0.004 (2) 0.0046 (18) -0.0103 (17) 

N1 0.015 (2) 0.016 (2) 0.020 (2) 0.0048 (17) -0.0005 (16) 0.0014 (17) 

N2 0.018 (2) 0.019 (2) 0.0141 (19) 0.0022 (17) -0.0001 (15) 0.0062 (17) 

N3 0.014 (2) 0.019 (2) 0.022 (2) -0.0018 (17) 0.0059 (16) 0.0026 (18) 

N4 0.0116 (18) 0.019 (2) 0.0141 (19) 0.0001 (16) -0.0002 (15) 0.0005 (16) 

N5 0.0160 (19) 0.015 (2) 0.0142 (19) 0.0028 (16) 0.0022 (15) 0.0026 (16) 

N6 0.019 (2) 0.024 (2) 0.016 (2) 0.0061 (18) -0.0026 (16) -0.0031 (18) 

N7 0.050 (3) 0.039 (3) 0.050 (3) 0.001 (3) 0.001 (3) 0.011 (3) 
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C1 0.017 (2) 0.027 (3) 0.022 (3) 0.005 (2) -0.0038 (19) 0.004 (2) 

C2 0.023 (3) 0.051 (4) 0.030 (3) 0.006 (3) -0.004 (2) 0.008 (3) 

C3 0.028 (3) 0.058 (4) 0.029 (3) 0.010 (3) -0.003 (2) 0.018 (3) 

C4 0.030 (3) 0.043 (4) 0.026 (3) 0.008 (3) 0.002 (2) 0.015 (3) 

C5 0.022 (3) 0.019 (3) 0.023 (3) 0.003 (2) 0.001 (2) 0.006 (2) 

C6 0.015 (2) 0.029 (3) 0.021 (3) 0.001 (2) 0.0012 (19) 0.003 (2) 

C7 0.018 (3) 0.042 (4) 0.030 (3) -0.001 (2) -0.003 (2) 0.005 (3) 

C8 0.017 (2) 0.023 (3) 0.021 (2) -0.005 (2) 0.0009 (19) 0.001 (2) 

C9 0.024 (3) 0.034 (3) 0.037 (3) -0.009 (3) -0.003 (2) 0.001 (3) 

C10 0.037 (4) 0.028 (3) 0.060 (4) -0.014 (3) 0.002 (3) -0.005 (3) 

C11 0.031 (3) 0.021 (3) 0.060 (4) -0.005 (3) -0.001 (3) 0.006 (3) 

C12 0.022 (3) 0.018 (3) 0.036 (3) 0.001 (2) 0.001 (2) 0.006 (2) 

C13 0.015 (2) 0.024 (3) 0.024 (3) 0.000 (2) 0.0037 (19) 0.005 (2) 

C14 0.017 (3) 0.035 (3) 0.036 (3) 0.000 (2) 0.005 (2) -0.001 (3) 

C15 0.031 (3) 0.041 (4) 0.041 (3) -0.003 (3) 0.020 (3) -0.002 (3) 

C16 0.033 (3) 0.036 (3) 0.029 (3) -0.006 (3) 0.015 (2) -0.003 (3) 

C17 0.025 (3) 0.025 (3) 0.023 (3) -0.002 (2) 0.007 (2) -0.001 (2) 

C18 0.018 (2) 0.019 (3) 0.015 (2) 0.002 (2) 0.0023 (18) 0.005 (2) 

C19 0.030 (3) 0.024 (3) 0.019 (2) -0.005 (2) 0.003 (2) 0.004 (2) 

C20 0.016 (2) 0.015 (2) 0.015 (2) -0.0019 (19) 0.0001 (18) -0.0014 (19) 

C21 0.015 (2) 0.022 (3) 0.017 (2) -0.004 (2) 0.0023 (18) -0.002 (2) 

C22 0.016 (2) 0.023 (3) 0.024 (3) -0.001 (2) 0.003 (2) -0.006 (2) 

C23 0.018 (2) 0.018 (3) 0.024 (3) 0.002 (2) 0.000 (2) -0.003 (2) 

C24 0.022 (2) 0.015 (2) 0.014 (2) 0.000 (2) 0.0016 (19) 0.0002 (19) 

C25 0.019 (2) 0.014 (2) 0.020 (2) 0.001 (2) 0.0065 (19) 0.003 (2) 

C26 0.034 (3) 0.018 (3) 0.023 (3) -0.002 (2) 0.010 (2) 0.005 (2) 

C27 0.036 (3) 0.014 (3) 0.033 (3) -0.005 (2) 0.009 (2) -0.007 (2) 

C28 0.031 (3) 0.020 (3) 0.025 (3) -0.005 (2) 0.006 (2) -0.007 (2) 

C29 0.019 (2) 0.019 (3) 0.018 (2) 0.001 (2) 0.0041 (19) 0.001 (2) 

C30 0.018 (2) 0.017 (2) 0.018 (2) 0.001 (2) 0.0024 (19) -0.003 (2) 

C31 0.023 (3) 0.064 (5) 0.028 (3) 0.010 (3) -0.009 (2) -0.009 (3) 

C32 0.045 (3) 0.027 (3) 0.013 (2) 0.001 (3) 0.000 (2) 0.005 (2) 

C33 0.041 (4) 0.042 (4) 0.046 (4) 0.004 (3) 0.008 (3) 0.012 (3) 

C34 0.072 (6) 0.053 (5) 0.061 (5) -0.027 (5) 0.020 (4) -0.015 (4) 

C35 0.033 (3) 0.030 (3) 0.025 (3) 0.002 (3) 0.006 (2) -0.010 (2) 

C36 0.044 (4) 0.024 (3) 0.031 (3) 0.002 (3) 0.010 (3) -0.002 (3) 

C37 0.067 (6) 0.129 (10) 0.083 (7) 0.015 (6) 0.011 (5) -0.021 (7) 
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Geometric parameters (Å, º) 

Co1—O1 1.907 (3) N2—C12 1.345 (6) 

Co1—N1 1.951 (4) N2—C8 1.355 (6) 

Co1—N3 1.974 (4) N3—C17 1.348 (6) 

Co1—N5 1.974 (4) N3—C13 1.361 (6) 

Co1—N4 1.981 (4) N4—C20 1.345 (6) 

Co1—N2 1.987 (4) N4—C24 1.354 (6) 

Cl1—C37 1.651 (11) N5—C29 1.339 (6) 

Cl2—C37 1.784 (10) N5—C25 1.361 (6) 

S1—O3 1.404 (5) N6—C30 1.284 (6) 

S1—O2 1.430 (5) N6—C32 1.465 (7) 

S1—N7 1.558 (6) N6—C31 1.467 (7) 

S1—C33 1.845 (7) C1—C2 1.392 (7) 

S2—O4 1.403 (6) C1—C6 1.518 (7) 

S2—O5 1.413 (6) C2—C3 1.361 (8) 

S2—N7 1.623 (6) C3—C4 1.383 (8) 

S2—C34 1.835 (8) C4—C5 1.378 (7) 

S3—O7 1.431 (4) C5—C18 1.533 (7) 

S3—O6 1.438 (4) C6—C13 1.525 (7) 

S3—O8 1.445 (3) C6—C8 1.536 (7) 

S3—C35 1.824 (6) C6—C7 1.543 (7) 

S4—O10 1.431 (4) C8—C9 1.381 (7) 

S4—O9 1.433 (4) C9—C10 1.374 (9) 

S4—O11 1.442 (4) C10—C11 1.376 (9) 

S4—C36 1.820 (6) C11—C12 1.379 (8) 

F1—C33 1.314 (7) C13—C14 1.385 (7) 

F2—C33 1.340 (8) C14—C15 1.373 (8) 

F3—C33 1.289 (8) C15—C16 1.370 (8) 

F4—C34 1.321 (10) C16—C17 1.383 (7) 

F5—C34 1.341 (9) C18—C25 1.514 (7) 

F6—C34 1.328 (9) C18—C19 1.530 (6) 

F7—C35 1.338 (6) C18—C20 1.539 (7) 

F8—C35 1.341 (6) C20—C21 1.393 (6) 

F9—C35 1.335 (7) C21—C22 1.388 (7) 

F10—C36 1.331 (6) C22—C23 1.383 (7) 

F11—C36 1.329 (7) C23—C24 1.375 (7) 

F12—C36 1.331 (7) C25—C26 1.386 (7) 

O1—C30 1.283 (6) C26—C27 1.390 (7) 

N1—C5 1.348 (6) C27—C28 1.391 (7) 
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N1—C1 1.359 (6) C28—C29 1.367 (7) 

O1—Co1—N1 178.32 (16) C4—C5—C18 121.3 (4) 

O1—Co1—N3 87.70 (15) C1—C6—C13 110.6 (4) 

N1—Co1—N3 91.75 (16) C1—C6—C8 108.4 (4) 

O1—Co1—N5 93.07 (15) C13—C6—C8 107.3 (4) 

N1—Co1—N5 88.56 (17) C1—C6—C7 110.7 (4) 

N3—Co1—N5 95.25 (16) C13—C6—C7 109.4 (4) 

O1—Co1—N4 90.63 (15) C8—C6—C7 110.5 (4) 

N1—Co1—N4 89.89 (16) N2—C8—C9 121.0 (5) 

N3—Co1—N4 178.12 (17) N2—C8—C6 116.4 (4) 

N5—Co1—N4 85.72 (16) C9—C8—C6 122.5 (5) 

O1—Co1—N2 87.64 (15) C10—C9—C8 120.4 (5) 

N1—Co1—N2 90.72 (16) C9—C10—C11 118.3 (6) 

N3—Co1—N2 81.96 (17) C10—C11—C12 119.2 (6) 

N5—Co1—N2 177.09 (16) N2—C12—C11 122.6 (5) 

N4—Co1—N2 97.10 (16) N3—C13—C14 119.8 (5) 

O3—S1—O2 118.1 (3) N3—C13—C6 116.6 (4) 

O3—S1—N7 117.7 (3) C14—C13—C6 123.2 (5) 

O2—S1—N7 105.7 (3) C15—C14—C13 120.7 (5) 

O3—S1—C33 106.7 (3) C16—C15—C14 119.2 (5) 

O2—S1—C33 101.4 (3) C15—C16—C17 118.5 (5) 

N7—S1—C33 105.3 (3) N3—C17—C16 122.6 (5) 

O4—S2—O5 117.4 (4) C25—C18—C19 111.5 (4) 

O4—S2—N7 119.0 (3) C25—C18—C5 108.2 (4) 

O5—S2—N7 109.3 (4) C19—C18—C5 110.8 (4) 

O4—S2—C34 104.4 (4) C25—C18—C20 107.9 (4) 

O5—S2—C34 104.4 (4) C19—C18—C20 110.4 (4) 

N7—S2—C34 99.4 (3) C5—C18—C20 107.9 (4) 

O7—S3—O6 115.5 (2) N4—C20—C21 120.9 (4) 

O7—S3—O8 115.0 (2) N4—C20—C18 117.1 (4) 

O6—S3—O8 115.1 (2) C21—C20—C18 121.9 (4) 

O7—S3—C35 102.8 (3) C22—C21—C20 120.4 (4) 

O6—S3—C35 102.7 (3) C23—C22—C21 118.1 (4) 

O8—S3—C35 103.1 (2) C24—C23—C22 119.0 (5) 

O10—S4—O9 114.7 (3) N4—C24—C23 123.2 (4) 

O10—S4—O11 115.2 (3) N5—C25—C26 120.4 (4) 

O9—S4—O11 115.2 (3) N5—C25—C18 117.9 (4) 

O10—S4—C36 104.1 (3) C26—C25—C18 121.6 (4) 

O9—S4—C36 103.2 (3) C25—C26—C27 120.2 (5) 

O11—S4—C36 101.8 (3) C26—C27—C28 118.5 (5) 
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C30—O1—Co1 125.2 (3) C29—C28—C27 118.3 (5) 

C5—N1—C1 118.4 (4) N5—C29—C28 124.0 (5) 

C5—N1—Co1 120.8 (3) O1—C30—N6 121.9 (4) 

C1—N1—Co1 120.6 (3) F3—C33—F1 110.5 (6) 

C12—N2—C8 117.9 (4) F3—C33—F2 106.7 (6) 

C12—N2—Co1 122.6 (3) F1—C33—F2 107.9 (5) 

C8—N2—Co1 119.5 (3) F3—C33—S1 110.9 (5) 

C17—N3—C13 118.7 (4) F1—C33—S1 111.0 (5) 

C17—N3—Co1 122.2 (3) F2—C33—S1 109.7 (5) 

C13—N3—Co1 119.1 (3) F4—C34—F6 110.7 (7) 

C20—N4—C24 118.3 (4) F4—C34—F5 109.1 (7) 

C20—N4—Co1 120.1 (3) F6—C34—F5 104.7 (7) 

C24—N4—Co1 121.4 (3) F4—C34—S2 111.9 (6) 

C29—N5—C25 118.3 (4) F6—C34—S2 110.3 (6) 

C29—N5—Co1 122.5 (3) F5—C34—S2 109.9 (5) 

C25—N5—Co1 119.2 (3) F9—C35—F7 108.0 (5) 

C30—N6—C32 122.4 (4) F9—C35—F8 107.4 (4) 

C30—N6—C31 121.0 (5) F7—C35—F8 107.0 (5) 

C32—N6—C31 116.5 (4) F9—C35—S3 112.2 (4) 

S1—N7—S2 125.2 (4) F7—C35—S3 110.8 (4) 

N1—C1—C2 121.1 (5) F8—C35—S3 111.2 (4) 

N1—C1—C6 116.3 (4) F11—C36—F10 106.2 (5) 

C2—C1—C6 122.6 (5) F11—C36—F12 107.4 (5) 

C3—C2—C1 120.2 (5) F10—C36—F12 107.8 (5) 

C2—C3—C4 118.5 (5) F11—C36—S4 111.6 (4) 

C5—C4—C3 119.8 (5) F10—C36—S4 111.8 (4) 

N1—C5—C4 121.8 (5) F12—C36—S4 111.7 (4) 

N1—C5—C18 116.9 (4) Cl1—C37—Cl2 116.2 (7) 
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During the past two decades, dye-sensitized solar cells (DSCs)
have received great attention due to their low fabrication cost
compared to conventional silicon solar cells.[1] Energy conver-
sion efficiencies of up to 11% have been reported for DSCs
based on iodide/iodine liquid electrolytes and ruthenium(II)
dyes.[2] However, in terms of practical applications, these high-
performance iodine-based electrolytes are afflicted with
a number of potential disadvantages, such as their high volatil-
ity, significant coloration, and corrosive nature. The latter gives
rise to major incompatibility issues with a number of metals
and sealing materials, limiting the use of metal substrates or
charge-collecting grids in the construction of DSC modules.

Iodine-free, one-electron outer-sphere redox couples, such
as cobalt(II)/(III) polypyridyl complexes, are promising alterna-
tive redox mediators due to their weak coloration and their
compatibility with a wide range of metal substrates.[3] DSCs
based on these mediators can reach high conversion efficien-
cies, especially when used in conjunction with organic sensitiz-
ers, featuring high molar extinction coefficients and TiO2 elec-
trodes of only a few microns in thickness.[4] Yella et al. recently

reported a DSC with a new benchmark efficiency of 12.3%,
which used [Co(bpy)3]

2+ /3+ (bpy=2,2’-bipyridine) as redox me-
diator, causing a paradigm shift in dye-sensitized solar cells.[5]

Thus, the best-performing DSC features neither a ruthenium(II)
polypyridyl complex as sensitizer, nor an iodide-based electro-
lyte. Previous studies suggested that the performance of
cobalt redox mediators in DSCs is hindered by rapid recombi-
nation of electrons in the TiO2 conduction band with the
cobalt(III) species and, furthermore, by slow dye regeneration.[6]

These issues can be overcome by: (1) matching sensitizers with
cobalt polypyridyl complexes, such that a sufficient driving
force is available to ensure efficient dye regeneration;[6] and
(2) applying sensitizers with high molar extinction coefficients
to ensure excellent light harvesting even when using thin TiO2

films.[7]

A number of organic sensitizers have been tested in con-
junction with cobalt electrolytes. Most of these dyes are
donor–p-bridge–acceptor (D–p–A) dyes. Among donor groups,
triphenylamine and its derivatives have shown promise in the
development of DSCs due to their nonplanar structure sup-
pressing the aggregation of dye molecules.[8] Oligothiophenes,
and their derivatives, have been widely used as conjugated p-
bridges, due to their high polarizability as well as their tunable
spectroscopic and electrochemical properties.[7, 9] The focus of
electron-acceptor groups has been largely on carboxyl acid, cy-
anoacrylic acid, and the rhodanine-3-acetic-acid moiety as they
bind strongly to the TiO2 semiconductor surface.[5,10] In particu-
lar, much attention has been paid to cyanoacrylic acid because
of its strong electron-withdrawing ability, which may result in
an efficient electron–hole separation within the dye molecule.
In contrast, few studies have ever been reported that examine
whether the structural alternatives of this particular acceptor
improve the performance of DSCs. In this work, cyanomethyl-
benzoic acid is introduced as a new acceptor moiety for DSC
sensitizers and is compared to the more established cyanoace-
tic acid moiety. It was thought that the cyanomethylbenzoic
acid may provide better performance as it will cause a redshift
of the absorption spectrum. For this purpose, two new dyes
were synthesized. K6 (see Figure 1) is a structural analogue of
dye C240,[11] differing slightly in the degree and type of alkoxy-
substitution on the phenyl rings of the triarylamine unit. K7 is
a structural analogue of K6, in which cyanoacrylic acid was re-
placed with the new cyanomethylbenzoic-acid acceptor. Mo-
lecular orbital calculations show similar highest occupied and
lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (HOMO/LUMO) electron
distributions for the two dyes (Figure 1).

The K6 and K7 dyes were synthesized by reacting the alde-
hyde precursor, 6-[4-(bis{4-[(2-ethylhexyl)oxy]phenyl}amino)-
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phenyl]-4,4-bis(2-ethylhexyl)-4H-silolo[3,2-b:4,5-b’]dithiophene-
2-carbaldehyde, at reflux with cyanoacetic acid in a 1:1 (v/v)
acetonitrile/chloroform mixture and 4-(cyanomethyl)benzoic
acid in a 9:1 (v/v) acetonitrile/chloroform solvent mixture, re-
spectively, in the presence of piperidine as base. Synthetic and

characterization details are pro-
vided in the Supporting Informa-
tion.

The UV/Vis spectra of K6 and
K7 measured in chlorobenzene
solution, and when absorbed on
a TiO2 film, are shown in
Figure 2. In solution, the absorp-
tion maximum of K7 is slightly
red-shifted by 25 nm relative to
the cyanoacrylic acid dye, K6,
whereas the molar extinction co-
efficient at lmax of K7
(43700 Lmol!1 cm!1@521 nm) is
slightly higher than that of K6
(40800 Lmol!1 cm!1@506 nm).
When adsorbed onto TiO2 films,
the absorption maxima for both
K6 and K7 shift by about 30 nm
to shorter wavelengths when
compared to the solution spec-
trum, which may be due to the
deprotonation of the carboxylic
acid group on the surface of

TiO2. K7 shows superior light absorption at wavelengths longer
than 460 nm.

The dye anchoring in DSCs is critical in achieving high cell
efficiencies. K6 contains a cyanoacrylic acid group as anchoring
moiety, which is typically introduced into most organic dyes to
chemically attach to the TiO2 surface.

[12] To compare the bind-
ing ability of K7, which has a cyanomethylbenzoic acid accept-
or, with that of K6, the absorption of the two dyes on TiO2 was
investigated. In Figure 3, the absorption of the dye adsorbed
on the mesoporous TiO2 film is plotted as a function of the
dye’s equilibrium concentration (cequ) in the dye bath. The two
dyes show a very similar concentration-dependent absorption
behavior with the dye absorption reaching a plateau at cequ
"0.1mm. According to classical Langmuir absorption theory[13]

the dye-binding constant can be extracted from a plot of the
inverse of the surface coverage G!1 as a function of cequ

!1

[Eq. (1)] .[13] The inset of Figure 3 shows the corresponding plot,
confirming Langmuir-type adsorption behavior. The calculated
binding constants, K, for the two dyes are identical [(4.42#
0.07)!105 and (4.46#0.03)!105Lmol!1 for K6 and K7, respec-
tively] , suggesting that the new acceptor moiety attaches to
the TiO2 surface just as strongly as the traditional cyanoacrylic
acid group. In keeping with this finding, the dye loading for K7
[6.87 (#0.03)!10!8 mol cm!2] and K6 [6.91 (#0.02)
!10!8 molcm!2] , under the conditions used to dye films for
DSC construction, is identical.

1
G

! "
¼ 1

cequ

! "
1
K
þ 1 ð1Þ

Cyclic voltammetry was carried out to determine the redox
properties of these two dyes (see Figure S1). The oxidation of
K7 occurs at a half-wave potential of E1/2(K7/K7

+)=1.02 V

Figure 1. a) Chemical structures of sensitizers K6 and K7. b) Electron-density distribution for the LUMOs and
HOMOs of K6 and K7. Density functional theory (DFT) calculations were performed on all the materials using the
Gaussian 03 suite of programs and B3LYP/6-311+G(d,p)//B3LYP/6-31G(d) level of theory.

Figure 2. a) Molar extinction coefficients (e) of K6 (black) and K7 (red) in
chlorobenzene. b) Absorptivity spectra of 1.2 mm thick TiO2 films sensitized
with K6 (black) and K7 (red) recorded in air. Sensitization of the films was
performed using a 1.5mm dye solutions in a chlorobenzene and ethanol mix-
ture (v/v=1:1) for 8 h.
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versus normal hydrogen electrode (NHE). The corresponding
value for K6 is 170 mV higher [E1/2(K6/K6

+)=1.19 V versus
NHE]. The spectral properties of the dyes, shown in Figure 2,
were combined with the electrochemical data of the dyes in
solution to calculate the E1/2(D*/D

+) energy levels shown in
Figure 4.[14] Based on the electrochemical properties, the dye-

regeneration driving forces for K6 and K7 can be estimated to
be 620 and 460 mV, respectively, when these dyes are used in
conjunction with a [Co(bpy)3]

2+ /3+ (bpy=2,2’-bipyridine) elec-
trolyte. Both driving forces are in excess of 390 mV, which was
previously found to be sufficient for efficient dye regeneration
by the same redox mediator.[6]

The photovoltaic performance of K6 and K7 was evaluated
in DSCs constructed with [Co(bpy)3]

2+ /3+ as well as a conven-
tional triiodide/iodide-based electrolyte (see Table 1). The TiO2

electrode structures were optimized to maximize the perfor-
mance of [Co(bpy)3]

2+ /3+-based DSCs and consisted of a 4 mm
thick transparent layer (30 nm particle size) and a 6 mm thick

scattering layer (400 nm particle size). To facilitate the compari-
son of DSC performance, the concentrations of the oxidized
and reduced redox mediators were chosen to be identical for
both electrolyte systems. Other additives, such as tBP and
LiTFSI, were also maintained at the same concentration and
acetonitrile was used as solvent.

DSCs sensitized with K7 clearly outperform devices based on
the K6 sensitizer in both electrolyte systems. The improvement
is mostly due to an increase in the short-circuit current density
(JSC). The analysis of the incident-photon-to-current conversion
efficiency (IPCE) measurements of these DSCs (see Figure 5a)
reveals that the IPCE for K7-sensitized DSCs levels out at values
of 82–86% at around 500 nm for the [Co(bpy)3]

2+ /3+- and
iodide-based electrolytes, whereas the values for K6-sensitized
cells are somewhat lower reaching maxima of approximately
67% for both electrolyte systems. Only the DSC based on K6
and iodide/triiodide show a weak redshift in the IPCE spec-
trum. The two dyes show up to 80% light absorption when
adsorbed onto a 1.2 mm thick TiO2 film (see Figure 2b). Light
harvesting by the sensitized TiO2 layers used for the construc-
tion of these DSCs (4 mm thick+ scattering layer) will, there-
fore, be close to quantitative over a significant range of the
spectral region around the absorption maxima of the sensitiz-
ers. To further rationalize the observed IPCE spectra of K6 and
K7 in [Co(bpy)3]

2+ /3+-based DSCs, absorbed-photon-to-electron
(APCE) spectra were calculated based on the absorption prop-
erties of the sensitized films (see Figure 5b). The average APCE
values across the spectral range of 450–550 nm for K6 and K7
are 63 and 70%, respectively, indicating a significantly in-
creased charge conversion efficiency per adsorbed photon for
K7-sensitized [Co(bpy)3]

2+ /3+-based DSCs. This increase can be
caused by: (1) improved charge injection; (2) improved dye-re-
generation; and/or (3) reduced recombination. To check
whether the observed photocurrents during the IPCE and
APCE measurements were limited by charge collection, prelimi-
nary front/back-IPCE measurements were performed (Figure S3
in the Supporting Information). The results show negligible
charge recombination during electron diffusion through TiO2

Figure 3. Langmuir isotherms. Dye absorption on 1.2 mm thick mesoporous
TiO2 films at the wavelength of maximum absorption (K6 black and K7 red)
as a function of the equilibrium concentration of the dye (cequ) in the solu-
tion (chlorobenzene/ethanol=1:1 v/v). The films were kept in the dye bath
for 20 h. Inset: The inverse of TiO2 surface coverage G!1 plotted against the
inverse of the dye equilibrium concentration (cequ)

!1 with G=Abs(lmax)/Abs
0-

(lmax) where Abs0(lmax) corresponds to Abs(lmax) measured at cequ=0.5mm.

Figure 4. Energy diagram of the sensitizers K6, K7, [Co(bpy)3]
2+ /3+ and

a iodide/triiodide electrolyte based on the results of cyclic voltammetry
measurements (see the Supporting Information).

Table 1. Photovoltaic performance of DSCs under simulated AM1.5G
solar irradiation (100 mWcm!2).[a]

Dye Electrolyte Voc
[b]

[mV]
Jsc

[c]

[mAcm!2]
ff[d] h[e]

[%]

K6
Co(bpy)3

2+ /3+ 846"3 10.0"0.1 0.76"0.01 6.4"0.2
K7 832"1 12.5"0.2 0.73"0.01 7.6"0.1
K6

I!/I3
! 745"8 10.7"0.3 0.73"0.01 5.8"0.2

K7 738"7 11.5"0.3 0.71"0.01 6.1"0.2

[a] DSCs were constructed with the K6 and K7 dyes and tested with two
electrolyte systems the compositions of which were as follows: (1) cobalt
electrolyte: 0.20m tris(2,2’-bipyridyl)cobalt(II) bis(trifluoromethanesulfony-
l)imide ([Co(bpy)3](TFSI)2), 0.060m [Co(bpy)3](TFSI)3, 0.050m LiTFSI, 1.00m
tert-butylpyridine (tBP) in acetonitrile; (2) iodide electrolyte: 0.20m LiI,
0.060m I2, 0.050m LiTFSI, 1.00m tBP in acetonitrile; both K6 and K7 were
adsorbed from a 0.3 mm dye solution in a mixture of chlorobenzene and
ethanol (v/v=1:1) for 12 h. [b] Voc is the open circuit voltage. [c] Jsc is the
short circuit current density. [d] ff is the fill factor. [e] h is the energy con-
version efficiency.
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film, suggesting that the electron diffusion length is well
below the thickness of the TiO2 film.

To further elucidate the origin of the observed differences in
photovoltaic performance, the electron lifetime and mean
transit time of photo-injected charge carriers were studied by
means of intensity modulated photovoltage and photocurrent
spectroscopy (IMVS and IMPS)[15] in combination with charge
extraction experiments. The IMPS results, shown in Figure 6a,
indicate that similar mean electron transit times were observed
for both dyes and both electrolytes and suggest comparable
electron transport within the TiO2 layer in all cases. Charge ex-
traction measurements according to Duffy et al[16] were used
to determine the amount of charge stored in DSCs as a func-
tion of VOC (see Figure S3). The results obtained through IMVS
and charge extraction experiments were then combined to
yield the electron lifetime as a function of charge stored in the
DSC, as shown in Figure 6b. The results for the [Co(bpy)3]

2+ /3+

electrolytes clearly show an increase in electron lifetime by
about a factor of 1.6 for K6-sensitized DSCs over devices sensi-
tized with K7. When I!/I3

! is used as redox mediator, there is
no apparent difference in electron lifetime for K6- and K7-sen-

sitized DSCs. The somewhat longer electron lifetime observed
for K6-sensitized devices is also consistent with the 14 mV in-
crease in VOC and slightly higher ff for K6, relative to K7-sensi-
tized [Co(bpy)3]

2+ /3+ DSCs (see Table 1). This rules out both in-
creased charge recombination as well as inefficient dye-regen-
eration as a cause for the inferior performance of K6-sensitized
DSCs as both effects should result in a reduction, rather than
an increase, in electron lifetime. Consequently, superior charge
injection properties for K7, relative to K6, are the most likely
origin of the observed performance difference. This is also con-
sistent with a 170 mV more negative E1/2(K7

+/K7*) level com-
pared to E1/2(K6

+/K6*) (see Figure 4).
In summary, we have evaluated a new cyanomethylbenzoic

acid as acceptor for d–p–A DSC sensitizers by comparing its
performance to the more widely used cyanoacrylic acid accept-
or unit in a pair of analogous dyes. These dyes were modeled
on previously reported sensitizers that yielded high DSC per-
formances when combined with [Co(bpy)3]

2+ /3+ electrolytes
(C240).[11] The dye featuring the cyanomethylbenzoic acid ac-
ceptor (K7) outperformed the model sensitizer comprising the
cyanoacrylic acid group (K6) in terms of its photovoltaic perfor-
mance. Superior charge injection properties of K7 compared to
K6 were identified as the most likely reasons for the observed
increases in Jsc, efficiency; and IPCE. The performance increase
could be realized in spite of a slight electron lifetime decrease
for [Co(bpy)3]

2+ /3+-based DSCs when the cyanoacrylic acid
group is replaced with cyanomethylbenzoic acid.

Figure 5. a) Incident-photon-to-electron conversion efficiencies (IPCEs) of
DSCs sensitized with K6 (black) and K7 (red) based on [Co(bpy)3]

2+ /3+ (solid
line) and I!/I3

! (dashed line) electrolytes (same devices as reported in
Table 1). b) Absorbed-photon-to-current generation efficiencies (APCEs) as
a function of wavelength for K6 (black) and K7 (red) in conjunction with the
[Co(bpy)3]

2+ /3+ electrolyte described in Table 1. DSCs based on 4 mm thick
transparent TiO2 films were used for this analysis.

Figure 6. IMVS and IMPS measurements performed on K6- (black) and K7-
(red) sensitized DSCs based on [Co(bpy)3]

2+ /3+ (solid line) and I!/I3
! (dashed

line) electrolytes (same devices as reported in Table 1). a) Mean charge tran-
sient time versus short circuit current. b) Electron lifetime versus electron
density.
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Progress in the development of alternative redox mediators
and metal-free sensitizers has accelerated significantly in
recent years. The recent work by Yella et al.[5] has highlighted
the potential for efficiency improvements beyond those of
classical DSCs based on iodide and ruthenium(II) polypyridyl
complexes. Until now, however, a limited number of organic
dyes have been reported to act as efficient sensitizers when
used in conjunction with cobalt(II)/(III) polypyridyl redox medi-
ators. This is anticipated to change radically, given the remark-
able progress accomplished recently.[3,4, 17] New sensitizers will
be required with properties tailored towards their use in con-
junction with alternative non-corrosive electrolytes. We believe
that the cyanomethylbenzoic-acid acceptor reported herein
represents a valuable addition to the library of acceptors that
will form the basis for the next generation of custom-designed
high-efficiency sensitizers.
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